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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this dissertation are the following. To define the parameters of 

the novela del 68 and to argue for the conceptualization of a gendered novela del 68 as 

expressed in the analysis of the three novels under consideration: Panico o peligro. by 

Maria Luisa Puga (1983), Los octubres del otoiio. by Martha Robles (1982), and Los 

testigos. by Emma Prieto (1985; to analyze the alternative discourses and subjectivities 

textuaiized in these novels; and to analyze the "gendering" and fictionalization of the 

1968 Mexican student movement. 

Chapter 1 provides a detailed introduction to the novela del 68 as defined in 

contemporary Mexican literary and cultural criticism. It provides a general overview of 

the major works of the novela del 68 along with a discussion of the critics who have been 

instrumental in defining, analyzing, and codifying the novela del 68. 

Chapter 2 examines how Panico o peligro. by Maria Luisa Puga establishes a 

dialogical relationship to the representative works of the novela del 68 as defined by 

Medina and Martre. It is argued that this relationship is marked by a central structural 

conflict between assimilation of a traditional testimonial/autobiographical model, and 

differentiation by means of the strategic narrative device of autobiographical simulation. 

Chapter 3 examines Martha Robles's Los octubres del otono. and proposes that 

the novel deconstructs the traditional novela del 68's binary oppositional model of 

representation. This chapter presents an argument for the novel as a radial reading of 
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history, incorporating the semiotic theories of paragrams as developed by Julia Kristeva 

and Severe Sarduy. 

Chapter 4 analyzes how Emma Prieto's Los testigos refocuses the cultural and 

political conflicts of 1968 through the lens of class and social identity. This chapter 

shows how the novel recasts the internal struggles of the MPE in the guise of a political 

love triangle, utilizing the language of popular detective and romance fiction to sublimate 

discourses of class power and masculine social and cultural hegemony. It is argued that 

the novel subverts a model of identity construction in the traditional novela del 68 which 

evades the problematics of class and gender identity. 
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Chapter 1 
Crisis and Representation: 

Toward the Fictionalization of the 1960s 
in the Contemporary Mexican Novel 

Between 1982 and 1985, nearly twenty years after the massacre at Tlatelolco and 

during a period of increased attention to Mexican women's narrative, three novels by 

women about 1968 were published in Mexico: Los octubres del otono. by Martha Robles 

(1982), Panico o peligro. by Maria Luisa Puga (1983), and Los testigos by Emma Prieto 

(1985). The significance of these novels for contemporary Mexican narrative is threefold. 

First, the publication dates of these novels represent an argument for defining the novela del 

68 beyond purely chronological parameters. This is significant because such a limited 

concept of periodization excludes the majority of women authors who have taken up this 

topic. Second, the works demonstrate how the 1968 crisis has continued to emerge 

thematically since 1968 as a metaphor for social and individual revolution and 

transformation, and the relevance of this to Mexican women's narrative. Third, these novels 

are examples of how the representation of crisis in Mexican women's narrative provides a 

context which facilitates the construction of critical political and cultural discourses and the 

development of alternative feminine subjectivities and narrative practices. 

I begin this chapter by examining the history and literary legacy of Tlatelolco. 

Following this brief overview I will take up the issue of categorization and how these three 

novels qualify for inclusion in the body of texts now known as the novela del 68. In 

addition I will discuss the concept of crisis and how its textualization in these novels 

enables the production of previously marginalized, alternative discourses and feminine 

subjectivities. And finally, I will explore the issue of historical context and literary 
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representations through an overview of the sixties in Mexico and its competing political, 

social, and cultural discourses and practices. 

1968: The Political and Literary Legacy of TIateloIco 

As chronicled by student and political leaders of the Mexican Movimiento Popular 

Estudiantil (MPE), journalists, and movement supporters such as Luis Gonzalez de Alba, 

Jose Revueltas, Elena Poniatowska, Carlos Monsivais, Sergio Zermeno, and Gilberto 

Guevara Niebla, 1968 marks the violent culmination of over a decade of civil grassroots 

protest in the name of cultural, political, educational and economic reform.' While Mexico 

City prepared to host the 1968 Olympics, government tanks patrolled the city's main streets, 

and "hundreds (some estimates say thousands) of students were massacred in TIateloIco, 

and their bodies were burned or dumped in the ocean" (Taylor 1991, 55). Thousands of 

protesters, university students, professors, and laborers were subsequently jailed, and by 

many accounts tortured or "disappeared," for their participation in a public display of non

violent civil disobedience (Altamirano 1975; Poinatowska 1971). 

As Cynthia Steele has noted, the MPE was fueled by widespread social discontent. 

'in situating the 1968 student movement on a timeline that extends historically over a period of ten years, 

originating in 1958-59, I concur with Jose Revultas's interpretation of the student movement and its role in 

contemporary Mexican history, as stated in his 1971 essay, "Autogestion academica y universidad crftica": 

El Movimiento actija aun bajo los efectos de la derrota que los ferrocarrileros 

sufrieron en 1958-59. Sometida la clase obrera y el resto de los grups sociales del 

pafs en los primeros 10 afios, toco principalmente a los estudiantes del pais en 

1968, encabezar los anhelos de democracia nacional que ningun otro grupo o clase 

social podi'a encabezar en esa coyuntura especftlca, de ahi que la 'conciencia 

colectiva nacional...se exprese, a traves del movimiento del 68, con el lenguaje del 

proletariado, con el lenguaje de la clase obrera,' que acababa 10 alios antes, de 

sufrir un reves del que aun no se reponia (47). 

See Jose Revueltas, Mexico 68: iuventud v revolucion (Mexico: Ediciones Era, 1978. Gilberto Guevara Niebla's La 

democracia en la calle: Cronica del movimiento estudiantil mexicano (Mexico: Siglo XXI Editores, 1988) also situates 

the 1968 movement within a timeline which extends from the student movements of 1958 through 1984. 
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springing from a rapidly changing economic panorama 
during the second half of the sixties, in which the middle-
class dream of class mobility and acheiving security through 
education was vanishing before high unemployment rates, 
and in which concrete instances of police violence and 
invasion of university autonomy inflamed indignation toward 
authoritarianism in all spheres (Steele 1992, 5). 

Sergio Zermeiio, the Mexican sociologist whose 1978 book Mexico: Una 

democracia utopica is by all accounts the definitive study to date of the 1968 movement, 

divides the development of the student movement into four stages. The first stage is 

comprised of the events of late July, 1968 which originated out of a street fight between 

students from the preparatory school of the National Politechnical Institute (IPN) and 

students in a private preparatory school, Isaac Ochotenera. The following day, on July 22, 

the IPN students again provoked a confrontation which remained unanswered. At this point, 

the riot police {granaderos) patrolling the ai'ea began to taunt and provoke the IPN students. 

Zermefio quotes directly from the newspaper El Universal's account of the incident: 

A1 principio los estudiantes contestaron las provocaciones 
con gritos y silbidos, pero el animo se fue caldeando hasta 
que empezaron a arrojar piedras contra los granaderos. Era 

entonces cuando aparecian nuevamente los granaderos, 
volvi'an a provocar a los estudiantes y cuando estos se 
envalentonaban, las bombas lacrimogenas y las macanas de 
los uniformados caian sobre los muchachos. Practicamente 
eran emboscadas las que tendi'an a los estudiantes, en este 
zafarrancho en el que los granaderos parece que inauguraron 
una tactica de 'guerra de guenillas'. Despues de varias 
corretizas una seccion de granaderos llego hasta la 
vocacional 5, en la que penetraron y golpearon a varios 
alumnos para salir corriendo y retirarse a lugar 
seguro...lniciada a las 10 horas, la batalla termino a las 13 
horas (Zermefio 1978, 11). 

Zermeno asserts that this initial confrontation reveals the government's eagerness to use 

excessive force against any elements of civil disorder, especially given the fact that the IPN 
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students's taunts did not actually provoke a fight u'ith the students from Isaac Ochotenera. 

"Todo aparece como si las fuerzas del orden hubieran aprovechado las rencillas 

existentes...paraimplementarunenfrentaniiento" (Zermefio 1978, 12). 

On July 26 an estimated 50,000 protesters, organized by the National Federation of 

Technical Students (FNET), the dominant student organization coming out of the IPN, 

participated in a march protesting the use of force against the EPN preparatory students by 

riot police several days before. At the same time, only a few blocks from the FNET protest, 

another gathering was taking place in commemoration of the Cuban Revolution. This event 

was organized by the National Confederation of Democratic Students (CNED), a student 

group affiliated with the Communist Party. As Zermeno notes, both of these events took 

place with the permission of the local government. 

When a group of about 5000 protesters decided to march to the Zocalo (the seat of 

government, in the center of the city), riot police took action against the participants of both 

the CNED and the FNET events. At this point, the presence of granaderos in the vicinity of 

the preparatory school of the National University (UNAM) brought students of this 

institution into the street. Later the director of the preparatory school would declare to 

journalists that his students "no participai'on en las manifestaciones y fueron atacados por 

los granaderos" (El Dfa. July 27, 1968). The objects of police repression now included 

students from both major educational institutions as well as a number of political dissidents. 

Arrests were made on the scene and in the subsequent days student leaders and leaders of 

the political left were apprehended at their homes. The situation rapidly worsened and 

eventually the army invaded educational campuses leading to a cessation of educational 

activites at both IPN and UNAM. Brushwood asserts that "the strong-arm tactics used in the 
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course of these events indicate clearly the defensiveness of the establishment, as growing 

awareness of its inadequacy increased its sensitivity" (Brushwood 1989,67). 

Zermeno identifies August, 1968 as the second stage of the movement. Mass 

meetings continued throughout the month, culminating in a massive gathering estimated to 

include four hundred thousand in the Zocalo on August 27. Prior to this manifestation the 

Consejo Nacional de Huelga (CNH; National Strike Committee) had been formed. It was 

comprised of student leaders, intellectuals, and political activists. A list of demands was 

drawn up by the CNH which included the release of political prisoners (many of them 

arrested during the railroad workers' strike of 1958-59), the resignation of certain specified 

police officials, abolition of the grancideros, indemnization of the families of students killed 

or wounded in conflicts with the army and the granaderos, an investigation into the conflict 

and its consequences, and the repeal of Article 145 of the penal code, which provided the 

legal basis for police action against acts of "social dissidence."" 

The movement gained increasing momentum during the second stage as growing 

numbers of supporters from the middle and working classes joined in, suggesting the 

possibility of a massive, generalized, cross-class, cross-generational opposition movement. 

Enrique Krauze recalls a conversation with Octavio Paz from 1985 in which Paz alludes to 

this possibility, "...at that luminous moment in the '68 movement, there is an arc of 

solidai'ity between generations, however ephemeral it may have been" (Krauze 1985, 1).^ 

"Article 145 remains intact in the penal code to this day, and has most recently been invoked by President 

Ernesto Zedillo in his attempt to quash the Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas and the southern Mexican states. 

^At this point the MPE's geographic sphere of influence also expanded as supporters from the provincial cities 

began to organize sympathetic movements outside of the capital. 
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The third stage of the movement, from late August to mid-September, is marked by 

growing dissension within the student movement. The rector of the university, who up to 

that point had been a vocal spokesman against the army's violation of university autonomy 

and a loyal supporter of the students' rights, announced that he considered the annual 

presidential address to have satisfied most of the CNH's demands. In response to the rector's 

announcement the CNH leadership called for a silent demonstration in which a quarter of a 

million people marched to the Zocalo. Although the protest was non-violent, a few days 

later the ai'my occupied the National University. 

The fourth and final stage of the movement is comprised of the period from mid-

September to October 4, two days after the massacre at Tlatelolco, and the official date of 

the disbanding of the CNH. This fourth stage was a period of increasing repression, though 

the CNH was successful in attaining the evacuation of the occupying forces from UNAM 

on September 30. The government, after two months of refusing to negotiate with the 

students, finally agreed to meet on October 2. As a result, that same day the previously 

scheduled march to the Zocalo from the Plaza de las Tres Culturas (Tlatelolco) was 

cancelled by leaders of the CNH. As the crowd in the Plaza was being informed of the 

cancellation "ai'my, police, and riot police...encircled and opened machine-gun fire on [the] 

rally of 10,000 people-workers, housewives, and students, including most of the 200 

members of the CNH" (Steele 1992, 5). 

The MPE's violent repression at the hands of the undemocratic and oligarchic PRI 

government, according to literary critics such as Danny Anderson and Cynthia Steele, is 

"considered to mark a turning point in Mexico's literary production" (Steele 1992, 8). And 

while some critics maintain that "what actually happened during the summer of 1968 and 
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on October 3 [sic] of that year is more a matter for historians than for students of literature" 

(Stabb, 330), others point to the indispensable, in fact dominant, role that literature has 

played in the textualization of that period. The events of Tlatelolco, as Gonzalo Martre 

argues, might well have been forgotten were it not for the role that literature has played in 

documenting and dramatizing the crisis. 

Muchos poemas fueron escritos sobre la marcha de los 
acontecimientos, muchos y buenos inmediatamente despues 
de la masacre del 2 de octubre seguidos por testimonios, 
ensayos, novelas, teatro y grafica. El MPE...sigui6 creciendo 
a traves de la literatura porque el periodismo fue incapaz de 
erigirse en memoria acusadora; la literatura propago entonces 
y desde entonces lo que la cronica periodistica amordazada 
por la autocensura convencional no pudo consignar en las 
paginas de la historia (Martre 1986, 2). 

While Tlatelolco has inspired "some thirty novels during the ensuing years," (Steele 1992, 

8) Martre points out that "de aquellos hechos...brot6 una corriente literaria...que se 

manifesto en todos los generos" (Martre 1986, 21). Thus we find a literary history of 

Tlatelolco represented in a broad spectrum of genres, including testimonial, essay, short 

story, theater and poetry. 

Perhaps the best-known and most eloquent interpretations of Tlatelolco, La noche 

de Tlatelolco by Elena Poniatowska and Los dfas v los anos by Luis Gonzalez de Alba, 

were published within two years of the massacre, in 1971. Both Poniatowska's and 

Gonzalez de Alba's works are generally considered "documentary narrative," that is, 

testimonials from an insider's perspective."* Other testimonials published within two to five 

''La noche de Tlatelolco. by Elena Poniatowska has been the object of much discussion since its publication in 

1971. Because it challenges the boundaries of several genres simultaneously--journalism, essay, testimonial, 

photojournalism, novel-many critics have hailed its importance in contemporary Mexican narrative, above and beyond 

its immediate relevance to the literature of Tlatelolco. In his essay "Twentieth-Century Fiction," Lanin Gyurko calls the 

work "the most variegated and intricate response to the events of 1968. [It] is both documentary and creative, combining 
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years of the massacre include Tiempo de hablar by Jose Revueltas (1970), a collection of 

"alegatos en defensa de Jose Revueltas, Eduardo Valle, y Raul Alvarez Garin" considered to 

be the first testimonial of Tlatelolco; El movimiento estudiantil del 68 by Ramon Ramirez, 

"el libro documento mas extenso...publicado sobre el movimiento...imprescindible para 

quien intente el estudio de dicho fenomeno social;" Libertad bajo protesta by Herberto 

Castillo (1973); and Toda la furia by the poet Horacio Espinosa Altamirano (1973), "cuyo 

testimonio sobre el numero de muertos en la noche del 2 de octubre se aleja mucho de la 

apocrifa cifra oficial" (Martre 1986, 24-25). 

The year 1969 mai'ks the publication of Tres culturas en agonfa. a compilation of 

four essays by Jorge Carrion, Daniel Cazes, Sol Arguedas and Fernando Carmona which 

deal directly with the October 2 massacre and clearly align themselves with the student 

protesters. This collection was followed by two less-supportive and, according to Martre, 

anti-student essays. In 1970 Roberto Moheno and Octavio Paz published De la Ciudadela a 

Tlatelolco and Posdata. respectively, works which have been characterized as motivated by 

pro-government (Moheno) and anti-Communist (Paz) sentiments."'' Juan Miguel de Mora's 

the verbal and the visual." David William Foster, ed. Mexican Literature: A History. Austin; UT Press, 1994. 

'Although Ocatvio Paz renounced his diplomatic appointment in India after the Mexican government's actions 

at Tlatelolco, and was a vocal critic of the massacre, he nevertheless remained skeptical of the viability of revolutionary 

responses to national crises. As Martin S. Stabb notes, "He expressed strong doubts regarding revolutionary solutions in 

areas where integrated development has not been achieved; thus he dismisses all revolutions that aim at accelerating 

development with the observation that they inevitably 'degenerate into bureaucratic, more or less oppressive regimes' 

(95). He includes in this sweeping denouncement the Mexican, the Russian, and indirectly, the Cuban revolutions. In 

short, it is in this essay 1 Posdata) that Paz's growing disaffection for Marxism emerges with greatest clarity." "The 

Essay," in David William Foster, ed. Mexican Literature: A History. Austin: UT Press, 1994, p.33I. One of Paz's most 

vocal critics on the question of Tlatelolco and Paz's assessment of it in Posdata was Jorge Aguilar Mora. In his 1978 

book La divina pareia; Historia v mito en Octavio Paz. Aguilar Mora takes Paz to task for his relegation of the events of 

Tlatelolco to a mythic or metaphorical realm; "Hay que proponer la 'pesadilla' del eterno retorno, porque de hecho todo 

esta regresando. pero siempre en forma diferente, siempre diferente (Marx hablaba de dos repeticiones de la historia: 

una parodica y otra tragica). Regresa lo identico pero regresa diferente; esa es la realidad. Y no a la manera de Paz, 

como una metafora, como una confirmacion de una idea. Tlatelolco no es la encarnacion de ningun mito, de ninguna 

figura retorica historica, no es ninguna actualizacion de ningun inconsciente mitico" (Aguilar Mora, 59-60). In fact. 
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T-68. published in 1971, is a combination of essay, testimonial and fictional narrative 

which openly sides with the student movement. Finally, a full ten years after the massacre 

Sergio Zermeno published Mexico, una democracia utopica: El movimiento estudiantil del 

which Martre considers "el intento mas amplio y profundo hecho para interpretar 

causas, desarrollo y represion del 68 mexicano" (Martre 1986,26). 

The mid-seventies witnessed the publication of several short stories dedicated to the 

representation and interpretation of 1968. Among them were Nueva utopfa v los guerrilleros 

by Rene Aviles Fabila (1972), De ofdas by Juan Tovar (1972), El vengador by Gerardo de 

la Torre (1973), and Personas fatales by Jorge Arturo Ojaida (1975). In 1986 Marco 

Antonio Campos and Alejandro Toledo edited and published Narraciones sobre el 

movimiento estudiantil de 1968. an anthology of short stories by various authors about the 

student massacre at Tlatelolco. 

As noted above by Gonzalo Maitre, many poems were dedicated to the events at 

Tlatelolco both as testimonials to the loss of life and in protest against the government's 

violent repression of the MPE. The earliest anthology of poems, 53 poemas del 68. was 

published in 1972 and edited by Miguel Arroche Parra. Among the contributors to this 

anthology were some of Mexico's foremost writers, poets, and intellectuals including Jose 

Caiios Becerra and Efram Huerta. El caos o restos. temblores. iras by Jaime Labastida 

followed soon after in 1974. And a second anthology of poems, edited by Mai'co Antonio 

according to Aguilar Mora's critique, Paz's recourse to myth necessarily leads him to value the aesthetic realm over 

historical reality, which Aguilar Mora characterizes as Paz's essential detachment from real events:"todo su proceso ha 

consistido en...colocarse fuera del torbellino historico, porque lo que le molesta es que la historia sea un torbellino, que 

enuncie proposiciones vitales incomprensibles y dolorosas para alguien que solo quiere metaforizar" (Aguilar Mora, 

169: also quoted in translation in Stabb, 132). 
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Campos, Poemas sobre el movimiento del 68. a collection of 26 poems about the student 

movement, appeared in 1980. 

Finally, Mexican dramatists and authors have contributed a considerable number of 

dramatic works to the literature of Tlatelolco. Carlos Fuentes's Todos los gatos son pardos. 

published in 1968, is the earliest and most frequently studied dramatic work on the subject. 

Among the best-known pieces of the 1970s are two by Emilio Carballido, La pesadilla and 

jUnete pueblo!, published in 1978, in the collection D.F.. 26 obras en un acto. Juan Miguel 

de Mora, author ofT-68. also published the dramatic text Plaza de las tres culturas in 1978. 

Yet while these works, along with the aforementioned testimonials, essays, short stories, 

and poems are representative of the depth of what Martre terms "literatura Tlatelolca," it is 

clearly in the area of the novel, the novela del 68, where the impact of this literature has 

been most prominent.^ The majority of the more than thirty novels which comprise the so-

called "novel del 68" were published in the 1970s. Of this small group of novels the best-

known include Con el, conmigo. con nosotros tres (1971) by Maria Luisa Mendoza; La 

plaza (1971') by Luis Spota; La invitacion by Juan Garcia Ponce; Palinuro de Mexico (1977) 

by Fernando del Paso; Si muero leios de ti (1979) by Jorge Aguilar Mora, and 

Manifestacion de silencios (1979) by Arturo Azuela. While the repercussions of Tlatelolco 

might still reverberate in the historical memory of contemporary Mexican intellectuals and 

critics, the relevance of the novela del 68 in Mexican literary history is by no means a 

settled issue. In fact, not all critics agree with Martre that the novela del 68 has had a 

''As a result of the debate which was initiated at the 1984 Congreso Nacional de Escritores, in Jalapa, Veracruz, 

Gonzalo Martre undertook what he calls "una clasificacion" of the growing number of novels dedicated to 1968, El 

movimiento popular-estudiantil de 1968 en la novela mexicana. Mexico: UNAM, 1984. Pointing to the critical 

differences expressed at the conference over the impact and relevance of the novela del 68, Martre uses his study as an 

affirmation of the novela del 68 as "una alerta contra el olvido." It is the only existing classification to date. 
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relevant impact on contemporary Mexican naixative. Alejandro Toledo considers Palinuro 

de Mexico and Si muero leios de ti. for example, to be works more influenced by Julio 

Cortazar's Ravuela. than by the political and social crisis of Mexico 1968. Evodio Escalante 

characterizes the 1968 student movement as "un incidente de poca importancia," and 

relegates the novels on 68 to a category of incidental relevance to Mexican narrative.^ The 

lack of critical scholarship on these and more recent novels about 1968 reveals the 

continued hesitation by contemporary scholars and critics to explore not only the historical 

context and ramifications of 1968 but also, and perhaps more appropriate to the task of 

literary critics, to interpret the cultural expression of that crisis in the novels themselves.^ A 

fundamental objective of this dissertation, therefore, is to demonstrate how the novela del 

68 has played an on-going role in the development of contemporary Mexican literature, and 

in particular women's narrative, since the events of 1968. 

La Novela del 68 

For the purposes of this dissertation I will apply a definition of the novela del 68 

based on Gonzalo Martre's assessment of the shared characteristics of the thirty novels he 

studies in El movimiento popular estudiantil de 1968 en la novela mexicana (1986). In this 

' For a complete transcript of the exchanges between Martre, Evodio Escalante, and Alejandro Toledo at the 

roundtable on the novela del 68, see La palahra _v el liombre. No. 54/54, 1985. 

''The bibliography of the novela del 68 continues to be very minimal. To date, the only book-length study that 

exists is Gonzalo Martre's El movimiento popular estudiantil de 1968 en la novela mexicana. (Mexico: UNAM, 1986). 

Cynthia Steele discusses the novela del 68 in the first chapter of Bevond the pyramid: Politics. Gender, and the Mexican 

Novel. 1968-1988. (Austin: UT Press, 1992). And Ruben Medina's article. "Ayer es nunca jamas: Continuidad y ruptura 

en la narrativa mexicana del 68," published in 1995 in the Revista cri'tica literaria lantinoamericana. no. 42, focuses 

specifically on the contributions of women authors to the novela del 68. While there are quite a number of studies on the 

impact of Tlatelolco on literature and criticism in Mexico after 1968, the novela del 68 has yet to receive the critical 

attention it deserves. 
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Study, the most comprehensive examination to date of the novela del 68, Martre proposes 

five categories of relevance to the theme of 68. Of these five categories, the first three 

include novels in which 68 is an integral component of the entire work. The remaining two 

categories refer to works in which 68 is somehow evoked or mentioned, but which do not 

represent 68 as a central theme in the narrative. Therefore in concordance with Martre's 

categorization, the novela del 68 is defined as 

Novelas politicas que abordan algun aspecto (o todos) del 
MPE-68 directa, profunda y ampliamente, que ademas 
exploran las causas historicas que lo originaron y que tratan 
de evaluar sus consecuencias sociopolfticas equilibrando la 
carga de denuncia en el tratamiento literario. 
Novelas que se impregnan intensamente de la atmosfera del 
68 permitiendo que el movimiento flote en ellas con su 
presencia distante o con la repercusion del recuerdo, con lo 
que arrojan como balance una carga politica evidente. 
Novelas en las que atraviesa el MPE-68 fragmentaria y 
lejanamente, sirviendo como decorado al objetivo literario, 
que se conserva primordial, y/o como apoyo circunstancial 
en el desarrollo sicologico de algun o algunos personajes 

(Martre, 35). 

From Martre's perspective the three novels to be analyzed in this dissertation fall 

into the above categories. He classifies the novels as follows: Los testigos, by Emma Prieto 

in the first category--"novela poli'tica que abordan algun aspecto (o todos) del MPE-68 

directa, profunda y ampliamente"; Los octubres del otono. by Martha Robles in the second 

category~"novela que se impregna intensamente de la atmosfera del 68 permitiendo que el 

movimiento flote en ella con su presencia distante o con la repercusion del recuerdo"; 

Panico o peligro. by Maria Luisa Puga in the third category~"novela en que atraviesa el 

MPE-68 fragmentaria y lejanamente, que se conserva primordial, y/o como apoyo 

circunstancial en el desarrollo sicologico de algun o algunos personajes" (Martre, 177-178). 
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Absent from Martre's definition of the novela del 68 is any explicit reference to 

categorization based upon the publication date of these novels. What remains clear, though, 

is that 1968 as a theme has continued to emerge in contemporary Mexican literature, as 

Martre's chronology of novels demonstrates. Based upon the above criteria, then, I agree 

that from a thematic perspective and in concordance with the theory that 1968 transcends 

chronological limitations, the novels by Robles, Prieto, and Puga clearly are integral to the 

novela del 68. Nevertheless, while I accept Martre's general parameters for these novels' 

inclusion in the body of works that comprise the novela del 68, there does remain a 

blindspot in his analysis with regard to the contributions that women novelists have made to 

this body of texts and the significance of these contributions to the evolution of the novela 

del 68. 

In the introductory chapter to Beyond the Pyramid: Politics. Gender, and the 

Mexican Novel. 1968-1988 Cynthia Steele makes the observation that "it was not until 

twenty years after the student movement that writers would attempt to interpret this turning 

point in history from a woman's perspective and would, in addition, include a critique of 

gender relations within the movement" (Steele, 11). This statement makes two fundamental 

assertions. First, that the literary interpretations of 1968 that have traditionally defined the 

novela del 68 have done so from a male-centered perspective. And second, that the 

traditional representations of 68 have tended to focus on the conflict between the movement 

and the government without specific regard for intra-movement dynamics. 

With respect to the first point it is important to bear in mind that by 1971 two well-

known Mexican women authors, Elena Poniatowska and Maria Luisa Mendoza, had 

published works dealing specifically with Tlatelolco. Poniatowska's, in fact, continues to be 
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viewed as a foundational work on the period for botii its historical relevance and its 

innovative literary techniques. Nevertheless, neither of these texts meaningfully explores 

the specificities of women's experience of the 1960s and 1968 in particular. This is not to 

say that they do not imbue their works with the nuances of a feminized perpsective, but 

clearly the texts ai'e much more concerned with issues of collective historical experience. 

With regard to the second point, while a number of movement leaders chronicled 

their experiences within the counterculture and the student movement, and to a certain 

extent provided an insider's account of movement politics and dynamics, the issue of 

women's roles and experiences has not been explored in a meaningful way in the novels 

about 68 published before 1982.^ If, then, the novela del 68 prior to 1982 fictionalized the 

student movement of 1968 from a masculine perspective and tended toward a critique of 

power from the perspective of the movement as a collective entity, we can begin to extract a 

working definition of what, exactly, the novela del 68 was prior to 1982: a fictionalization 

of the male experience of 1968, from the perspective of those whom the movement 

empowered. This is borne out in Ruben Medina's insightful analysis of two major works on 

68 by male authors: Los dfas v los anos and Manifestacion de silencios. As Medina notes, in 

the case of Los dfas v los afios. the prison space is privileged as a representation of a worid 

in which contact and collaboration between men and women is limited. In addition, this 

particular space gives free voice to sexist and homophobic discourses. Similarly, in 

Manifestacion de silencios. female subjects continue to be represented as passive objects of 

male desire and obsession. How, then, do novels about the 1960s, and 1968 specifically. 

''interestingly, there seems to be a close parallel in this regard with Chicano narrative fictionalizations of the 

Chicano movements of the 1960s in the United States. One future project is to compare Chicana fictionalizations of the 

movements in the U.S. with the Mexican women's novels studied in this dissertation. 
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written by women nearly twenty years after Tlatelolco, and which fictionalize the specific 

experience of being female in this context, fit into the novela del 681 

La Novela del 68: Crisis and the Gendered Text 

In his analysis of the sociological underpinnings of the student movement, Sergio 

Zermeno asserts that the idea of the movement operating as a unified ideological front is 

erroneous. From its inception, the movement was comprised of diverse and at times 

competing political and social ideologies which cut across traditional boundaries of class, 

education, social status and political power. It was, as Cynthia Steele notes, "itself an 

experiment in direct democracy" (Steele, 5). Its strength, Zermerio asserts, is derived from 

the multiplicity of sociological and political ideologies uniting in opposition to the State as 

an expression of authoritarianism on all levels. 

Cuando medio millon de manifestantes se aproprian 
del Zocalo y gritan a toda voz consignas e injurias frente al 
Palacio Nacional y contra toda la piramide politica que se 
adivinaba detras de sus muros, se pone de manifiesto el 
contenido mas profundo de este movimiento. No hay 
objetivos unicos a largo plazo, hay solo una cn'tica 
inmediata, una negacion del Estado fueite y autoritario, una 
negacion de aquel Estado y de aquel sistema politico que 
niegan a su vez esos principios profundamente liberales y 
democraticos-burgueses: la libertad de expresion, de 
asociacion y de accion independiente desde abajo. El 
movimiento expresa asi el fortalecimiento de la sociedad 
civil frente al Estado. 

Es por esto que independientemente de la ideologia 
expresada por los distinto grupos en el interior del 
movimiento, este sea considerado como una de las 
expresiones mas puras del reformismo y de la modemizacion 
de la organizacion social y poli'tica de Mexico (Zermeno, 
51). 
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Zermeno's assessment provides us with a dimension of analysis which is missing 

from Martre's definition of the characteristics of the novela del 68. Specifically, the 

relevance of a multiplicity of discourses engaging cooperatively in a critique of power. The 

novela del 68 as Martre defines it is one in which the history, development, and 

repercussions of the movement are explored either centrally or as a relevant force 

thematically. If this is the case, then the multiplicity of discourses, ideologies, subjectivities 

and positionalities which were reflected in the movement must also somehow be 

textualized in the novela del 68. Given the absence of female interpretations of women's 

experience in the the social and political upheavals of the 1960s, the novela del 68 did not 

fully begin to fictionalize the complexities of the movement until 1982. From this 

perspective, the three novels by women to be analyzed herein are not only integral to the 

novela del 68, but mark a critical moment in its evolution. 

According to Ruben Medina, Mexican narradve related to 68 can be divided into 

three stages: the "testimonial" stage, the "totalizing" stage, and the "feminist" stage. In his 

assessment, the testimonial stage is inaugurated with Poniatowska's La noche de Tlatelolco 

in 1971 and represented in such works as Luis Gonzalez de Alba's Los dfas v los anos from 

the same year. The second, "totalizing," stage of the novela del 68 is comprised of works 

such as Arturo Azuela's Manifestacion de silencios (1979) and Jorge de Aguilar Mora's Si 

muero leios de ti (1979). Nearly a decade after the first testimonial works, these second-

stage novels signal an evolutionary shift in the representation of 1968. Testimonial 

literature, with its emphasis on orality and documentation, has been criticized for a seeming 

lack of perspective, which according to critics such as Carlos Fuentes, reduces it to "mero 

documento" (Fuentes 1969, 15). For this reason, Medina asserts, Azuela and Aguilar Mora 
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exploran de modo mas amplio y supuestamente mas 
complejo que en el testimonio el modo que el movimiento 
estudiantil-popular transforma y trastoma a una generacion y 
al pais, y a la misma idea de la novela. Estas novelas buscan 
narrar el movimiento estudiantil en su totalidad o como parte 
de un proceso historico mas abarcador, ampliando muchas 
veces el contexto del movimiento estudiantil. Tambien se 
caracterizan por la experimentacion y elementos de la 
metaficcidn emergen nuevamente en la novela, pero ahora 
como parte de una preocupacion por narrar o inscribir 
movimientos sociales, rupturas y dislocaciones historicas y 
multiples ^eas de realidad (Medina 1994,210). 

These totalizing novels are chai'acterized by a high level of narrative experimentation, as 

well as by philosophical explorations of reality and the function of language as an 

inscription of reality, the role of memory in the reconstruction of the past, and Mexican 

history and colonialism (212). 

The third stage Medina identifies is the "feminist" stage of the novela del 68. In his 

view, this stage is initiated in 1985 by Emma Prieto, with her novel Los testigos. and 

continued in Vilma Fuentes's 1988 novel Aver es nunca jamas, which is the focus of his 

article. Medina rightly asserts that both these novels "contestan las representaciones sobre el 

movimiento estudiantil-popular construidas bajo una perspectiva masculina, cuyo centro y 

significado de la ficcion son los hombres" (Medina, 213). Furthermore, he agrees with 

Cynthia Steele's observation that Aver es nunca jamas is the first Mexican novel to explore 

the contradiction between feminine authority in the domestic sphere and the lack of such 

authority in the public sphere in the context of the political activism of the sixties. Medina 

argues that the most significant contribution of Fuentes's novel is precisely its "abolicion 

narrativa de fronteras entre estas dos esferas," given that "la protagonista incluso carece de 

poder en la esfera privada o domestica" (214). 
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Medina goes on to demonstrate how Fuentes's novel functions as a disarticulation of 

a patriarchal hegemony which has traditionally assigned men a political and cultural 

(public) authority, while consigning women to silence in the private, maternal, and 

domestic spheres. As a response to the patriarchal division of social roles, Medina observes, 

Fuentes insists on distancing the female protagonist from a traditional identity grounded in 

the maternal. As an example he notes that although the protagonist is pregnant throughout 

most of the novel, she personally never refers to her pregnancy; any references in the text 

come from male protagonists who view it as a marker of vulnerability in the public 

demonstrations staged by the students. "La experiencia de la matemidad, para la autora," 

notes Medina, "no contribuye a formar su individualidad y subjetividad como mujer, ni se 

convierte tampoco en un elemento que define su ser 'diferente"' (Medina 215)."^ 

Medina's article is the first in-depth analysis of a novel about 1968 written by a 

woman, and as such it has initiated what promises to be an interesting and dynamic 

dialogue with other critics of this literature, and specifically those of us who are concerned 

with women's fictionalizations of this period. While I agree with Medina's general 

assessment of the critical role that novels by women have played in the evolution of the 

novela del 68, specifically in regard to their insistence on examining relationships of power 

between men and women in the context of the 1960s and 68 in particular, I would argue 

that his definition of the feminist stage of the novela del 68 is problematic on two specific 

'"Thi s is an interesting departure from Poniatowska's use of tiie maternal voice in denouncing the massacre at 

Tlatelolco. In contrast to Fuentes's insistence on distancing her protagonist from any identification with her maternal or 

reproductive role, Poniatowska utlilizes the maternal identity specifically to give voice to the traditionally silenced and 

de-politicized female/mother figure. While it can be argued that both approaches are identity-constructing gestures, 

clearly they represent diverse perspectives on the representation of gender in the narrative of 1968. This contrast speaks 

to the multiplicity of positions and roles that female subjects actively utilize to construct an identity; an identity which 

may or may not be typically female, or feminist, depending upon the specific textual and/or historical context. 
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counts: his application of the general term "feminist" to a diverse body of works by women 

authors, and his use of 1985 as the date which signals the emergence of the "feminist" stage. 

Feminist theory has historically been driven by, among other things, the need to 

develop a language that adequately represents women. For the most part, this motivation 

has been fed by pervasive cultural conditions in which women's lives were either 

misrepresented or not represented at all. Indeed, for many Mexican women authors, the veiy 

act of writing is an overt gesture towai'd a "feminist" self-representation in a society where 

narrative by male writers is still considered the dominant nucleus of cultural production 

(Jimenez de Baez 94). However, as various critics have noted, there is a problem that 

feminism encounters in its traditional assumption that the term women denotes a common 

identity." "El hecho," notes Yvette Jimenez de Baez, "no es simple, ni la vision univoca. 

La...mirada...variara proporcionalmente de acuerdo con la capacidad de mostrar lo 

contradictorio y plural del fragmento de vida que la escritura busca objetivar en el lenguaje" 

(Jimenez de Baez 93). Judith Butler offers a similar observation: 

If one 'is' a woman, that is surely not all one is; the term fails 

to be exhaustive, not because a pregendered 'person' 
transcends the specific paraphernalia of its gender, but 
because gender is not always constituted coherently or 
consistently in different historical contexts, and because 
gender intersects with racial, class, ethnic, sexual, and 
regional modalities of discursively constituted identities. As 
a result, it becomes impossible to separate out 'gender' from 
the political and cultural intersections in which it is 
invariably produced and maintained (Butler 3). 

"For further readings on the critical perspectives on feminism and the female subject see Catherine Belsey and 

Jane Moore, eds. The Feminist Reader: Essays in Gender and the Politics of Literary Criticism. Cambridge,MA: 

Blackwell, 1989; Catharine Stimpson, Where the Meanings Are: Feminism and Cultural Spaces. New York: Methuen, 

1988; Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subyersion of Identity. New York: Routiedge, 1990; Judith 

Newton and Deborah Rosenfelt, eds. Feminist Criticism and Social Change. New York: Methuen, 1985; and Debra 

Castillo. Talking Back: Toward a Latin American Feminist Literary Theory. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 
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The historical assumption that there must be some universal basis for feminism, for 

a feminine identity assumed to exist cross-culturally, often accompanies the notion that the 

oppression of women has some singular form discernible in the universal or hegemonic 

structure of patriarchy or masculine domination. To this extent, narrative representations of 

women's experiences are often labelled "feminist" inasmuch as they respond to 

phallogocentric narrative exclusions of women's experiences. Nevertheless, not all novels 

by women are "feminist" novels. As I have noted above, the failure to problematize the 

terms "feminine," "feminist" and "woman" also results in a reproduction of the historical 

misrepresentation of the diversity of women's experiences. As Butler argues, 

...this globalizing gesture has spawned a number of 
criticisms from women who claim that the category of 

'women' is normative and exclusionary and is invoked with 
the unmarked dimensions of class and racial privilege intact. 
In other words, the insistence upon the coherence and unity 
of the category of women has effectively refused the 
multiplicity of cultural, social, and political intersections in 
which the concrete array of 'women' are constructed (Butler 
14). 

From this perspective, then, I would propose an alternative to Medina's designation of a 

"feminist" stage of the novela del 68, which I believe is too limiting, and would replace it 

with the term "gendered text." 

The limits of a "feminist" text or stage of the novela del 68 coincide with the 

representational shortcomings of the terms "feminist," feminine," and "woman" themselves. 

That is, the flawed assummption—derived from anti-patriarchal resistance—that an 

essentialist universality underiies and unifies the female subject. In this context the 

dynamics and problematics of social class, ethninicity, and political ideology, for example, 

are not accounted for as components of the female experience and the construction of 
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female identities. In contrast, by introducing the concept of gender as the site where a 

multiplicity of discourses and behaviors converge to construct identity, the diversity of 

subjectivities which comprise the so-called female experience are more discernible. A 

gendered text, then, allows for an expansion of the parameters which terms like "feminist," 

"feminine," and "woman" rigidly enforce. Such an expansion will allow for analyses of the 

multiple discourses which interact to construct the female subjects in these novels, without 

imposing a globalizing, totalizing, or normative code on the various representations of 

female experiences. 

By the same token it is important to address the use of my own term, "gendered 

text" and the limitations inherent in it. As I proposed above, previous attempts at 

categorizing and labeling women-authored novels about 1968 have failed to account for the 

complexity of women's texts. On a theoretical level I have proposed the term "gendered 

text" as a marker for texts that are woman-centered or "gynocentric" and which 

simultaneously invoke the multiple realities which comprise women's experiences. In using 

"gendered" as opposed to "gynocentric" I do not assume that male-centered, "androcentric" 

texts themselves are unmarked, neutral or "ungendered texts." On some level all texts are 

gendered. My attempts to distinguish between the terms "feminist," "feminine," and 

"woman" are focused specifically on complicating the labeling process and exploring 

inherent assumptions in construction of identity and in the production of social and literaiy 

categories specifically in the context of texts produced by women. Therefore, while its 

application is limited, the term "gendered text" will be used herein only to the extent that it 
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serves to complicate and diversify my reading of existing categories and labels, alvi'ays and 

already aware of the inherent limitations of labels. 

With regard to Medina's use of the date 1985 as the year which signals the 

emergence of the "feminist" stage of the novela del 68, again, I would propose an 

alternative. From the perspective of the gendered text, that is, a text in which female 

subjectivities are constructed from a multiplicity of intersecting discourses, Martha Robles's 

Los octubres del otono. published in 1982, would mark the beginning of a third, gendered 

stage of the novela del 68. The argument for this proposal is based on the assumption that 

prior to 1982 the novela del 68 was not concerned with the issues of female experiences in 

the context of the 1960s. With the publication of Robles's novel the novela del 68 

experiences a shift in its focus, a shift which broadens the spectrum of what 1968 

represents. In contrast with Fuentes's later novel, Robles's does not necessarily represent a 

traditional "feminist" novel. Instead, the text explores the female narrator's process of 

identity construction as it evolves through a variety of discursive practices not solely limited 

to a rejection of patriarchal or phallogocentric discourses. 

From the perspective of the gendered text, the novels that will be analyzed in this 

dissertation represent an expansion of the novela del 68. Nevertheless, as with their 

predecessors, these novels retciin the characteristic elements of the novela del 68: they deal 

directly with and explore the historical causes and repercussions of the 1968 student 

movement; they fictionalize the context of the sixties and evoke 1968 and its repercussions 

This is only a preliminary attempt at reconfiguring the categories which have been established to described 

and define the variety of texts and stages that comprise the novela del 68. The question of labels requires a more in-

depth analysis and will, in the future, be addressed with greater detail and attention. I am grateful to Dr. Amy 

Williamsen for her coniinents and suggestions in this regard. 
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as a lived or remembered event; and they explore the personal implications of the sixties in 

the lives of characters who are grappling with questions of identity in the period after 1968. 

While each of the novels represents a distinct expression of the above 

characteristics, the concept of crisis is one which underlies each of the narratives. In fact, 

the crisis of 1968 and the failure of the activism of the 1960s to produce real social and 

political change in Mexico become metaphors for various attempts at individual revolution 

and transformation in these novels. An additional identifying element of the gendered 

novela del 68, then, is the representation of crisis and how it operates both as the 

fictionalization of historical fact, as well as the exploration of the construction of critical 

political and cultural discourses, and the development of alternative female subjectivities. 

Context and Representation 

As Danny Anderson has noted, since 1968 "Mexican fiction has included a growing 

tendency toward the contruction and representation of recognizable social and historical 

context(s)" (Anderson 11). At the same time, contemporary literary theory has 

problematized context as a stable or static concept, leading to the establishment of new 

vocabularies and new relationships between text and context. Anderson's reading of trends 

in contemporary Mexican narrative lead him to re-examine Edward Said's critical theories, 

specifically the concept of "worldliness," as they pertain to Mexican fiction. As Anderson 

observes, Said's concept of worldliness implies that "text always bears relationship with its 

context" (Anderson 14). From this perspective. 

Said emphasizes that the possible relations between text and 
contexts are not only multiple, but they also exist in vaiying 
degrees of realization: the worldly text is a 'system of 
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tentacles...partly potential, partly actual: to the author, to the 
reader, to a historical situation, to other texts, to the past and 
present' (157). Important in Said's alternative approach to 
context and in this trend in general, then, is the task of 
identifying and constructing these connections to 
circumstance that are 'partly potential, partly actual' 
(Anderson, 14). 

Contemporary Mexican fiction after 1968, therefore, can be read as a multiplicity of 

interactions between the fluid categories of text and context, the fictional and the historical. 

The emphasis, nevertheless, must always remain on the partiality of any text/context 

relationship, inasmuch as each textual act represents a process of selection and privileging 

of certain partial contexts over others. With this in mind, it is useful to examine the 

contextual situations of the 1960s in Mexico and their presence in the texts to be examined 

in the chapters ahead. 

Any attempt to textualize the literary, historical and cultural context of Mexico in 

the 1960s must grapple with change as the dominant force behind the social upheaval of 

that decade. While the 1968 student movement has come to symbolize the activism and 

rebellion of the decade, it is important to note that the sixties are mai'ked, from the 

beginning, by social, cultural, and political unrest. As Marco Antonio Campos has pointed 

out, the activism of 1968 was preceded by the railroad workers' strike in 1959, followed by 

the teachers in 1960, and the physicians in 1965 (Campos 1983, 186). Miguel Basanez 

notes that as early as the nineteen-forties the populist/capitalist equilibrium upon which 

Mexican society was founded was threatened, as the government placed increasing 

emphasis on capitalism (Basanez 181). Jose de Jesus Sampedro, in "Notas sobre la 

" According to Basanez in La lucha nor la hegemonia en Mexico: 1968-1980 (Mexico: Siglo XXI, 1981), 

Post-Revolutionary Mexico maintained an equilibrium between two conflicting bases: "un sistema politico de masas" 

and a capitalist economy. From this perspective the government was supported by the people and the people, in turn. 
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narrativa mexicana (1965-1976)," observes that the structural crisis that characterized the 

sixties coincided with a cultural and political collapse which 

acontece una destrucci6n...de los principios aceptados y 
practicados desde la ultima posguerra. En Mexico 
presenciamos la quiebra institucional, la configuracion de 
una clase media limitada y ambigua, la burocratizacion del 
ejercito y la militarizacion de la burocracia oficial y la 
represion como conducta politica en ambos niveles, [y] 
ampliacion de descontento popular. (Ocampo 252) 

Culturally, as chronicled by Carlos Monsivais in Dfas de guardar (1970^. Mexico in 

the 1960s was a consumer society, bent on the pursuit of power defined in terms of wealth 

and property, determined to hang on to its newly acquired assets and stifle all dissent. It was 

a society in conflict with youth who had rejected such goals and who were pursuing quite 

different ones. According to Jose Luis Martinez the generation of youths which came of age 

in the sixties "tiene muchas notas caracten'sticas: 

rechazo de las convenciones y formulas sociales 
establecidas; un erotismo directo y franco al que se ha 
despojado del misterio y del sabor de lo prohibido; un 
lenguaje libre, agresivo y a menudo procaz, que afirma 
enfaticamente sus propias reglas y claves; una aceptacion 
franca de la creciente americanizacion e intemacionalizacion, 
en todos los ordenes, en oposicion a la actitud nacionalista 
que se ve con desden; rechazo y oposicion a la politica 
establecida-especialmente sus cliches retoricos, el 
maniquei'smo de ciertos principios y la corrupcion-; protesta 
contra la injusticia y la agresion y defensa de las rebeldi'as 
que se les oponen; la peculiar actitud de irrespetuosidad ante 
el mundo, el de lo establecido, como una afirmacion del 
derecho y la razon del otro mundo confiable de los jovenes; 

uso de la ambigiiedad, del absurdo y la trivialidad, en 
oposicion a un sistema de valores inconmovibles, y como 

were to be controlled by the government. According to Basanez, popular support was maintained through four means: 

redistribution of land, labor unions, public education, and the policy of no-reelection. By the nineteen-forties the 

"middle urban sector." which had held on during the period of radical agrarianism, took the upper hand. In this sense, 

Basafie/. argues that by the mid- forties the capitalist component of the populist/capitalist economy was getting increased 

attention from the government, ushering in a long period of unrest at the populist level. (Basafiez, 174-185) 
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una alusion a la condicion inestable de nuestra percepcion y 
la banalidad esencial de la realidad (Ocampo 252). 

Thus, Mexico in the 1960s was not unlike other nations of the "developed" world—France, 

England, the United States—whose traditional societal and political norms were being 

challenged and in many instances overthrown by a younger generation whose perspectives 

and values were at direct odds with those of the establishment.'"^ In this sense we would 

have to agree with Brushwood's assessment that while Mexico might not necessarily 

resemble these nations in political doctrine, it was clearly similar "in the complex of social 

attitudes promoted by the various movements of 1968" (Brushwood 1989, 70). Indeed, 

Danny Anderson refers to 1968 as a "watershed year for social and cultural history in 

France, Mexico and the United States." 

France witnessed the failure of the 'student revolution' in 
May, 1968. In Mexico, on October 2, 1968, 
at...Tlatelolco,the government used surprisingly brutal force 
to repress student protests. Finally, during the same year, the 
United States experienced a definitive turn in public 
sentiment about the Vietnam War and university students 
participated in an ever-growing movement of protest and 
resistance. In each case, the failures of these movements 
produced a subsequent disillusionment that has affected 
intellectual and cultural life (Anderson 11). 

In the same way that social unrest in other countries gave rise to innovations in literature, 

for example in the Beat poetry of the United States in the late fifties and sixties, the 

nouveau romcm of the same period in France, and the birth of cultural studies in England, 

Mexican literature in the sixties also experienced a variety of narrative innovations. 

For a general study of the revolutionary and countenevolutionary movements worldwide in 1968, please see 

Robert Vincent Daniels's The Year of the Heroic Guerilla: World Revolution and Conterrevolution in 1968. New York: 

Basic Books, 1989. 
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In his very important historical-literary study of narrative innovation and political 

change in Mexico, Brushwood examines "the coincidence of innovation/change in two 

different constituent elements of society," those being literature and politics. He maintains 

that "[i]n the course of social change, the observation of some innovative activity in any of 

society's components will suggest that similar innovation is occurring elsewhere" 

(Brushwood 1989, 113). Similarly, Cynthia Steele observes that "[i]n Mexico the novel has 

always been intimately linked with processes of political and social change" (Steele 1992, 

I). It serves to reason, then, that amidst political and social upheaval Mexican nairative 

would experience some fairly dramatic changes. In this regard, most critics concur that 

many of the narrative innovations leading up to 1968 were introduced by the authors of "la 

Onda." " 

In the sixties the meaning of the word "onda" was transformed primarily through 

popular usage among adolescents. Traditionally meaning "wave" the word took on a variety 

of connotations depending upon the context. For example the phrase "estar en onda" 

expressed the idea of being "in" or "hip". At the time being "in" meant being a part of the 

youth counterculture, sharing those ideals that "trataban de trascender la manera de vivir de 

nuestra sociedad para ensayar en un nuevo contexto viejas posibilidades; el respeto, la 

comprension, la responsabildad, el amor, la paz" (Agusti'n 1974, 12). The word "onda," 

then, was appropriated by the counterculture, the youth of the sixties, as a concept and 

means of communication amongst themselves. At about the same time that "onda" became 

Some of the better-known works of the Onda are: La tumba. Jose Agusti'n (1964), De perfil. Jose Agustfn 

(1966), Pasto verde. Parmenides Garcia Saldana (1968), obsesivos dfas circulares. Gustavo Sainz (1969), Gazapo. 

Gustavo Sainz (1978), Chin-Chin el teporocho. Armando Ramzirez (1972), and La vida es laraa v ademas no importa. 

Jose Joaqui'n Blanco (1979). 
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a prominent component of the countercultural vocabulary a group of young male writers 

emerged whose themes dealt with their own experiences and those of their 

contemporaries.'^ Because of the thematic focus of their works as well as their pronounced 

and innovative style they became known as the writers of "la Onda."'^ 

The case of the Onda writers is particularly relevant to the emergence of new 

writing by women in Mexico after 1968 because some of the same critiques waged against 

this new "wave" of writers were later reinscribed in the interrogations of feminist texts in 

Mexican narrative. The most pointed criticisms shared by both the Onda and later women 

writers were questions of neocolonialism-in the forms of North American popular culture 

and feminist theory, respectively; depoliticization or privatization of discourse-in the 

movement away from state-centric discourse to the politics of the personal; and the 

fragmentation of text and subjects which resulted in new subjectivites that disrupted the 

production of containable national identities. Given this shared critical territory, it is useful 

to examine some of the prominent characteristics, innovations and critical debates that the 

Onda writers introduced in the mid-sixties and which, as 1 will later demonstrate, 

reverberate in a number of debates over the cultural impact of women's writing in Mexico 

in the 1980s. 

Most critics are in agreement that three novels. La tumba and De perfil published in 

1964 and 1966, respectively, by Jose Agustm, and Gazapo published in 1965 by Gustavo 

While there were a few women writers represented in the Onda group, it was a predominantly male circle. 

Among the women authors whose works have been included in studies and criticism of the Onda are Margarita Dalton 

and Esther Seligson. 

" According to Susan Carol Schaffer in her 1981 doctoral dissertation "Prose Fiction of the Onda Generation 

in Mexico." Margo Glantz was the first person to coin the term "la generacion de la Onda" (Schaffer 1981. 12). 
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Sainz mark the birth of the Onda narrative.'® Jose de Jesiis Sampedro credits Agustm and 

Sainz with the "ruptura conceptual" which opened up Mexican literature to an 

unprecedented diversity of forms, styles and themes (Ocampo 1981,251-3)."Si la 

generacion anterior atendfa a los Valores Culturales-heterodoxos, renovadores, 

consagrados, consagrables o no," writes Paloma Villegas, 

Sainz y Agustm llevaron a sus primeras narraciones 
vivencias culturales nuevas: los mass media, la cultura pop, 
el cine comercial, el rock y, sobre todo a traves de este, cierta 
difi'cil comunion con la revolucion sexual norteamericana, la 
admiracion por I'dolos del todo imposibles de venerar para 
los escritores "adultos"; los nuevos musicos, y el ingles 
(Ocampo 1981, 230). 

The characteristics which distinguish the Onda writers fall into four main categories: the 

innovative use of language, the attitude and perspective of the narrator, the themes explored 

in the literature, and the use of innovative narrative strategies.'^ 

Unquestionably, linguistic innovations in Onda narrative distinguished it 

dramatically from anything that had preceded it. Two of the most innovative novels of the 

early sixties were La muerte de Artemio Cruz (1962) by Carlos Fuentes and Los recuerdos 

An interesting exception to this thesis is propo.sed by Jorge Martinez in his 1982 dissertation, "La novela de 

la adoleseencia en Mexico." Martinez argues that the novel Colonia Roma published in 1960 by Augusto Sierra initiates 

the so-called "novela de la adolescencia" in Mexico, a term which he u.ses interchangeably with "onda" to describe the 

body of works produced by the writers of "la Onda." Nevertheless, even this early date would seem to confirm 

Btushwood's thesis that social and political unrest and innovation find their expression in other components of society, 

specifically in the arts and literature. 

''^It is important to bear in mind that, despite the overt efforts at differentiation that the Onda writers made, they 

did not, as Man'a Isela Chiu-Olivares, spring forth from the void. "Si bien la novela de 'la Onda' se destaca como una 

corriente aparte por sus peculiares caracten'sticas, no podemos decir que nace en un vaci'o, puesto que es heredera de los 

elementos de la 'nueva novela', cuyos principios han suscitado una polemica entre los cn'ticos. Algunos de los cn'ticos, 

sin embargo, coinciden en designar el ano de 1947 y mas especiTicamente a la novel Al filo del aaua de Agustm Yafiez, 

como el punto de partida de esta corriente. Al filo del aaua marca el coniienzo de un nuevo interes en la creacion 

arti'stica, una preocupacion por producir obras de gran valor estetico. Esta tendencia se ha ido conservando y 

reaflrniando a traves de las tres decadas po.steriores y ha sido la base del desarrollo en la novela mexicana" (16-17). La 

novela mexicana contemporanea (1960-1980). M.Isela Chui-Olivares, Madrid: Editorial Pliegos, 1990. 
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del porvenir (1963) by Elena Garro. While both novels experimented textually with 

concepts of time, space, and identity, they remained within the bounds of a traditional form 

of linguistic expression. Conceptually the novels challenged readers to question the validity 

of linear time and the unified subject but did so with language which was accesible or at the 

very least recognizable. In contrast, the Onda writers used adolescent slang and jargon as 

their principle mode of expression. This is distinct from simply reproducing a specific 

individual's or group's speech as a means of differentiating it within the narrative. That 

"differentiating" speech, that adolescent "language," is, for the Onda writers, the foundation 

of their work, the very language of their narratives. 

The Onda novelist mimics the speech of his cohorts while at the same time 

experimenting with language through neologisms, wordplay and puns. The persistent 

playfulness of the language introduces a humorous and at times, by conventional standards, 

a vulgar tone which have come to be associated with Onda narrative. By the same token, the 

texts give expression to the rebelliousness of youth as the writers reject traditional norms of 

decorum. Parmenides Garcia Saldaiia attributes this to the generalized will of the 

counterculture and the Onda writers specifically to break free from established conventions 

of propriety and order. As he notes, "diferir del modo general de hablar es tratai" de no ser 

como los demas, es salirse de las leyes y el orden que preestablecen un lenguaje comun" 

(Garcia Saldaiia 1971). 

Another manifestation of the transgression of linguistic boundaries which 

characterizes Onda narrative is the intercalation of foreign languages, especially English. 

Phrases and sometimes entire paragraphs in English are inserted into the text, and generally 

these are borrowed from the popular usage of North American popular culture. The 
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influence of English is also apparent in the reference to popular North American and British 

music. While the most obvious reference is to lyrics and themes of rock music it is also 

apparent in the attempt to reproduce its rhythms in the narrative. To this end the writers 

employ verbal and typographical strategies which impose a musicality consistent with rock 

and at the same time distance the narrative from traditional narrative structures. 

The language of the Onda is ultimately an insider's language. It functions as a clear 

demarcation line between those who are "in" the "onda"—the streetwise youth of the 

counterculture in Mexico—and those who are not-specifically the Establishment and its 

institutions, including the traditional literary establishment. The prevalence of albures in the 

text are a clear example of this forbidden language. The highly sexualized connotations of 

these wordgames represent an unabashed assault on the sensibilities of the traditional social 

and literary elite."" 

The oppositional stance of the Onda narrator and the fictional characters in general 

is clearly a characteristic which distinguishes Onda narrative from its literary predecessors. 

The attitude is one of open rebellion and defiance of social and literary conventions. As the 

Onda narrative lays bare the social milieu and behaviors of the counterculture youth it 

becomes clear that the writers and the world which they fictionalize are intent upon 

subverting normative models of behavior and expression. In an attempt to forge an 

alternative identity, the Onda characters emphasize their difference. To this end they 

espouse a system of morals and values in direct opposition to their parents'. In this 

""From a feminist perspective, the uncritical use of albures in much of the Onda literature continues to 

represent a persistently negative and denigrating attitude toward women. To date I have not been able to locate any 

feminist readings of the Onda literature, and specifically nothing on the discursive violence that the albur in Onda 

narrative represents. 
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"transgressive" oppositional system thie social taboos of free love, sex and drugs are 

positively valued and in this way the Onda characters accentuate their individuality."' 

Thematically, Onda narrative also transgresses Mexican social and literary 

conventions. The most prominent themes in these works are sexuality and sexual 

adventures, drugs and other consciousness-altering experiences, and music in the lives of 

adolescent narrators and characters. (Chui-Olivares 1990,16). In Onda narrative these 

themes are naturalized, stripped of any taboo or prohibited identity. In the majority of Onda 

novels there is constant movement, a succesion of facts related to sexual trysts and 

encounters, an on-going description of the drug-altered consciousness. Cleai'ly these themes 

ai'e integral to a generational experience of identity-construction and differentiation from a 

society in which both sexuality and experimentation are repressed. 

Finally, technical innovations and narrative strategies also serve to distinguish the 

Onda writers from their predecessors. In their desire to move beyond traditional forms of 

communication the Onda writers experimented with a variety of discourses and techniques. 

Examples of these techniques are the use of a recorder or perhaps a telephone in place of a 

traditional narrator or character. The constant intercalation of external discourses, derived 

from texts or popular music from Britain and the United States is another technique 

employed with some frequency in the Onda narratives. The fluidity of these discourses and 

•' Margo Glantz attributes at least part of the "Onda" phenomenon to the historical, cyclical pattern of 

generational rebellion. "El joven rebelde a su circunstancia, opuesto a su sociedad, cn'tico de las generaciones que lo 

preceden, es repetetivo en la historia." Margo Glantz, Onda v escritura en Mexico : iovenes de 20 a 33 afios. (Mexico: 

Siglo veintiuno editores, S.A., 1971), p.8. Nevertheless, the significance of the "onda" rebellion is derived from the 

context in which it took place. Mexico of the 1960s was entering a period of acute social, political and economic crisis. 

World-wide we were witnessing the end of colonialism in most of Africa, student uprisings in France, the United States, 

and Britain. There was growing opposition to US intervention in Vietnam. In this context the countercultural rebellion 

that the "onda" embodies tran.scends geographical boundaries and links Mexico with what seems to be a universal 

generational shift in political, social, and cultural consciousness. 
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the deconstruction of traditional modes of expression serve to diversify not only 

communication but also that which is communicated. In this sense technical and narrative 

innovations are inextricable from the thematic innovations of the Onda. Both the themes 

and the textualization of these are grounded in an oppositional and anticonventional 

consciousness. 

The novels of the Onda, then, are characterized by an intense will to challenge 

conventional literary and societal norms, and the conflictive debates surrounding their 

relevance and social impact reflect the kinds of tensions that arise out of competition for 

cultural space. In his study La novela mexicana (1967-1982') John Brushwood proposes that 

the year 1967 stands out as "un ano clave" for several reasons: 

por ser el ultimo anterior a la tragedia de Tlatelolco 
(acontecimiento defmitivo en la historia nacional) y por 
ofrecer, en las novelas publicadas durante sus doce meses, un 
muestrario extraordinario de la narracion conciente de sf 
misma (Brushwood 1984, 35). 

In this context the literature of the Onda functions not only as an expression of the sixties 

moment, but as a precursor to the climax of the youth rebellion-the 1968 student movement 

and the tragedy at Tlatelolco. 

As Brushwood himself asserts, the 1968 movement was many-faceted and even 

after nearly three decades, discussions of it do not offer a simple interpretation. However, 

"no one is likely to deny that it was an effort to create an aperture in the wall of the political 

and cultural establishment, an effort similar to the emphasis of 'onda' narrative" (Brushwood 

1989, 62-63). It is important to bear in mind that the novels of the Onda neither proposed 

nor predicted the mass demonstrations that occurred in 1968. Neither should the 

relationship between the novels of the Onda and the 1968 student movement be analyzed 
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solely from the perspective of the movement as a public demonstration and its repression. 

Instead, Brushwood asserts that the spirit of the demonstrations, with its insistence on 

change and alternative political and cultural sensibilities, is what links the student 

movement of 1968 to the novels of the Onda. 

Not all critics agree, however, that the Onda represents the cultural or literary 

manifestation of the political activism of the counterculture in Mexico. Carlos Monsivais 

has asserted that the Onda was fundamentally apolitical, emphasizing that its rebellion was 

not essentially against political or social institutions per se but rather against the dominant 

middle-class morality. Monsivais has been critical of a middle-class morality exhibiting an 

exacerbated sense of nationalism and a desire for modernity along the lines established by 

the United States. (Monsivais 1977, 227). In this respect, the Onda and the counterculture 

from which it springs, represent a pervasive colonialism in Mexico which the younger 

generations have failed to dismantle. Thus Monsivais's assertion that they fail "al no captar 

que a la imitacion no se le opone la imitacion en un medio donde el proceso colonial ha ido 

de la admiracion elitista por la cultura frances o inglesa a la admiracion multidinaria per 

Norteamerica" (Steele 113). From a different, but equally critical perspective, Jorge 

Ruffmelli criticized the ideological implications of the Onda. In Ruffinelli's estimation, 

la Onda no ataca teoricamente los bastiones de la cultura 
mexicana dominante en la decada del sesenta, y menos aun 
establece una plataforma politica, pero actua a su margen en 
la practica literaria, en su idea del pais, y en vez de asumir el 
nacionalismo imperante, se hace cosmopolita (Steele 113). 

Steele, on the other hand, seems to concur more with Poniatowska's assessment that 

"Si la Onda tuvo un origen colonial, se nacionalizo en el camino" (Steele 113). Along these 

same lines, Adolfo Castafion naturalizes what Monsivais would characterize as 
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neocolonialism, noting that the Onda writers display "una aceptacion de la americanizacion 

como una alternativa al nacionalismo oficial" (Ocampo 270, emphasis mine). In this 

context the negative effects of Americanization are counterbalanced by its potential for 

providing an altemative-whose permanence is not necessarily assured-to a more 

problematic State-generated, official national identity. 

While agreeing that the Onda "had no explicit theoretical program," Steele 

maintains that it did attack 

in practice if not through a coherent theory-certain bastions 
of dominant Mexican culture', precisely in its rejection of 
both the false bourgeois nationalism fomented by the PRI 
and the exaggerated populist nationalism promoted by the 
traditional Mexican Left, as well as of the social realist 
aesthetic and solemnity characteristic of the Novel of the 
Mexican Revolution and the Muralist movement (Steele 
113). 

Steele ultimately contends that the Onda practiced the dictum of the day, "challenge 

authority," by violating cultural codes in their rejection of official ideology and the literary 

canon. 

On another level, however, the Onda represents a perpetuation of socially 

acceptable yet denigrating representations of women. In the same way that the novela del 68 

in its first two stages fictionalized a male-dominated universe and represented as "reality" 

only those spaces inhabited by masculine authority, the Onda novels textualized reality 

from a specifically male perspective. At the same time that it broke down baixiers between 

alternative discourses such as cald and what was traditionally considered "literary" 

discourse, it failed to problematize the macliista attitude toward women embodied in that 

discourse. Similarly, the female body continues to be situated in the text as an object of 
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male combat and conquest. And finally, while attempting to liberate female subjects from 

the constraints of a bourgeois code of sexual propriety, the Onda novels perpetuate the 

traditional model of female sexuality as passive and lacking authority. 

It is within these contexts of transgressive literary practices, political protest, and 

cultural upheaval that the texts of 1968 are produced. Nearly twenty years after Tlatelolco 

the women writers who take up the task of fictionalizing the 1960s from new, gendered 

perspectives on some level are, as Said phrased it, trying to "connect" to these fluid, 

destabilized, and sometimes contradictory realities. The contest for cultural space 

textualized by the Onda writers in their preocupations with language and narrative 

structures, oppositional and alternative consciousness, questions of "difference" and 

national identities is taken up and reinscribed by Mexican women writers in the 1980s, and 

specifically re-contextualized in the novels about 1968. From this perspective, then, my 

reading of the gendered novelas del 68 specifically examines the ways in which they 

represent both a continuation of the conflictive debates of the 1960s and an innovative 

proposal for re-imagining them from a new, gendered perspective. 

Given the nature of the relationship between text and context, all representations 

and fictionalizations of historical realities must be considered always and already partial. 

Cleai'ly, in the case of Onda narrative and the first two stages of the novela del 68 we are 

dealing with a persistent system of paitial realities, namely a phallogocentric model which 

excludes gendered, female fictionalizations of these realities. From this perspective, then, 

the following chapters will examine how the gendered novela del 68 represents a new stage 

in the fictionalization of the 1960s. It is clear from the outset that these novels are also 
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partial representations of historical realities. Nevertheless, they contribute to the on-going 

cultural dialogue about 1968 from a perspective unheard of until 1982. 
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Chapter 2 
Eyes, Page, Memory: 

The Autobiographical Situation and 
The Narrativization of a Political Awakening in 

Maria Luisa Puga's Panico o peiigro 

In his analysis of Mexican narrative between 1970 and 1990, Ignacio Trejo Fuentes 

argues that the majority of narrative works published since 1970 assimilate the themes of 

their predecessors while at the same time initiating questions previously unexplored in 

Mexican narrative. According to Trejo Fuentes, the current generation of Mexican writers 

generally coincide in their tendency toward the following areas of inquiry: 1) the 

exploration of "materia intimista"; 2) formal and linguistic experimentation; 3) a privileging 

of ideological concerns and criticism; and 4) the introduction of new themes and technical 

methodologies (102). Within this scheme, Maria Luisa Puga's 1983 novel Panico o peligro 

is almost a paradigmatic example of the most recent trends and innovations in Mexican 

literature. Indeed, as I will argue throughout this chapter, Panico o peligro not only reflects 

the chai'acteristics of contemporary Mexican narrative, it also represents an innovative 

extension and expansion of the novela del 68. 

In this chapter I will examine how Puga's novel is situated within a traditional body 

of works—the novela del 68—and how it simultaneously initiates innovative narrative 

strategies which signal a departure from traditional modes of narrativization. From this 

perspective, I propose a reading of the novel which insists on its positionality in a variety of 

contextual situations. That is, I am explicitly concerned with the ways in which this novel 

has been read and categorized by others as well as myself, and how the various 

contextualizations of the novel produce specific readings. Thus, in this chapter I am 

concerned specifically with the ways in which Panico o peligro constitutes a continuation of 
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the novela del 68. To this end I will examine how the novel is a response both to the 

historical events of 1968 as well as the textual event of the novela del 68. By textual event I 

mean, specifically, that the novel establishes a dialogical relationship to the representative 

texts of the first stage of the novela del 68 as they are defined by Ruben Medina and 

Gonzalo Martre. This relationship is marked by a central structural conflict between 

assimilation of a traditional model—the testimonial, autobiographical stage of the novela 

del 68—and differentiation, the rupture and reconfiguration of that model through strategic 

narrative devices that ultimately signal a new perspective on both the historical experience 

of 1968 and its literary textualizations. 

Because the novel initiates and sustains a relationship with a specific mode of 

narrativization represented in the traditional novela del 68—the 

testimonial/autobiography—an additional context within which I will be considering it is 

that of genre, or generic categorization. From this perspective I will examine how Puga 

utilizes the self-reflexive autobiographical situation as a narrative strategy which both aligns 

her novel with previous novels of 68 as well as serving as a critique and reinterpretation of 

the autobiographical mode as it is reflected in the novela del 68. Therefore, Panico o peligro 

will be read in the context of autobiographical writing as a generic category, as well as 

autobiographical writing as a stage in the development of the novela del 68. 

Finally, in this chapter I will examine the ways in which Panico o peligro represents 

the concept of crisis through its persistent resistance to traditional and dominant modes of 

representation and narrativization. The concept of crisis is reinterpreted within the analytical 

model I have proposed, that is, a model in which the central conflict of assimilation and 

differentiation is seen as the predominant generative force in the novel. Within the context 
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theme which is clearly present in Puga's novel, as it is in the earlier body of works on 68. 

But simultaneously, the novel's hyper self-reflexivity and metafictional self-consciousness, 

its insistence on the limitations of ideological discourses and constructs, and ultimately its 

insistence on the intractable contradictions of language and expression, establish a new 

representation of crisis which was absent from the eai'lier autobiographical/testimonial 

texts. The preoccupation with these previously unexplored areas of inquiry ultimately, 1 

would argue, contribute to the development of a new, gendered, stage which both extends 

and expands the parameters of the novela del 68. 

Panico o peligro; "Cultural Conversations," Women's Autobiographical Writing, 
and the Novela del 68 

Since the publication of her first novel, Las posihilidades del odio, in 1978, Maria 

Luisa Puga has distinguished herself as an author who explores the socio-psychological 

aspects of the self in the context of a concrete social reality. As Irma Lopez notes in her 

recent book-length study of Puga's novels, her literary work "[s]e trata de un yo que se inicia 

con un deseo por autodefinirse y salvar la identidad, frente a una sociedad que lo ofusca" 

(4). Though the critical bibliography of her work is still relatively minimal, Puga is included 

in most recent studies of the contemporary Mexican novel. The critical studies that have 

been published on Puga's novels analyze primarily the narrative and structural elements of 

her work, or focus on the psychological and socio-political dimensions of the texts. In 

general, studies of her work have tended to fall into two general analytical categories, socio
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political/cultural criticism and feminist criticism. In the specific case of P^ico o peligro. 

these two perspectives have predominated. 

The most thorough socio-political and cultural analysis of Panico o peligro is Danny 

J. Anderson's 1991 essay, "Cultural Conversations and Constructions of Reality: Mexican 

Narrative and Literary Theories After 1968." Anderson's main objective in this article is to 

trace the parallel trajectories of post-structuralist literary theories, and trends in Mexican 

fiction after 1968. Of primary concern is the relationship of texts to context, of literary text 

to social circumstance. According to Anderson, 

the increasing difficulty with theories of context and the 
increasing accessibility of recognizable social contexts in 
fiction are similar phenomena: ultimately, both literary 
theory and many Mexican novels are attempting to come to 
terms with the lack, indeed the impossibility, of a totalizing 
and formal theory of the representation of reality. Stated 
another way, the theoretical difficulty of 'context' and the 
predominant emphasis on social and historical contexts in 
contemporary Mexican fiction rehearse the same basic issues 
with regard to the representation of reality (12). 

As an example of this kind of grappling with representations of reality and the 

critical issues involved in theorizing reality, Anderson proposes a reading of Panico o 

peligro in which the "alternative concepts of 'cultural conversation' and 'constructions of 

reality' serve to make the theoretical difficulty of context available for critical 

discussion"(12). From this perspective, then, Anderson proposes a general 

reconceptualization of context such that, rather than focusing attention on the stability of 

context—a problematic concept which has been studied and critiqued by critics as varied as 

Edward Said, Julia Kristeva, and Jacques Deirida, among others—"attention must turn to the 

critical process of constructing and producing contexts" (14). Ultimately, all textual 
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constructions of context are, as Edward Said has noted, "always enmeshed in circumstance, 

time, place, and society" (35). Nevertheless, because contexts are not static and fixed 

objects, the relationships of constructions of reality to extratextual contexts are inevitably 

"partly potential, partly actual" (Said 157). Given this inevitable partiality, critical attention 

must necessarily focus on which elements of context are identified and revealed in any 

textual construction of reality. 

With regard to the actual process of textualization, Anderson utilizes the concept of 

"text as act." From this perspective "the literary text acts in order to take part in a cultural 

conversation" (15). Extrapolating from Steven Mailloux's concept of a cultural 

conversation, Anderson pursues the metaphor of a vigorous conversation to describe the 

ways in which texts act and participate in extratextual cultural conversations. In the same 

way that "culture consists of a variety of positions or voices, often in great conflict, just as 

the different speakers in a debate," (58-59) the text, "through its specific thematics and 

practices of representation ... strives to establish a place in a tradition" (15). Furthermore, 

Anderson maintains that the literary text "also competes and negotiates with other texts 

currently in circulation and with the ideas held by readers in order to define its position" 

(15). And finally, "with regard to the representation of social reality, a text may propose a 

certain view of reality and then strive to persuade readers to accept this view" (15). 

Anderson's argument, then, is that "the text-as-act" presents an "angle of vision" that is 

always and already a "proposed and partial view of the context" (16). 

The novel Panico o peligro. Anderson maintains, entertains some of these very same 

theoretical issues as its protagonist Susana grapples with a variety of competing ideological 

discourses that others construct in an attempt to explain or represent reality for her. The 
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novel emphasizes the struggle for power when it is reduced to whose construction of reality, 

or whose discourse, will define what is real. For, in the end, Anderson emphasizes, "When 

discourse is responsible for reality and not merely a reflection of it, then whose discourse 

prevails makes all the difference" (17). In Anderson's reading, the primacy of language and 

discourse in the representation of reality is foregrounded in Susana's interactions with her 

co-workers, friends and lovers, and ultimately in her attempt at constructing a reality of her 

own in a discourse that is specifically hers. At issue in the novel are a variety of rigid 

ideological discourses whose "explications" of reality fail to construct a totalizing theory of 

culture and society. It is Susana's struggle against and ultimate rejection of these discourses 

which allow her to recognize and accept the impossibility of any rigid, totalizing theory of 

reality. Ultimately, Anderson notes, "Susana conceptualizes languages, realities, and 

understanding as possible stances within an ongoing conversation, as positions within a 

rather heated debate for hegemony in the process of coming to terms with difference" (21). 

Beyond the margins of the text, Anderson argues, Puga has successfully integrated 

these theoretical and cultural concerns with current social and academic discussions in 

Mexico, thus assuming an active position in several contemporary cultural conversations. 

Anderson points out a number of Puga's representations of these "conversations," including 

her representation of the bureaucratic middle class (21), the social scripts available to 

lower-middle class women (22), intellectuals and their social role in Mexican culture (23), 

and the '"ontologia de lo mexicano'," that is, the question of national reality and 

mexicanidad (23-24 

Anderson's study of Panico o peligro is to date the most ambitious and 

provocative in terms of its theoretical implications both for the novel and contemporary 
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Mexican fiction in general. And while his models of the "cultural conversation" and the 

"construction of reality" themselves initiate new possibilities for the reading of 

contemporary Mexican literature, I would argue that in the case of Panico o peligro an 

additional "conversation" and "construction of reality" is necessary for a broader, though 

still necessarily partial, contextualization of the novel. This of course would be the 

specific context of the novela del 68, a body of works whose primary "act" is the 

construction and representation of a tragic and complex historical moment. 

Although Anderson refers to 68 in terms of the novel's representation of "the 

problematic adjustments experienced by the intellectual community after the failure and 

brutal repression of the student movement in 1968," he reads 68 in the novel as yet 

another rhetorical language which excludes Susana (23). In this regard I differ with 

Anderson and Alice Reckley on the issue of Panico o peligro's relationship to the events 

at Tlatelolco. Both Anderson and Reckley reject the reading of this novel as a political 

novel. Anderson cites Reckley's study. Looking Ahead Through the Past: Nostalgia in the 

Recent Mexican Novel noting that "Puga belongs to a generation whose novels exploit 

nostalgia and the affective charge of memory in order to express a cathartic reaction to 

the events at Tlatelolco, and in order to come to terms with the subsequent social changes 

that have characterized Mexican society in the 1970s and 1980s." Reckley points out, 

however, that these are not 'political novels'" (18). Reckley, in turn, echoes Christopher 

Dommguez's pronouncement of "La muerte de la literatura polftica," and argues that 

Puga's generation of writers have made "the decision to communicate not the political 

"" See Alice Reckley, Looking Ahead Through the Past: Nostalgia in the Recent Mexican Novel. Dissertation, 

University of Kansas, 1985. Ann Arbor: UMI, 1986.8608439. 
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significance of Tlatelolco, but the symbol of Tlatelolco that represents a politically 

conscious but socially confused (even maladjusted) generation" (172). In contrast, I 

would argue that, at least in the case of Panico o peligro. Puga's nairative strategies 

challenge readers to make adjustments in their definition of the "political novel." As my 

analysis will demonstrate, the political significance of 68 is represented in the novel 

through alternative discursive and narrative strategies that differentiate this novel from 

what might be considered a traditional political novel. 

What I will argue in this chapter is that an additional "conversation" is taking 

place with both 1968 and the novelet del 68 in Panico o peligro. and that it is presented 

via innovative narrative strategies in the text that represent alternative feminine 

subjectivities and critical perspectives. Thus, in the same way that Anderson urges a shift 

away from context-as-object, and toward the actual processes of constructing contexts, 

what is at issue here are the narrative strategies and discourses functioning in the novel 

which themselves imply an alternative process of constructing and representing reality. 

The issue of these alternative textual practices brings us to a second category of critical 

study which has been directed at Puga's work, and Panico o peligro specifically, that is, 

feminist criticism. 

Irma M. Lopez notes, in Historia. escritura. e identidad: La novelistica de Maria 

Luisa Puga. that in Panico o peligro "Puga se une a una practica femenina que data desde la 

epoca colonial" (81), in her efforts at representing a feminine self in her writing. Citing the 

work of Judith Richards in this area, Lopez outlines a history of Mexican women writers— 

from Sor Juana to Nellie Campobello and Rosario Castellanos, to more contemporary 

authors like Elena Poniatowska and Angeles Mastretta—whose literary project has been 
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autobiographically oriented, and more importantly, has served to affirm the political 

significance of the personal, private experiences of women. From this perspective, Puga's 

literary production belongs to a tradition of feminist Mexican women writers whose works 

portray feminine subjects and their processes of identity construction. 

In this regard, Lopez echoes several feminist critics who observe a pronounced 

tendency toward the first person narrative in a high percentage of contemporary Latin 

American women's literature. Citing the work of Debra Castillo, Jean Franco, Silvia 

Molloy, and Doris Sommer, Lopez argues that "la forma personal parece ser una 

caracteristica destacada de la escritura femenina" (82). In her readings of Latin American 

women's texts written from a first person narrative perspective, Silvia Molloy applies two 

fundamental questions, they ai'e; "What do women's texts do when they say 11 And, as a 

necessary sequel: What representation of woman do these texts posit and what cultural 

forms govern that representation?" (Molloy 107). In the case of Panico o peligro. the 

scrutiny of Puga's use of the first person narrative has resulted in an almost unanimous 

consensus about the feminist dimension of the novel and its grounding in the feminist 

practice of autobiographical writing. 

From a feminist perspective, Panico o peligro has consistently been read as an 

autobiographical novel.""'' In fact, a substantial amount of critical attention has been focused 

on identifying how Puga, the writer, utilizes the novel as an autobiographical space for her 

own self-representation. In her 1983 review of the novel in the Mexican feminist journal 

Interestingly, in fact, most of Puga's novels have been scrutinized for autobiographical elements. While this 

phenomenon seems to coincide with a general feminist gesture of validating both women's experience in the world as a 

legitimate literary topic as well as the authority of the woman witer in traditional Latin American, male-dominated 

literary circles, this approach does seem to bear some traces of an outdated, and pejorative, critical assessment of 

women's writing in general as one whose scope is limited to the female author's personal experience. 
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Fern, Elena Poniatowska argues that the four female characters in the novel constitute four 

autobiographical aspects of Puga herself Thus, rather than establishing a direct 

autobiographical relationship to the protagonist Susana, Poniatowska maintains, Puga 

disperses herself among the four characters (63). The same year, in her collection of essays 

on Mexican women writers, Fabienne Bradu suggests that Puga creates her characters in an 

effort to know herself. 

La afirmacion de la identidad a traves de la escritura apenas 
reviste en Maria Luisa Puga las caracten'sticas del relato 
directamente autobiografico. Para ser escribiendo, la 
escritora necesita ante todo crear a otros seres: sus 
personajes, que a su vez se plantean la necesidad de volverse 
"otros" para poder escribir, para afirmarse y ser. [S]on los 
gestos que los personajes... repiten en una suerte de 
homenaje creative a su creadora (118). 

Patricia Morales, in her 1984 critique of the novel, proposes that Susana's histoiy is 

actually that of Puga herself, and in an extension of Poniatowska's reading points out that 

the four female characters represent one "whole" person. They function, in Morales's 

assessment, as a narrative technique for integrating, from distinct angles, the difficult and 

complex process of female development (17). And, along the same critical lines, Pura 

Lopez Colome writes in 1984 that Puga uses this novel as a means of "recounting" her 

personal story to herself (21). 

Finally, in the most recent evaluation of Puga's novels, Irma M. Lopez's previously 

cited study, Panlco o peligro is again analyzed from the perspective of the autobiographical 

relationship of Puga to the novel, and to the protagonist Susana in particular. From a 

psychoanalytical perspective, Lopez theorizes that Puga utilizes Susana, who as a character 

represents the development of the female writer, as a means of "autoentificacion" (87). By 
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drawing parallels between several of Puga's essays on writing, literature, and society, and 

Susana's own expressed reasons for writing, Lopez proposes an interpretation of both 

chai'acter and novel as autobiographical reflections of the author and her own 

developmental processes as a writer. "La escritura," writes Lopez, "les provee a las dos 

mujeres (real/ficticia) el mecanismo para reconciliar el espacio que existe entre el yo y el 

otro en un intento de coexistir con el en armoni'a" (87). 

Thus, Susana represents a very specific autobiographical self, Maria Luisa Puga. 

Puga, in turn acts out, through the autobiographical dimension of the novel, the kind of 

feminist practice Doris Sommer has identified in women's teslimonios. According to 

Sommer, women's testimonios and autobiographies share similar characteristics, primarily 

the act of critically describing the living conditions which women share as a marginalized 

group. This shift from the individual's to the group's consciousness transforms the personal 

self into the political self (130). From this perspective, Susana is also the symbol of a whole 

group of women who share similar living conditions. Indeed, both Sara Sefchovich and 

Elena Poniatowska have specifically identified this group as the Mexican women of the 

middle class, a sector of Mexican society that expanded rapidly in the sixties and seventies, 

and from which many contemporaiy Mexican women writers have emerged (Sefchovich 

222). As Lopez writes in this regard, 

Susana se convierte en el conducto que Puga escoge para dar 
voz a muchas muchachas que como ella buscan entender el 
silencio y el dolor intemo a traves de la creacion mtistica. 
Desde otra perspectiva, el relate de Susana constituye la 
historia de la mujer con inclinacion literaria cuya vida se 
vuelve una mezcla de conflictos en la medida en que persiste 
realizar su vocacion (90). 
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Although Lopez, like the other feminist critics whose readings of the novel I have 

cited, emphasizes the autobiographical relationship of Puga to her novel, she also pursues 

an additional level of "autoentificacion" present in the novel. This other dimension is 

represented in Susana's development as a writer. As Lopez notes, "En su escritura el tema 

de lo femenino extiende sus h'mites hasta abarcar una revision a la historia modema de 

Mexico" (93). Susana's "vocacion" is read, then, as an attempt to give voice to those whom 

society has marginalized—not only the woman writer but also, according to Lopez, "el 

pueblo" (94). In Lopez's analysis, the voice and conscience of the "pueblo" is specifically 

integrated by means of Puga's reference to the student massacre of 1968 and the subsequent 

silencing of public criticism in response to it: "La novela constituye la respuesta al acto de 

acallar y subvierte el toque de queda impuesto por el gobierao mexicano despues de la 

matanza" (94). The novel is transformed, according to Lopez, into a " 'lieux memoire,' un 

lugar en el que la memoria colectiva se materializa y se hace inmortal" (94). Thus, Puga 

utilizes the text as a "sitio de memoria simbolico en donde el tiempo se detiene y el olvido 

se recupera" (94). Ultimately, then, this novel also functions as "un homenaje a las vi'ctimas 

del sesenta y ocho" (94). 

In focusing her analysis on the points of contact between the autobiographical "yo" 

and the collective "pueblo," which includes both middle class women writers and critics of 

government violence and censure in the sixties and seventies in Mexico, Lopez's reading 

goes further toward positioning Panico o peligro in relationship to other novels about 68. It, 

too, symbolizes an active response to the student massacre, in a way which propels it into 

the "cultural conversation" that Anderson did not develop earlier. 
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From this perspective, Lopez's analysis identifies one of the central elements of 

what constitutes the novela del 6S~a direct response to the historical events of October 

1968. Nevertheless, in its characterization of the novel as a "lleiixmemoire" Lopez's 

analysis fails to acknowledge the existence of an entire body of novels which have 

recuperated 1968 and critiqued it from a literary perspective, the novela del 68. If we recall 

Said's definition of a text's "worldliness," that is its always and already being enmeshed in 

relationships to the author, the reader, historical situations, and "to other texts," (157, 

emphasis mine) Puga's "homenaje" to the victims of 68 is also a response to these previous 

novels and not simply a direct response to either 68 or the government's subsequent 

censoring of critics. In fact, Puga's use of the autobiographical mode itself constitutes, from 

my perspective, a highly textualized response to the initial stage of novels about 68. 

To summarize, then, Anderson posits Panico o peligro's participation in the "cultural 

conversations" and the "constructions of reality" that the contemporary Mexican novel 

represents, while neglecting to investigate how the novel "converses" with 68 and the 

novela del 68. Lopez, on the other hand, acknowledges the novel's participation in a 

conversation about the events of 1968 via its recuperation of the "pueblo's" silenced voices, 

but does not examine the ways in which this novel is conversing with previous novels 

which have also done this. Furthermore, though she emphasizes the critical dimensions of 

autobiographical writing from a feminist perspective, Lopez overlooks the possibility that 

the autobiographical mode might also point to a dialogical relationship between Panico o 

peligro and previous novelas del 68 written from an autobiographical perspective. From the 

perspective of my thesis that Panico o peligro constitutes a response to both the cultural, 

historical events of 1968 as well as the textual event of the novela del 68, both Anderson's 
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and Lopez's analyses omit discussions of what I view as central to the novel. In the analysis 

which follows, then, I will focus specifically on Puga's use of the autobiographical situation 

as an innovative narrative strategy to integrate both a "cultural conversation" about 1968, as 

well as to establish a dialogical relationship to the novela del 68, and specifically its first 

phase, the autobiographical, testimonial stage. 

The Autobiographical Situation and the Reading Self 

Panico o peligro consists of twelve notebooks written by Susana, a twenty-seven-

year-old legal secretary, sometime around 1979. They are addressed, in the first person 

narrative, to an unnamed tii, Susana's current lover. Interestingly, as Fabienne Bradu points 

out, while it is clear from the outset that Susana is addressing someone directly—the first 

notebook opens with the word "Imagmate," a direct invitation to listen and participate 

acfively in her storyteIling~it is not totally clear that her story is actually being written until 

page 18 of the first notebook, when we read: 

Pero no era eso lo que te quen'a contar, en el fondo. O tal vez 
no era asi. Es que cuando decidi escribirte este cuaderno 
creo que lo imagine distinto. Pense que te iba a contar mi 
historia mas que nada para que me entiendas (18, emphasis 
mine)."'* 

In these notebooks Susana tries to tell the story of her life, ostensibly reconstructing 

it in chronological order from her childhood to the present, though this particular aspect of 

the text is complicated as well by frequent digressions and interruptions.'"' While the 

While Bradu does identify how the novel postpones informing the readers that Susana is actually writing her 

story and not simply telling it, she mistakenly cites the first reference to writing in the second chapter, page 58. 

While Danny J. Anderson characterizes these digressions as "associations" that "follow the flow of her 

memory," I would argue that there are several types of digressions in the novel which function in a variety of ways and 
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notebooks are an attempt to recapture the events and meaning of her hfe to the present 

moment, Susana focuses primarily on her lifelong relationship with three women, Lola, 

Socorro, and Lxiurdes, and her relationships with four men, Mateo, Arturo, Ramiro, and, 

finally, tu. As Susana weaves in and out of these relationships, and simultaneously in and 

out of a number of occupations and apartments in Mexico City, she reconstructs and defines 

herself in relationship to the women, men, and institutions in her life, in an attempt to tell 

herself to tu as well as to herself. In addition, Susana's story is also an attempt to define and 

inteipret, through the process of writing the notebooks, the contexts-cultural, social, and 

political-which contain her. 

Structurally, Panico o peligro (like most of Puga's novels), resists strict generic 

categorization, revealing instead a hybrid identity which integrates a number of genres 

simultaneously. In this sense, the novel reflects a general postmodern attitude toward the 

concept of strict definition of literary genres, an attitude which is captured in Jacques 

Derrida's assertion that "Every text participates in one or several genres ...; there is always a 

genre and genres, yet such participation never amounts to belonging" (65). Panico o 

peligro's hybridity can be seen in its combination of a variety of genres: diary, journal, 

history, autobiography.'*^ Simultaneously revealing elements of all these, it nevertheless 

resists containment in any one of them. The unifying force in the novel, though, is Susana's 

attempt to "tell" herself in the context of a complex social reality—whether this "telling" is 

ultimately challenge us to revisit our definitions of where meaning is produced in a gendered text, as well as our 

definitions of generic boundaries. 

It is important to note that while the diary and the journal are autobiographical in content, they are not 

autobiography in the generic sense. I am explicitly proposing that each of these genres is comprised of and bound by 

generic conventions which differentiate them from one another. Thus, while we can accept that a letter, a diary entry and 

an autobiography potentially all share the content characteristic of revealing intimate and autobiographical details, we 

would not consider them interchangeable texts specifically because of generic conventions, definitions and differences. 
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directed at herself (as in a diary or journal), at tu (as in the epistolary), at an audience 

interested in the historical circumstances which define Susana (as in a historical text), or at 

a combination of all these recipients, in an autobiographical mode. Thus, while the text 

participates simultaneously in a number of genres, it is dominated by a specific situation 

which privileges Susana as both subject and object of the text."^ From this perspective, I 

propose a reading of the novel as the fictionalization or simulation of an autobiographical 

situation, in which Susana (the autobiographical self) engages the historical and textual 

moments of 1968 from a gendered perspective. 

As I discussed previously in this chapter, much of the feminist criticism of Panico o 

peligro has focused on identifying autobiographical elements of Maria Luisa Puga herself in 

the novel. My intention is not to contradict or reject these efforts, but rather to shift the 

theoretical perspective away from a one-to-one correlation between author and text, and 

toward the fictionalization of the autobiographical act as an alternative, innovative narrative 

strategy of representation. From this perspective, it is Susana who is engaged in an 

autobiographical project—a project which also, as previously mentioned, reveals elements 

of diary, journal, letter, and history writing. Susana is read, in this particular analysis, as a 

fictional character. Her processes of self-telling and interpretation of reality, in this setting, 

ai"e also literary representations, fictionalizations of autobiographical writing. Read, then, as 

a simulation of an autobiographical situation, the novel becomes both a fictional 

autobiography and a metafictional text which engages in commentary on the very processes 

In the essay "Dos tendencias en la evoiucion de la narrativa conteinporanea de escritoras mexicanas," Aralia 

Lopez-Gomez argues that since women have historically been silenced by a "rational," patriarchal discourse which 

denies them historical, individual, and social subjectivity, contemporary Mexican women writers have had to respond 

transgressively in order to subvert what she calls "el discurso monologico institucional" (21). One manifestation of this 

"contradiscursive" response is the positing of the female in the text as both subject and object of her own discourse, a 
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of telling oneself, that is, autobiography. The self-reflexive, metafictional elements of the 

novel will be discussed in greater detail later in the chapter, but first I will examine the ways 

in which the novel simulates the autobiographical situation. 

In Autobiography: Toward a Poetics of Experience. Janet Vamer Gunn proposes an 

alternative theory which redefines the genre assumptions of classical autobiography. She 

notes that the starting point of most autobiography theory is "the private and hidden self 

writing from the inside out" (8). The self traditionally attributed to the genre, then, "is an 

autos which has been cut off from life, or the bios of autobiography" (8). In contrast, Vai'ner 

Gunn puts forward an alternative starting point, one which shifts away from the private act 

of a self writing to the "cultural act of a self reading" (8). This is a particularly important 

interpretation of the autobiographical self given that reading is foregrounded and 

problematized by Susana throughout the novel. 

Reading, in Vamer Gunn's model, takes place at two moments in the 

autobiographical situation; "by the autobiographer who, in effect, is 'reading' his or her life; 

and by the reader of the autobiographical text" (8). It is important to note that in Varner 

Gunn's model, and in my application of it, the term "reader" is used to identify a position, 

not a person. Therefore, the "agent one normally regards as the writer," in this case the 

character Susana, can also occupy the position of the reader (22). Furthermore, this 

reading—an interpretive activity—takes place by selves who "inhabit worlds, not by a 

subject who has had to pay the price of world-habitation for access to itself (8). From this 

perspective, in contrast to classical autobiography theory, the self who reads, and in 

tactic employed by Susana in Pcinico o nelisro. 
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Susana's case the self who writes and reads, does so within the parameters of concrete, 

recognizable social situations. 

This self who reads, be it the autobiographer or the reader(s) of the text, is what 

Varner Gunn calls the "displayed self," that is, the self "who speaks, who lives in time, and, 

by virtue of living in time ... can thus experience the inter- and transpersonal grounds by 

which personal identity becomes possible" (8). This displayed self is in direct opposition to 

the classical inteipretation of the "hidden self which was brought forth through isolation 

and retreat from the limitations of external reality. Finally, it is by means of language, 

graphie, according to Vamer Gunn, that the self "both displays itself... and achieves and 

acknowledges its bios" (8). 

With regard to Susana, she functions in the novel as this displayed self: as Anderson 

has meticulously demonstrated, Susana comes into being by means of her grappling with a 

complex social reality, not in a retreat from and denial of it. The notebooks which comprise 

the novel function as, among other things, the site where Susana attempts both to display 

her "self," her identity, as well as interrogate and acknowledge the complexity of her social 

contexts. And while language is the means by which Susana attempts to display her 

identity, she nevertheless problematizes it from the perspective of both a reader and writer 

engaged in the autobiographical process. 

The emphasis in this theory of autobiography, then, is on a self who engages in 

reading as a cultural activity; who lives in time, not isolated from it; and who engages 

language as a means of achieving and acknowledging her life story. Ultimately, then, 

Varner Gunn argues. 
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Autobiography is an act of orientation by means of which the 
self inhabits and not merely projects a possible world of 
significance. Understood this way, the real question of the 
autobiographical self then becomes where do I belong? not, 
who am I? The question of the self s identity becomes a 
question of the selfs location in a world (23). 

It is the fictionalization of this dynamic interaction between the self-in-the-world, reading, 

language, and identity that I would aj-gue is at play in Panico o peligro. 

The autobiographical situation as outlined above involves three specific angles or 

moments from which we can consider autobiographical activity: the autobiographical 

impulse, autobiographical perspective, and autobiographical response. Considered primarily 

a "hermeneutics of restoration," autobiographical activity integrates first and foremost the 

"autobiographical impulse," that is, an effort to confront the problem of temporality and 

somehow recuperate a lived past in the present reality. This moment essentially operates at 

a pre-textual level, at what Vamer Gunn calls the "most basic level at which we live as 

human agents, in a certain situation and always in relation to certain assumed meanings 

which we know as culture" (13). From a phenomenological perspective this pre-textual 

level is a latent, tacit dimension, having to do with what Jose Ortega y Gasset has called 

"the ideas that we ai'e, not the ideas we have" (14). From a post-structuralist, socio-political 

perspective this level would be comprised by the multiple ideological discourses which 

define reality, and in effect, subjectivity, including discourses of class, race, ethnicity, and 

sexuality. What Aralia Gomez-Lopez might call, from a feminist perspective, the 

phallologocentric, hegemonic "discurso monologico institucional" (21). In any case, the 

autobiographical impulse grounds both perspective and response to the extent that it is what 
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comprises, in this case, Susana at the moment that she enacts the move from "Hfe" to "text," 

the moment that she begins to write the notebooks. 

The second level of autobiography, perspective, is the level of textuality wherein the 

assumed meanings of lived experience are shaped and interpreted by means of language. In 

Panico o peligro Susana assumes the position of the autobiographer, which in effect 

simultaneously locates her in a reader's position, given that she attempts to "read" her life as 

a means of interpreting and giving voice to her identity, as I will discuss in-depth later in the 

chapter. At the same time, throughout the novel Susana identifies specific incidents in her 

life which place her in direct relationship to reading as a problematic act. In this way, 

Susana's autobiographical perspective, I would argue, is shaped by an impulse that 

originates in a problematized and oppositional relationship to reading acts. 

On the first page of the first notebook Susana poignantly describes her own attempts 

at reading her life, from the double writer/reader position that the autobiographical process 

imposes, juxtaposing two distinct reading sites: her memories of the past and the actual 

physical spaces that she knew as a child. 

Cuando ahora pienso en esa epoca, la extrano ...me duele, 
pues, no que la quiera vivir otra vez, pero si' me doy cuenta 
de que busco olores, esquinas, luces. Muchas veces he vuelto 
a la calle de Jalapa y el edificio sigue ahi, mas viejo, mas 
roto; me da tristeza, ...porque ya no me encuentro (7). 

Though Susana utilizes both these sites as texts in her efforts to bring to language the 

meaning of her past, to the definition of who and how she and her family were in the past, 

she is ultimately not able to easily "read" that meaning in either text: "No se si eramos una 

familia feliz o no" (7). It is also painfully clear that she cannot "find" or locate herself in that 

past or in the texts (in the case the old building on Jalapa Street) that she reads. That she 
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continues to write about, and in effect read, her life despite these initial difficulties suggests 

that Susana is willing to take on the task of reading and confronting some of the problems 

that it poses. 

In the context of the autobiographical situation the self as reader that Susana 

represents is constructed in the context of her small circle of girlfriends. As she notes in the 

very first notebook, Lourdes was "la mas atrevida... la que senti'a mas curiosidad por todo" 

(11); Lola "era dulce, callada, buena;" Socorro "definitivamente era la mas bonita de las 

cuatro" (12). Of herself Susana writes, "A mi Lourdes me decia la pasmada" (12). These 

four characters on some level function as the representation of the limited categories of 

identity which are available to women. When looked at as a group, they also separate out 

into two distinct subject "types": Lola and Socorro act out the traditional "objectified" and 

opposed roles of the good, maternal figure and the beautiful object of desire; while Lourdes 

and Susana play out the less traditional, but also opposed, roles of the "active" intellectual 

versus the "passive" working class secretary. 

In this context Susana acts out what might be considered a parody of Cortazar's 

infamous "lectora hembra" to Lourdes's overintellectualized intellectual. As a reader, then, 

Susana assumes the role of the passive reader, the one who admits that "siempre he 

permitido que exista esa distancia entre la realidad y yo, ...siempre he dejado que me 

sucedan las cosas" (79). At the same time Susana establishes an oppositional relationship to 

Lourdes, whose identity as a reader is that of the active, aggressive reader: 

Era fantastico ver como le gustaba estudiar. Y trabajar. A mi 
nada me gusto tanto nunca. Lourdes era una especie de cosa 
electrica. Lourdes deci'a que habia que leer mucho; que era 

rico leer; que debiamos buscar una biblioteca que nos 
quedara cerca. Pero a mi me daba fiojera (19). 
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This oppositional relationship is sustained throughout the novel and forms the basis 

of Susana's autobiographical perspective: a perspective which resists specific acts of 

reading-those defined and acted out by Lxiurdes, Mateo, and Arturo-from the perspective 

of a subject who problematizes and interrogates both what constitutes a text and where the 

meaning of these texts is located. In this context, then, I will examine how Susana rejects 

three specific categories of reading: reading as an activity limited to texts and textuality, 

reading as an assimilation of master texts that function as defining elements of subjectivity 

and identity, and reading as an exercise in theoretical abstractions. At the same time I will 

examine how Susana proposes alternatives to these limited elements of reading. The.se 

proposals, I would argue, ultimately speak to how 1968, as historical and textual event, are 

made available for reading in Panico o peligro. 

Lourdes and Susana's relationship is dominated by Lx)urdes's continued attempts at 

influencing Susana's relationship to the world around her in ways which reflect more 

Lourdes's needs than Susana's. "Desde que eramos ninas, y vete tu a saber por que, Lourdes 

se propuso 'educarme'" (59). This process of "educating" Susana is grounded in Lourdes's 

insistence that Susana read more. From Lourdes's perspective, the text is the means by 

which to access information and understanding about the social dynamics, the historical 

events, and the political situations which define reality. Early in the novel, after Susana 

recalls the death of her father, she recounts a trip she and her mother took to San Bias, her 

mother's home town. Since the train trip from the capital to the coast will be such a long 

one, Lourdes suggests that Susana take a book along. 

Cien alios de soledad era. Lo empece y no entendi nada. Me 
abrumaron tantas palabras, solo palabras que no tenian que 
ver Unas con otras. Trate muy en serio de seguirlo y no pude. 
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Miraba por la ventana, ofa las conversaciones de los demas. 
Me llenaban de admiracion. Sonaban a costumbre de mundo. 
Todo tan normal (43). 

Clearly, Lourdes's choice of book is rooted in more than an effort to help Susana 

pass the time on her way to San Bias. It is more than just a coincidence that on a trip to her 

mother's home town, a movement back to her origins, that Lourdes make a gift of a text that 

has been read as the allegorical equivalent of Latin America's search for its roots and 

identity."^ But her effort at trying to "educate" Susana fails. The text that is probably most 

symbolic of a Latin American allegory of identity communicates nothing to Susana, in fact 

it results in her turning away from the text as location of meaning or understanding of her 

reality. Susana tums to the window, listens to conversations around her, and in effect 

abandons the literary text for an altemative space. 

This movement away from the text, nevertheless, does not imply that the window 

from which she views the world or that the conversations she overhears are more accessible 

sites of meaning. Susana is still forced into an interpretive act, another form of reading. The 

difference is that her "window reading" is not bound by textuality and literary convention; 

in this case, a literary style which has come to be associated with the magical realism of 

Latin America, but which, from Susana's perspective is in stai'k contrast to a "costumbre de 

mundo." As Susana observes the "desfile increible" of vendors and passengers she is 

compelled by this "text" to confront her own reality; 

For a number of interpretations of Cien anos de soledad as an exploration of Latinamerican identity see Jay 

A. Corwin, Las fueiites indi'genas de Cien ailos de soledad. Dissertation, Florida State University. Ann Arbor: UMI, 

1985. 95032095.; Luis Beltran Almeria, "La revuelta del futuro: Mito e historia en Cien I'los de soledad." Cuadernos 

Hispanoamehcanos. 535 (Jan. 1995): 23-38; Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria, "Cien anos de soledad: The Novel as Myth 

and Archive." MLN 99 (2) (March 1984): 358-380; Mercedes Lopez Baralt, "Cien ailos de soledad: cultura e historia 

replanteadas en el idionia del parentesco." Revista de Estudios Hispanicos 6 (1979): 153-75. 
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Me acuerdo que pense, asi, medio absurdamente; y todo es 
Mexico. Tan lejos de la calle de Jalapa, de Lourdes y del Sr. 
Gonzalez. Esto ocurria al mismo tiempo que mis notas de 
remision, las que durante dos anos ya, habian sido mi unico 
transcurrir del tiempo, que barbaridad. Lourdes aca no cabi'a; 
resultaba una especie de caricatura (44-45). 

Later, during her visit to San Bias Susana again juxtaposes the world she is reading 

with the textualized world that Lourdes insists she explore. As she walks along the beach 

with Mateo, a university student she meets in San Bias and with whom she will later have a 

romantic relationship, Susana tries to imagine what she and he look like to the outside 

world, how they are being, in effect, read. 

De pronto como que nos percibf desde afuera... Me acorde de 
Lourdes y de sus discusiones con Claude: que si 'este pais', 

que si 'nuestro pais', en fin, toda esa discusion sobre si 
Mexico era o no era,... no se, pero en todo caso no era un 

Mexico como lo decia Lourdes, que hablaba mas que nada 
de lo lefdo; discutfa, se peleaba, se decia ante lo leido, pero 
ahi yo la estaba viendo chiquita e inconsciente...chiquita con 
una ciudad puesta encima que, sin que ella lo supiera, no la 
permitfa ver para ningun lado (53-54). 

Once more, Susana emphasizes Lourdes's insistence on textuality as a self-contained and 

accessible representation of reality, and is equally resistant to both that model of reading 

and to Lourdes's imposition of it. In both these instances Susana opposes Lourdes's 

emphasis on the text with an alternative site of meaning and interpretation which is 

extratextual and experiential, though no less complex. 

In her desire to reconstruct her past as a means of gaining access to her identity, her 

place in the world, Susan utilizes multiple strategies for reading and giving meaning to the 

reality that she is a part of. One aspect of the reality which defines Susana is her memory of 

and relationship to the student massacre at Tlatelolco in 1968. Susana juxtaposes her 

memory of this event with her reminiscences about entering adolescence—she was fifteen 
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at the time of the massacre—and her entry into the more adult settings of work md fiestas. 

Susana's experience of Tlatelolco, ironically, is completely mediated by its textualization: 

she did not participate in the gathering at the Plaza (in fact makes no reference whatsoever 

to having any knowledge of the events that were taking place in the capital at that time), but 

instead finds out about it through a newspaper story that Lourdes reads to Susana and Lola. 

And while Susana acknowledges that she had seen other newspapers in the past, this one 

"deveras lo vi". 

Ni siquiera era un periodico, era un Alanna en realidad. Con 
fotos de los muchachos asesinados en Tlatelolco. Lourdes lo 
trajo: miren, dijo, y las filas de muchachos muertos. Mientras 
nosotras andabamos por ahi paseando, miren lo que pasaba. 
Me acuerdo de la cara de horror de Lola. De la voz de 
Lourdes. De la foto. Lourdes leyo el aitfculo en voz alta, pero 
yo casi ni oi'a, veia la muerte. Vei'a a esos muchachos 
muertos. Muchos. Y ahi, en ese mismo tiempo mfo, esos 
mismos martes y miercoles que yo conocia tan bien (20). 

Yet, as emphasized in the above passage, while Susana's experience of the massacre 

was limited to a textualization of it, her experience was defined by the photographs which 

appeared in the article. The text itself, that is, the written version of events, was superseded 

by a photo image, and to a similar degree by the visual image that Susana retained of Lola's 

horrified face and the sound of Lourdes's voice as opposed to the actual words she read 

aloud. Tlatelolco, then, while mediated by textualization, is experienced, read as it were, 

through its visual representation. For Susana the experience remains a distant one, an image 

she will recall but which she will not immediately integrate into her daily life. Instead, it 

will be several years before she will begin to grasp the implications and ramifications of 

Tlatelolco. Again it will be in an altemative space which opposes Lourdes's perpetual 

references to texts. 
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Several years later, after Susana and Lourdes have been living together for some 

time, Susana inadvertently witnesses a kidnapping outside their apartment window. 

Fue absolutamente simultaneo todo: dos muchachos viendo 
un escaparate; un coche opaco, viejo, que se detiene junto a 
ellos; dos hombres que se bajan dejando las puertas abiertas; 
los hombres toman a los muchachos del brazo y en ese 
instante veo la cara de uno de ellos: aterrado. Pero tambien 
veo que el otro se zafa y veo su impulso de echar a correr, 
pero la mano del hombre lo sujeta del cuello y con ese 
mismo gesto lo empuja dentro del coche. ...yo reaccione 

cuando el coche arrancaba y se convertia en uno mas. No 
entendfa nada. En el fondo de los ojos sentia la cara aterrada 
del muchacho; la mano del hombre en el cuello del otro 
(121). 

After Lourdes runs out to the street and tries unsuccessfully to find someone who might 

have seen the incident, Susana suggests that they call the police. Lourdes then explains that 

it probably was the police who kidnapped the young men "y mas te vale que no se enteren 

de que viste algo" (121). Lourdes then goes on to explain to Susana what is actually 

happening: "Me hablo de la situacion politica, de la represion, de los chavos metidos en 

cosas, de la tortura, de los desaparecidos. Yo solo oia, oia, si, la cara aterrada del muchacho. 

Senti un Mexico desconocido, oscuro, tenebroso" (121). For Susana, her sense of reality has 

completely changed. As she walks out to the street the next morning "nada era igual. Ya no 

creia en lo que vefa" (122). 

In contrast with her earlier experience of the photos of Tlatelolco, this event is 

integrated into her life, her worldview: "Sentia que detras habi'a algo que habia estado 

sucediendo siempre. Detras, en alguna parte, estaban esos muchachos" (122). But in a 

response similar to her reaction to those earlier photos, Susana questions the visual 

experience and Lourdes's explication of it. 
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No lograba olvidar la expresion de sorpresa aterrada del 
muchacho, y de alguna manera sentfa que todos 
contribuiamos a ocultarla. Si, es cierto que habia recibido 
una explicacion de Lourdes, pero nunca supe unir ese 
lenguaje de Lourdes a la expresion del muchacho. Era como 
si Lourdes hablara aca, y los muchachos alia (123). 

Once again, at the root of Susana's rejection is Lourdes's insistence on a return to texts as 

the means by which to know and understand the world in which they live. When, after a 

few days' time, Lourdes has put the incident behind her, she persists in her renewed call for 

Susana to "do" something: "Tienes que tratar de leer, de informarte sobre el mundo" (124). 

For Susana this proves to be impossible and in a few days time she is again looking out her 

apartment window, rejecting the text as the primordial location of reading and meaning. 

In the reconstruction of her relationship to Lourdes, Susana's autobiographical 

perspective is shaped by her resistance and outright rejection of reading as an activity that is 

limited to textual space. In opposition to Lourdes's constant remission to the text Susana 

proposes the window and the visual experience of reality. As she reads her past in an effort 

to represent and understand it, she derives meaning not from canonical allegories of identity 

or from explications of political events derived from or referential to texts that have 

interpreted them. As a reader, then, Susana rejects the limitations of the text and proposes 

an alternative, experiential model of reading reality which might at some point include texts 

but will not be confined by them. 

To the extent that Susana does utilize texts she does so from a contestatory position 

which subverts the dominant interpretation of their meaning and function. As Susana 

reconstructs her romantic relationship with Mateo this subversive attitude toward what I 

will call the master narratives is revealed. By invoking the term master narratives I refer 
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specifically to Frederic Jameson's discussion of narratives and master narratives in The 

Political Unconscious (1981). In his discussion of Althusser's "expressive causality" 

Jameson refers to the ways in which Altheusserian historicism 

demonstrates the way in which the construction of a 
historical totality necessarily involves the isolation and 
privileging of one of the elements within that totality ... such 

that the element in question becomes a master code of 'inner 
essence' capable of explicating the other elements or features 
of the 'whole' in question (28). 

Expressive causality, then, can be understood as an interpretive allegory in which a 

sequence of "historical events or texts and artifacts is rewritten in terms of some deeper, 

underlying, and more 'fundamental' narrative, of a hidden master narrative which is the 

allegorical key or figural content of the first sequence of empirical materials" (ibid). In 

Jameson's view, "master narratives have inscribed themselves in the texts as well as in our 

thinking about them"(34). Ultimately, these "allegorical narrative signifieds" remain a 

persistent dimension of literary and cultural texts "because they reflect a fundamental 

dimension of our collective thinking and our collective fantasies about history and reality" 

(34). I would argue that in her relationship with Mateo, Susana is challenging the master 

narratives by decentering and displacing the dominant "narrative signified" that the novels 

of the Mexican Revolution symbolize for Mateo, and by extension the intellectual and 

political class to which he belongs. Specifically, as I discuss below, Susana challenges if not 

rejects the hegemony of a dominant—albeit left-wing—social and political class whose 

dominance is reinforced by the production of narratives which define reality. 

After arriving with her mother in San Bias, Susana hesitatingly begins to explore the 

town. After brief excursions which never lead her too far from her uncle Fermin's home, she 
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returns to his empty house where "por primera vez en mi vida, me ponia a leer, pero no el 

libro que me habia dado Lourdes, sino libros sobre la revolucion que habfa encontrado ahi" 

(47). In contrast with the reaction she had to Cien anos de soledad. Susana responds 

positively to these books, experiencing some sense of continuity between the text and the 

new environment she finds herself in. 

Si me resultaron comprensibles e interesantes fue porque 
sentia que la gente en alios era la misma que estaba viendo 
todos los di'as. La gente de la calle, la de esa casa de Fermin. 
Entendfa, pues, entendfa todo. Alzaba los ojos del libro, y el 
patio, los sonidos de la calle, a veces una cara que se 
asomaba y preguntaba: ^No van a querer elotes?, eran una 
continuacion de los libros (49). 

For Susana, then, the text's continuity with an external reality becomes a criteria for 

readability and relevance. In this sense, she establishes her ideological position in 

relationship to the text and the location of its meaning, which for her is found in the bridged 

space between the text and external (present) reality. 

A similar relationship to the text is established when Susana reads Pedro Paramo. 

Although she recognizes the hermetic universe created by the novel as one which shuts out 

the external world, it is at the moment of re-engaging the world around her that she 

experiences the tragic reality of the textual world. 

Eran tan cerradas las voces que sentia que no iba a poder 

volver a salir.... Cuando pude por fin alzar los ojos: me dolio 
lo de siempre; sus colorines y por aca debajo la gente en 
silencio. No se por que quise ir a ver a mi madre de 
inmediato; me senti'a como al borde de una tragedia...(50). 

At the moment that Susana feels the impulse to run home to her mother, Mateo appears and 

introduces himself. Their first encounter is mediated by the book that Susana is reading, a 

book whose title Mateo has not been able to decipher from afar; "Me pregunto, sentandose 
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a mi lado, que que estaba leyendo, hace rato que te miro y no logro descifrar el titulo, me 

dijo" (50). The book is Pedro Paramo, but as Susana informs him, the slipcover is from a 

different book. Upon discovering the "true" identity of the book, Mateo is quick to give his 

approval. 

At play in this initial exchange are the ways in which both Susana and Mateo utilize 

master narratives. It is almost by accident that Susana is reading a canonical text of 

Mexican identity and literature, given that she happened upon them by chance in her ti'o 

Fermin's library, yet for her the "code" within the narrative is experienced beyond the pages 

of the text and manifested in her instinctive desire seek out her mother. Even the "identity" 

of the novel itself, the title and cover, is masked, displaced as it were, by a nondescript, 

undecipherable one. For Mateo, on the other hand, it is essential that Susana is reading these 

particular books and for specific reasons: "(el se mostraba particulai-mente complacido de 

que leyera esos libros y no otros). Muy importante, decfa, conocer la historia" (55). From 

his perspective, then, the books that Susana has chosen are inscribed by master narratives of 

history and therefore encoded with historical meaning and ultimately an identity forged out 

of that particular historical narrative. Susana subverts Mateo's interpretation of the master 

narrative, though, when she rejects the historical code as the key to the text's meaning: 

Pero yo no estaba conociendo la historia. No habria sabido 
explicar la cronologia de la revolucion. Yo en esos libros 
veia, sentia gente (55). 

Again, Susana challenges the location of meaning in the text, the inscription that 

dominant models of reading have identified in the novels of the revolution. Instead of 

deriving some sense of historical progression and development from these texts Susana 

seeks out the meaning or code in the extratextual world, in the people represented in the 
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novels whose lives are reflected and revealed by the people around her. In fact, later in the 

novel she will refer to the specific subjectivities that these novels revealed to her, the 

inscriptions of marginalization that they expressed: 

Me acuerdo de uno de aquellos libros de la revolucion que 
lei en San Bias. Era de una mujer que contaba sobre un 
pueblo que se decia sus recuerdos. Y yo vei'a el pueblo. Lo 
senti'a y lo oia. Y era como estar ahi y ser tambien parte de su 

recuerdo. Ese libro ahora es parte de mis recuerdos. Los 
personajes son maneras de decir que yo recuerdo ahora. 
^Como podria describirlo? Me acuerdo de un loco que vivia 
con Unas prostitutas y se crefa el Sr. Presidente. Me acuerdo 
de su voz; tambien me acuerdo de la noche en el pueblo, de 
las casas cerradas, de la gente espiando los sonidos (97). 

Susana's relationship to Mateo reveals her rejection of dominant master narratives of history 

and identity embedded in the canonical texts of the Mexican Revolution."^ She displaces 

the historical code with an emphasis on human experience and subjectivity which reflects 

some aspect of the present reality that she knows. Nevertheless, this is not an outright 

rejection of historicity; instead, Susana insists upon making readings of the historical past 

relevant-specifically through the memory of the individuals who populate the texts~to a 

present that is simultaneously being read. 

Finally, in the reconstruction of her relationship with Arturo, a Marxist political 

activist heavily involved in leftist political movements in Central America, Susana's 

autobiographical perspective reveals her rejection of reading as an exercise in theoretical 

abstractions. On some level, the discussions of her previous relationships with Lourdes and 

I refer to Pedro Paramo as a canonical text of the Mexican Revolution following Antonio Magana-

Esquivel's analysis of the three stages of the novel of the Mexican Revolution. While Pedro Paramo does indeed 

challenge the interpretation of the Mexican Revolution as a "success story." it does so from the perspective of a literary 

critique of social history. It is a canonical text to the extent that it represents a literary interpretation of the Revolution. 

See Antonio Magana-Esquivel, La novela de la Revolucion. Mexico: Porriia, 1974. Susana's resistance to the novel 

represents her consistent resistance to the imposition of a prescribed narrative that neither reflects nor elucidates the 
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Mateo suggest a fundamental discomfort with the separation of texts from reality, wherein 

Susana's response is to persistently retum to the external contexts which inform her 

readings. Similar to the ways in which she opposed Mateo's master narratives with 

alternative codes embedded in the relationship between texts, individuals, and external 

reality, Susana resists Arturo's separation and compartmentalization of reality and textuality 

by insisting on the actualization of theory in reality-based experiences. 

Susana first meets Arturo at a political rally in support of Central American refugees 

and activists in Mexico. From Susana's perspective, in the context of his political activities 

Arturo represents a positive contrast to Lourdes, whom she views as too limited by her 

over-emphasis on textual knowledge and experience. In addition to his involvement in 

Central American political issues, Arturo has left the university and intends to spend a year 

educating himself, reading "bajo mi direccion y no bajo la de la universidad..." (153). As 

they walk home together that first night Arturo explains his personal, intellectual, and 

political situation to Susana: 

Considero, dijo, que al menos en mi caso, esta es mi etapa de 
preparacion, y me tengo que dedicar por completo a ella. Si 
quiero actuar despues, va a depender de como viva estos 
afios. Eso es lo que tambien empezo a molestar en la 
universidad: ahi se te olvida que despues vas a salir al 
mundo; todo el tiempo se te va en luchitas politicas sin 
importancia. La lucha en serio esta aca afuera, bueno adentro 
tambien, pero no solo (154). 

Thus, Arturo clearly defines his position in relationship to the world: he has rejected the 

buffer zone of the university for the "real" world outside. Beyond even that, though, he 

describes his own personal project of getting beyond the simulation of reality produced in 

extra-textual reality she experiences. 
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the university and its process of indoctrination by living and practicing the theoretical 

precepts he studies in the context of the real world. 

Eso de ser jdvenes se ha convertido en un problema 
tremendo. Yo he visto chavos que se dedican a eso: a ser 
jovenes, sin ninguna responsabilidad. Sobre todo, sin el mas 
mmimo conocimiento del pais. Yo, fijate, ahorita estoy 
absolutamente dedicado a leer teoria marxista sobre el estado 
e historia de Mexico. Solo eso, pero fijate en la mezcla; 
^Como crees que logran la unidad estos pueblos 
centroamericanos? como te imaginas que los vietnamitas 
lograi'on esa resistencia iinte los gringos? Puro conocimiento 
de su realidad. Te metes a la universidad y te retacan de 
teorfas sobre la realidad a secas o sobre otras realidades, y tu 
sin saber quien eres (154). 

In theory, at least, Arturo expresses some of the sentiments that Susana has been 

experiencing in her own relationship to the world around her: a need to locate meaning in 

places outside traditional textual boundaries, a need to read reality from a perspective that is 

informed by experience and interaction. Yet, as their relationship develops, Arturo reveals 

his inability to extrapolate from the theoretical level and read reality from an experiential 

model. Ultimately, he cannot reconcile his abstractions about a theoretical "Mexico" and the 

people who actually are "Mexico". 

As the relationship progresses Susana becomes aware of the sentiments and 

emotions that motivate Arturo, and of the chasm that exists between the source of those 

sentiments and the theoretical language he uses to explain—to Susana as well as to 

himself—his readings of reality. 

La desproporcion viene, creo, de que la protesta que 
se siente, y el lenguaje con que se la dice, se la hace real y se 
la pretende transformar en acto, no nacen del mismo sitio. 

Para mi se fue haciendo obvio que la rabia de Arturo, 

esa rabia que a veces le trasluci'a en la cara por algo visto en 
la calle, por algo escuchado, no era la misma que luego le 
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salia en forma de discurso muy coherente cuando lei'a un 
libro y lo comentaba. No se fundfan ni se complementaban. 
Y lo que es mas, la segunda opacaba la primera. Solo que la 
segunda no tenia una realidad, digamos, en donde arraigarse. 
Venfa con sus propias condiciones de realidad, y te juro que 
lo que pasaba era que Arturo se vei'a obligado a tomar 
pedazos de la realidad inmediata, concreta, esta ciudad de 
Mexico, por ejemplo, solo para ir haciendo mas emocionante 
la suya, que era, claro, la segunda (182). 

Susana's assessment of Arturo's modes of theorizing reality by abstracting it is made 

manifest in an encounter she recalls late in the novel. In this scene Susana recalls the day 

when she and Arturo are having lunch in a small restaurant along with a group of men, 

laborers, who are seated at a nearby table. As Arturo attempts to explain "algo sobre los 

modos de produccion, las leyes del mercado, no se que," he is continually interrupted by the 

workers' boisterous music and their drinking. Arturo insists on continuing his discussion 

with Susana but it becomes more and more evident that he is losing his patience. Finally, he 

abruptly leaves the table and complains loudly to the cashier: "Deme la cuenta. Aqui ni se 

puede hablar, parece cantina" (183). As Susana succinctly interprets it, "Lo habia molestado 

que los trabajadores no le permitieran hace reflexiones sobre la lucha de clases" (183). 

Ultimately, Susana realizes that what Arturo had originally described as his break 

with the stultifying forces of the university is actually nothing more than an exchange of one 

theoretical model for another. Whereas Arturo once represented the freedom of the streets, 

movement, and activity, his rejection of the humanity present in those streets, of the real 

subjects whose lives might be affected by his theories reveals the severe limitations within 

which he experiences reality. His model of reading ultimately denies reality, and as Susana 

observes, reflects "una como falta de paciencia con la realidad. Falta de amor... (183). 
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As was the case with Susana's rejection of Lourdes's and Mateo's models of reading, 

she opposes Arturo's with an alternative model. If Arturo's mode of reading insisted on 

maintaining the purity of the theoretical abstraction, and ultimately revealed a total inability 

to integrate the real subjects of his theories, Susana reveals in her own reading of herself 

and her past, an insistence on the contradictions and complications inherent in the human 

experience which cannot help but taint and deform the purest theoretical models. 

Throughout the novel Susana refers to her own deficiencies, as "la pasmada," as a resistant 

reader, and as a manipulator of language. Similarly she reveals the debilities of people in 

her life for whom she cares—Sr. Gonzalez, Maria Laura, and her "jefe," the film 

producer—without condemning or rejecting them. Instead of insisting on "perfect texts" as 

she reads her reality and the people in her life, Susana attempts to integrate the 

contradictions and inconsistencies of these subjects from a perspective that ultimately 

contextualizes them in a complex reality. To read and interpret this reality, then, does not 

necessarily imply subjecting it to abstractions and theoretical propositions. In this sense, 

then, Susana emphasizes her place in the world she reads, the bios of her autobiographical 

situation. The autobiographical self she displays is one who tries to derive meaning from 

readings which bridge the space between self and world, as opposed to one who retreats 

from the world in an attempt to define selfhood. As we will see later in this chapter, this 

autobiographical self stands in contrast to the traditional autobiographical selves 

represented in the autobiographical testimonies of the first stage of the novela del 68. 

Finally, the third moment of the autobiographical situation is the autobiographical 

response which, according to Vamer Gunn, "serves as the angle of initial entry into the 

autobiographical situation": 
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Since it is located on the other 'sides' of both the 
autobiographical impulse (the selfs ... position towards 
orientation in its world) and the autobiographical perspective 
(the display of lived depth at narrative surface), 
autobiographical response occupies the point of vantage... 
from which the relation of depth and surface can be realized 
(20). 

In addition, the moment of autobiographical response functions as "the presenting moment 

of genre;... the 'virtual space' between the text and the reader-the space where their 

respective horizons may fuse—that new understanding can take place" (21). Ultimately, the 

autobiographical response requires an integration "that acknowledges and makes productive 

use of the tension between the text and the reader, as well as of their cormnon participation 

in the temporal dimension ... and their joint membership in the category of life" (22). In 

essence, in this model, it is the interaction of reader(s) and text that generically identifies the 

autobiography. Considered from this perspective, genre is an instrument of reading, rather 

than a formula for writing. As Vamer Gunn argues, "genre is what enables the reader to 

locate himself or herself before the text and thereby to have access to the possible meaning 

of the text" (22). 

In Panico o peligro the autobiographical response is enacted within the simulation 

of the autobiographical situation on two distinct levels: by Susana who, as a reader and 

commentator of her own text, attempts to derive meaning from the events and 

circumstances she has represented in the notebooks; and by tii, the inteipellated reader for 

whom the notebooks are written. And just as the autobiographical self is read as a subject 

who resides in the world, the autobiographical response of the reader cannot be isolated 

outside of culture. The reading takes place in a cultural context "whose symbols and whose 

'webs of significance' are both products of and models for such interpretive activity" (18). 
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Thus, Susana and eventually tii both respond to the text from a specific position and within 

a complex cultural context that impacts the interpretations of meaning in the text. 

What I will examine in this section are the ways in which the autobiographical 

response is enacted by both Susana and tu, and how these two levels of response evoke the 

historical moment of 1968 as well as the textualizations of it as represented by the novela 

del 68. 

Throughout the novel Susana reads, reflects, and comments on her own process of 

writing the notebooks. Her commentaries range from interrogations of her own motivations 

for writing, to observations of how the notebooks are being structured, to the difficulties 

associated with language and representation—or rather, with the inherent disjuncture 

between experience and the representation of experience within the limiting constraints of 

language. At the same time, Susana recalls the comments of others, specifically Lourdes 

and tu, regai'ding her "project" of writing the notebooks. Thus, Susana emphasizes her 

readerly response, not in isolation from the context in which she lives, but in conjunction 

with the voices of others whose views are representative of those elements of culture which 

define Susana's contextual reality. 

As she reflects upon these processes of writing Susana is laying bare the 

mechanisms involved in representation. Her autobiography, then, expands its parameters to 

include the self-reflexivity of metafictional texts. According to Sidonie Smith this level of 

self-consciousness is a prominent characteristic of women's autobiographical writing in the 

twentieth century. As Smith notes in Poetics of Women's Autobiographv, "in the twentieth 

century the woman who writes autobiography becomes more self-conscious of her place as 

woman and as nairator" (174). The heightened self-awareness as a narrator of her "self is 
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made manifest not only in her own critiques of the notebooks and in her representation of 

others' commentaries, but also in Susana's overt invocation (as opposed to evocation) of her 

reader, tu. 

The explicit presence of the reader throughout the novel calls attention to the ways 

in which the narrator represents, structures, and develops her "story" in relationship to her 

designated reader. Sidonie Smith suggests that up until the twentieth century the female 

autobiographer approaches her Active reader "as if'he' were the representative of the 

dominant order, the arbiter of the ideology of gender and its stories of selfhood" (49). In this 

scenario the reader is a kind of "silent" partner in the autobiographical contract who 

assumes certain privileges of power...because, as Michel 
Foucault suggests, the site of confession or self-exposure 
dramatically reverses power's conventional dynamics: the 
one who remains silent and listens exerts power over the one 
who speaks (49). 

Thus, given the power structure established in this relationship, the autobiographer is 

constantly projecting onto her reader "engendered cultural expectations about significance 

in life stories, about preferred narrative orientations to self-exposure, about the bases on 

which literary authority can be established..." (50). The reader's presence imposes on the 

autobiographer "a sometimes elegant, sometimes cramped balance of anticipated reader 

expectations and responsive authorial maneuvers" (51). 

In the case of Panico o peligro, Susana's direct interpellation of her reader, that is, 

her overt use of his presence as a self-reflexive element that draws attention to her own 

story-telling processes, makes available for scrutiny the ways in which he exerts influence 
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over the representation of self in Susana's notebooks.^® Although tii is never named, his 

history and identity are delineated in the novel, woven obliquely into the narrative as a 

parallel or point of (self) reference directly linked to Susana's history. In the context of an 

autobiographical situation, and with respect to both the autobiographical response and the 

influence of the reader over the autobiographer, tu's role in the novel becomes essential to 

the production of meaning in Susana's notebooks. What we come to know about tii 

ultimately lends insight into Susana's representation of self and history. 

While tu is a more overt reader-presence than might be found in traditional 

autobiographical writing, Susana's representation of him is not straightforward or direct. As 

mentioned above, he is "narrated" as a parallel to a circumstance in Susana's life story or as 

a point of reference when Susana is highlighting aspects of her writing process. 

Nevertheless, by means of this somewhat diffuse and oblique mode of representation we are 

able to develop a sense of tu, his personal and political history. From the perspective of the 

novela del 68, one of the most relevant characteristics of tu is his relationship to 1968 and 

Tlatelolco. Early in the novel Susana refers to the years 1964-65 and imagines tu as a 

seventeen year-old who "seguro estabas terminando la preparatoria" (11). Three or four 

years later, in 1968, he would have been a twenty or twenty-one year-old. Thus, while 

Susana was on the cusp of that generation who experienced Tlatelolco and the student 

movement first-hand (recalling that she was fifteen when she saw the photos of the 

massacre), tu is clearly a member of that generation. As the explicit reader of Susana's 

Interestingly none of the critics who have studied Puga's novel have specifically examined the function of lu. 

Most have read him as a rhetorical or conventional element in the novel and have relegated his character to a somewhat 

tangential and marginal position in the production of meaning in the novel. Clearly, in my analysis of the novel his 

presence is crucial for understanding the dynamic that is at play between Susana and the context in which she writes. 
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autobiography, then, we can situate tu, at least generationally, in the context of 1968 and the 

generation of left-wing political activists it produced. 

The specific relationships that tu establishes with political and class identities are 

also discernible from Susana's representation of him. Politically he is integrated into a 

university union, is an active contributor to political criticism in journals such as 

Unomdsuno, and is active in left-wing Central American political solidarity activities. 

A ti te conozco hace dos [anos], pero ya te identifico con ese 
entusiasmo extraiio, escogido, que me hace sentir 
incomoda.... Pero sf, no cabe duda: la huelga general en El 
Salvador en su decimo dia ya, anuncias triunfal, es tuya. Es 
tu contento en estos di'as que suceden como siempre. Con 
mas 0 menos reuniones en la universidad; mas o menos 
articulos sobre tu sindicato universitario; mas o menos 
firmas en los desplegados que aparecen en el Unomdsuno 
(94). 

His political identity, manifested in his activism, is rooted, in fact, in a worldview 

that has been shaped by a generational identity—again, an oblique reference to the 

generational politics of the youth who experienced 1968, the violence of Tlatelolco, and its 

cultural and political aftermath. 

A veces, cuando te oigo hablar de 'tu generacion', de lo que 
se creia en tu epoca, de como ha ido cada uno resolviendo su 

vida, en fin me das envidia. Hablas de toda una manera de 
pertenecer que yo desconozco. No creo que sea solamente 
haber ido o no a la universidad. Es esa cosa del grupo que 
sucede en ciertas clases. El mundo para ti es realmente una 
vision que se inicio cuando eras chico y que se fue 
elaborando y ampliando a medida que creci'as. Que tu poder 
de conquistar espacios aumentaba (196). 

At the same time, it is evident that tiXs, worldview has been determined by a specific class 

experience. To this end, his social position and professional life—he is a party leader in an 
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unnamed, leftist political party (45)— result from a worldview and ideological perspective 

that have been shaped both by oppositional politics and class privilege: 

Nunca habi'a oido hablar a nadie de su infancia como lo 
haces tu. Recordarte asi, digo, como si no existiera nadie mas 
que tu. Como si el mundo lo hubieran hecho para ti. ^Asf es 
entonces cuando uno tiene la suerte de nacer en ciertas 
clases? Clases en las que hay el espacio y el tiempo para 
modelar realmente la vision, el recuerdo en los hijos. Eras tu 
ante el mundo. Un mundo que tus padres te regalaron 
modificandolo todo lo posible. Dejandote verlo solo a 
pedacitos. ^De que se trata ahora? ̂ De luchar porque todos 
tengan esa misma posibilidad? ̂ La que tuviste tu? ^Eso es lo 
que llamamos igualdad? (191) 

Finally, tii's representation of reality, at the level of discourse, is referred to by 

Susana as she compai'es his position in relationship to external reality and hers. In this 

instance she juxtaposes her own passive tendencies-that is, her privileging the window as 

an alternative space for reading reality-with his tendency to use language as a means of 

inteipretation and definition. From Susana's perspective, tii's discursive position is one 

which limits interpretive possibilities because it is so fixed: 

Pero, como te explico: todo desde un mismo rincon. Un 
rincon desde donde no necesariamente se ve todo, pero si se 
puede decir todo. Y eso es lo que produce la certeza de estar 
hablando del mundo. Se que cuando dices 'la clase 
trabajadora', crees honradamente que sabes de lo que estas 
hablando. Crees que la conoces. Llegas aun a hablar de sus 
'reivindicaciones'. En fin, ser izquierdista es, en gran medida, 
hablar asi. De esa manera, y tambien, claro, vivir de una 
cierta manera; mantener un cierto apego a tus ideas y todo 
(196). 

As the designated reader of Susana's autobiographical notebooks, tii's histoiy and 

identity not only play into the response he might have to the notebooks, but also, as Sidonie 

Smith has argued, directly influence the ways in which Susana tells and identifies herself 

From the perspective of Vamer Gunn's model, the reader position is a privileged one in that 
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it has access the meanings produced between the moments of autobiographical impulse and 

autobiographical perspective. In the case of tu, then, we have a reader who is both an 

internal and an external element in the autobiographical situation. He influences what we 

have been calling the autobiographical impulse by virtue of his own expectations, 

ideological perspective, and discursive position. Tu is implicated in the autobiographical 

impulse insofar as his interpellated presence brings Susana to a moment of confrontation, or 

crisis, with her self and her history, /"m's presence/absence, along with her desire to make 

her past available to him in their present relationship, is what brings Susana to the moment 

of textualization. 

At the same time, because Susana insists on invoking fw's history, he is revealed as 

the "silent" partner that is never named in traditional autobiographical writing, but whose 

power and influence are nonetheless exerted over the author's writing process. Furthermore, 

given the amount of information we have about tu, we are able to situate him within 

specific contexts: that is, the generation of 68, left-wing politics, the upper middle class, and 

progressive socio-political discourse. The seeming "rhetorical" function of tu, then, is 

undercut by the actual specificity of his identity and what it represents in the context of the 

novela del 68.1 would argue, then, that tii actually functions as the external historical 

referent, 1968, and its continuation in contemporary Mexican reality. From this perspective, 

then, the autobiographical situation represented in Panico o peligro—a narrative situation 

influenced and shaped by the interpellated presence of 1968 in the form of tii—suggests a 

new stage in the representation of 1968. Furthermore, I suggest that rw's presence in the 

novel represents the link which establishes a dialogue between Panico o peligro and the first 

stage of the novela del 68, that is, the autobiographical, testimonial stage. 
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Assimilation and DifTerentiation: Panico o peligro and the Gendered Novela del 68 

In the preceding pages I have attempted to show how Maria Luisa Puga's novel, 

Panico o peligro. simulates an autobiographical situation wherein Susana's writing of the 

notebooks to tii reveals the mechanisms by which identity and meaning are produced in the 

interaction between the autobiographer and the reader(s). At the same time we have 

examined the representation of self and personal history as revealed in the interplay of three 

distinct moments of the autobiographical situation: the autobiographical impulse, the 

autobiographical perspective, and the autobiographical response. 

In addition, I have suggested that through the use of self-reflexive narrative 

strategies Susana emphasizes the role of the reading in the development of the 

autobiographical self. Reading, I have argued, is problematized and critiqued by Susana, 

who, throughout the novel seeks altemative spaces and interpretive acts for understanding 

her reality and her personal past. Furthermore, Susana's direct interpellation of a reader, tu, 

whose own personal history is revealed through Susana's narrative strategies of diffusion 

and parallel reference, highlights the dynamic of reader influence over the structuring and 

telling of the autobiographical self. Ultimately, in Susana's notebooks the interpellated 

reader comes to represent a moment of crisis which compels Susana to write the notebooks 

(what we have called the autobiographical impulse), as well as a powerful agent whose 

presence—made present through the details of his identity—influences the ways in which 

Susana structures her narrative self, that is, the autobiographical perspective. 

Having established the details of tus identity and his function in the novel as the 

historical referent of 1968, we are left with a reading of Panico o peligro in which 1968 is 
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not just a reference lingering in the background or a rhetorical device for critiquing post-68 

socio-political discourses. Rather, as the preceding analysis attempted to demonstrate, 1968 

functions as an integral structuring element in the production of meaning in the novel. This 

particular analysis of the novel, then, results in the following reading; within the simulation 

of the autobiographical situation 1968 represents the moment of crisis (as embodied by tii, 

for whom the notebooks are written) which compels Susana to textualize her self and her 

personal history. In essence, the notebooks represent Susana's attempt at constructing a self 

who confronts (through interpellation) a specific historical moment and its manifestation in 

the pre,sent, that is, as she and tii participate in a loving and intimate relationship. 

Simultaneously, because tu is in fact a potential reader of the notebooks, his identity 

and the specific expectations that Susana projects he will wield over the text's construction 

necessarily influence the ways in which Susana displays her autobiographical self, including 

her autobiographical perspective. As already mentioned, Susana's direct interpellation of tii 

makes patent his presence in her process of narrativization. Given this particulai" dynamic, 

then, it is imperative that we examine the self that Susana constructs vis-a-vis 1968 and the 

novela del 68. 

In essence, the displayed self that Susana narrates in her notebooks is characterized 

by her resistance to and oppositional stance toward dominant models of reading as 

represented by Lourdes, Mateo, and Arturo. These models define reading as an activity 

limited to textuality, an assimilation of master narratives which contain the codes to 

subjectivity and historical identity, and a theoretical exercise and abstraction of reality 

which ultimately divorces theory from reality. At the same time, by means of her 

interpellation of tii, Susana invokes the specific historical moment of 1968 and its 
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expression in the present moment. In fact, as we have argued, not only is 1968 present as an 

interpellated reader but it is also essential in the structuring of the narrative. Given this 

relationship, then, Susana's resistant reader is narrating herself in response to, or at the very 

least aware of, the influence of 1968 as it is embodied in ttXs identity. Susana's rejection of 

the specific models of reading mentioned above, then, results from her authorial attempt at 

balancing her anticipation of her reader's expectations with her own interpretation of her 

life's meanings. The rejection of specific models of reading speaks to the expectations that 

tu, the expression of the historical moment 1968, might have of Susana as a reader. To the 

extent that Susana proposes alternatives to the dominant modes of reading, she is also 

suggesting alternatives to ways of reading 1968. 

What I am suggesting is that in Panico o peligro Maria Luisa Puga utilizes an 

innovative narrative technique, the simulation of a self-reflexive autobiographical situation, 

to expand the parameters of the novelet del 68. Susana's emphasis on the mechanisms of 

reading and narrating-embodied in the construction of her displayed self, her 

problematization of reading acts, and the inteipellation of her reader—as she attempts 

situate herself in the context of 1968 focuses attention on the fact that 1968 has become a 

text to be read and interpreted. It is important to emphasize here that I am not suggesting 

that 1968 is merely a text without a connection to an objective reality in which the events at 

Tlatelolco took place. Nor am I arguing that Puga suggests this in the novel."" What is at 

'' In this regard I am echoing Jameson's exphcation of the AIthus.serian interpretation of Spinoza's concept of 

history as an "ab.sent cause." Jameson writes, "What Althusser's own insistence on history as an absent cau.se makes 

clear, but what is missing from the formula as it is canonically worded, is that he does not at all draw the fashionable 

conclusion that because history is a text, the 'referent' does not exist. We would therefore propo.se the following revised 

formulation: that history is not a test, not a narrative, master or otherwise, but that, as an absent cause, it is inaccessible 

to us except in textual form, and that our approach to it and to the Real itself necessarily passes through its prior 

textualization, its narrativization in the political unconscious" (Frederic Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative 
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issue, though, is the fact that all historical events eventually are subjected to textuality, and 

that the experience of the historical "reality" will be, for many, limited to the ways in which 

those texts are read. 

In addition to this, given the simulation of the autobiographical situation in which 

the potential reader of the autobiography functions as a kind of "silent partner" who 

influences the narrating process, it follows that in the novel 1968 and its generation still 

function as an influential element in the reading and interpretation of 1968, the text. 

Moreover, from Susana's perspective, certain models of reading are sanctioned and 

privileged in ways which limit the potential for a broader or more complex understanding of 

what 1968 was and is. If, in response to the presence of 1968, as embodied by tii, Susana 

rejects certain models of reading reality and proposes alternatives, then that suggests that 

implicit in the novel is a proposal for broadening the traditional readings of 1968. 

The alternative models for reading that Susana proposes throughout the novel 

ultimately advocate for a shift from away from the limits of text and abstract theory to the 

broader forums of experiential knowledge and theories which include difference and 

contradiction as a truer reflection of reality. In this light Susana's rejection of the historical, 

political and identity-defining text as defined by Lourdes results in a proposal for a reading 

of reality which emphasizes encounters and interaction with real people whose experiences 

are not subjected to the exigencies of textual style. From this perspective, it could be argued 

that in Susana's model 1968 is still available experientially beyond the boundaries of the 

text, in the stories of those who lived it, and not solely in the stories of those who, for 

various reasons, had access to the means of producing a text. 

as a Socially Symbolic Act. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1981, p.35) 
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Similarly, her rejection of master narratives suggests that historical identity is much 

more fluid than what is implied in historical chronologies. In fact, her experience of the 

novels of the Mexican Revolution is inscribed to a much greater degree by the voices of the 

characters and their marginalized status. With regard to 1968, then, this model suggests that 

the historical meaning of 1968 might also be found in those marginalized voices which are 

not necessarily found in the sanctioned narrative histories of 1968. Given the predominance 

of male authors who have produced works about 1968, women authors of texts on 1968 

certainly represent one group of those marginalized voices. 

Finally, Susana's oppositional stance toward theoretical models and abstractions 

which ultimately reject the complex reality toward which they are directed suggests that 

1968 should be read not from within the confines of theoretically pure models, but rather 

with a grounding in the complex reality which produced it. To the extent that she rejects 

Arturo's model of reading, Susana proposes an alternative model in which difference and at 

times contradiction must be relevant factors that ground theoretical practice in a material 

reality. 

Panico o peligro's emphasis on textuality and generic self-consciousness, in addition 

to establishing a dialogue with 1968 and its textualizations, also converses with other 

novels about 1968 which preceded it, that is, the novela del 68. In producing these 

autobiographical notebooks which are, as we have argued, a response to the events of 1968 

and its continuation in the present, Susana evokes earlier autobiographical novels and 

testimonies about 1968. By assuming the autobiographical mode in her attempt to narrate 

her self in the context of 1968, Susana enters into a specific generic contract with the 

autobiographical novels which comprised the first stage of the novela del 68, as described 
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by Gonzalo Martre and Ruben Medina. And in the same way that Susana proposed an 

alternative set of models for reading and interpreting the events of 1968, in her contractual 

relationship with the autobiographical novels of the novela del 68 she similarly proposes an 

alternative to the autobiographical self constructed in the earlier novels. 

If we recall Janet Vamer Gunn's assessment of the classical autobiographical self as 

one who has been cut off from the bios of autobiography, the nairation of self constructed in 

the first stage of autobiographical novelas del 68 reflects the theory that the self is 

constructed in isolation and separation from the outside world. A paradigmatic example of 

this autobiographical self is represented in Luis Gonzalez de Alba's 1971 autobiographical 

novel Lx)s dfas v los aiios. In this novel, as Ruben Medina has eloquently noted, fiction and 

testimonial autobiography are combined in the author's construction of a self who 

systematically distances himself from all sectors of the political spectrum except his own 

political organization. As Medina notes, 

Gonzalez de Alba emplea un lenguaje periodistico al 
reconstruir el movimiento estudiantil y el autoritarismo del 
Estado mexicano, y a la vez tambien emplea un lenguaje 
parodico para criticar la irrelevancia de la izquierda 
mexicana, principalmente del Partido comunista. La 
dimension ficticia le permite romper la cronologia, crear un 
alegon'a entre su situacion presente de la carcel y varios 
momentos del movimiento estudiantil...; es decir, esta 

dimension le permite moverse por diversos espacios 

narrativos, ir mas alia de su condicion de testigo y explorar 
su propia subjetividad y la de sus personajes (210). 

Ultimately the self that emerges is one whose objective is to legitimize the leadership role 

of the Consejo Nacional de Huelga, and to "afirmar su independencia politica y pureza 

ideologica frente a la izquierda tradicional" (ibid). While this narration of self posits the 

theory that only those narratives of 1968 produced by participants in the student movement 
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are "true" and that official government versions are not, it also isolates the self from any 

other potentially competing versions. This gesture, then, results in the actualization of that 

traditional autobiographical self whose identity can only be narrated in isolation from a 

complex world which may problematize his own theories of self and reality. 

As I have suggested throughout this chapter, Susana represents the diametrical 

opposite of the traditional autobiographical self who distances himself from an external 

reality and its complications. In fact, Susana virtually insists on grounding herself in the 

competing versions of reality which contain her. In addition, and in contrast to Gonzalez de 

Alba who insists on what Medina calls "pureza ideologica," Susana admits her own 

contradictory responses to reality and her unwillingness to reject the people in her life 

whose experiences might potentially complicate any "pure" theory of her own self and 

identity in the world, and specifically with respect to 1968. 

I would argue, then, that by adopting the autobiographical mode and simulating the 

autobiographical situation Maria Luisa Puga has produced a novel which dialogues 

specifically with the first stage of the novela del 68. In addition, this relationship is marked 

by the dynamic of assimilation and differentiation. Assimilation, in that the 

autobiographical voice introduced in the first stage of the novela del 68 continues to provide 

a powerful vehicle for confronting the complex meanings of history and self. 

Differentiation, in that the autobiographical self that Puga produces is marked by her 

textuality-Susana is, after all, a simulation of an autobiographical self engaged in the 

autobiographical situation—and by her groundedness in the bios that is her complex social 

reality. 
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Conclusion 

As I proposed in Chapter 1, the gendered novela del 68 is marked by its resistance 

to an essentialist universality which has traditionally been ascribed to women's 

representations of female subjectivity. The gendered text, instead, expands the parameters 

of what can be described as female experiences of the world to include a broader range of 

elements, such as the problematics of social class and political ideology. In the case of 

Panico o peligro it would be difficult to classify Susana's experience of the world as 

universal. In fact, most critics of this novel agree that Puga's representation of a here-to-fore 

neglected sector of Mexican society—the female, lower-middle class secretary—challenges 

the traditional subjectivities of the contemporary Mexican novel. By the same token, Susana 

subverts feminist expectations for a feminine subject who challenges the stereotypical 

"passive" woman model by insisting on her identity as "la pasmada." 

At the same time, Susana's interpellation of a specific historical moment via tu, who 

is clearly marked by his class and ideological identity, signals an altemative mode of 

representing discourses of class and political ideology as elements of female experiences of 

reality, and more specifically, of 1968 and its aftermath. Susana, in this way, proposes an 

alternative, gendered process of narrativization: a mode of representing the female self in 

the world and specifically in conversation with the events of 1968, that insists on 

interpellation, difference, and self-awareness. In the process, a new autobiographical self is 

constructed which resonates, but also distinguishes itself, from the autobiographical selves 

found in the first autobiographical novelas del 68. 

The question might be posed whether this is a more or less valid mode of 

representation than is found in the first stage of the novela del 68.1 would argue that the 
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novel's critique and eventual substitution of dominant ideological models suggests that 

alternative modes of representation do not have to be mutually exclusive. On the contrary, 

as Susana insists throughout the novel, rejection of difference results in isolation from 

reality in all its complexity and possibility. In the same way, then, the gendered novela del 

68 insists on expanding, through assimilation and differentiation, the boundaries of what 

has traditionally been considered the novela del 68. 
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Chapter 3: 
Constructing Critical Discourses: 
A Radial Reading of History in 

Los octubres del otono by Martha Robles 

In his 1980 collection of essays, Cultura v Estado en Mexico, Carlos Monsivais 

questions the mythic concept of a unified Mexican identity that the state had promoted 

through the mass media and "official" culture during the fifties and sixties; 

What is the center of identity? Religion, language, regional 
traditions, sexual customs, gastronomic habits? And on this 
level of things, what is the national identity of the 
indigenous peoples? What similarity is there between the 
identity of bourgeoisie and of peasants? If national identity 
varies according to class, then it also varies—and quite 
profoundly—according to gender. The nation as it is taught 
to men has been very different than that imposed upon 
women. (23) 

Monsivais's emphasis on the contradictions of national identity, and its resistance to the 

myth of the nation as a unified, monolithic and cohesive whole, reveals some of the 

difficulties of expressing the concept of an idealized national self in post-Tlatelolco 

Mexico. At the same time that Monsivais posits the problematic relationship between 

gender and nation, we might just as easily insert the question of gender and history. Any 

reading of nation inevitably implicates a reading of the history which justifies that nation. 

By association, then, we might inquire as to the specific relationship between gender and 

history, and specifically to the history of the 1968 student movement and massacre at 

Tlatelolco. 

In the aftermath of Tlatelolco neither the State nor the corporate sector could 

plausibly promote the nation as a symbol of democratic and economic miracles. The 

internal tensions of the idealized monolithic Mexico, expressed in protests throughout the 
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summer of 1968, were ultimately confronted by a governmental show of force that 

exposed, ironically, the very real contradictions and conflicts embedded in Mexican 

society. 

Though the consequences of Tlatelolco affected almost all sectors of Mexican 

society, the trauma of 68 triggered, in a number of women writers, an aggressive rejection 

of the dominant discourses that had defined their lives up to that point. The violence 

manifested against the student protesters by the government echoed the pervasive 

dynamic of violence and repression to which women had historically been subjected in 

order to assure their conformity to, among other things, the Mexican female ideal. 

Tlatelolco, in many ways, was a transforming event, and in its wake women writers began 

a search—through literature—for new forms of being and expression. To define the terms 

of one's own discourse, as Kathleen Anderson has argued, would be to transform the 

roles which had previously been imposed upon women and which, in the aftermath of 

Tlatleloco, could no longer represent an idealized reality which had been so violently 

exposed in the student massacre.'^' The theme of 68, then, provided a cultural and textual 

space where women writers could explore and subsequently construct critical discourses 

of identity and expression in post-Tlatelolco Mexico. In this specific context, the 

construction of female subjectivity in post-68 literature is represented against the 

backdrop of a fragmented social, political, historical, and cultural reality stemming 

directly from the general social upheaval of the 1960s in Mexico and the specific events 

of the 1968 student movement and, ultimately, the October 2 massacre. 

See Kathleen Anderson, 
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From this perspective, in this chapter I will examine Martha Robles's 1983 novel 

Los octubres del otono and the ways in which it specifically articulates the search for new 

forms of expression and self-identification—that is, the construction of subjectivity—that 

characterizes much of women's narrative in post-Tlatelolco Mexico. My analysis is 

grounded in the thesis that this novel represents an expansion and extension of the 

various stages of the novela del 68, into what I have termed the gendered novela del 68. 

Extending my argument from Chapter 2 that Mari'a Luisa Puga's Panico o peligro entered 

into a dialogic relationship with the novels of the first stage of the novela del 68,1 will 

examine how Los octubres del otono also engages both the historical moment of 68 and 

the textual moment of the novela del 68 in its exploration and representation of feminine 

subjectivity and the construction of critical discourses. To this end, I propose that this 

novel functions as a deconstruction of the traditional novela del 68 and its binary 

oppositional model of representation. Specifically, I argue that the novel subverts the 

hero/villain, victim/victimizer paradigm by displacing and defamiliarizing both 

traditional, linear models of historicizing—replacing this with an alternative radial 

reading of history—and male-dominated oppositional discourses via the construction of a 

gendered subject. Thus, Robles's novel extends and expands Medina's so-called second-

stage novela del 68 by reorienting the novel to an alternative feminine space whose 

realities are also encompassed by the historical moment of 68. 

Martha Robles: The Search for Self and Meaning 

Unlike Maria Luisa Puga's body of works, Martha Robles's narrative fiction and 

social commentary have received little critical attention in studies of contemporary 
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Mexican literature. Nevertheless, those critics who have taken up Robles's narrative 

fiction recognize both its innovative literary merit and its sensitive articulation of themes 

present in contemporary Mexican feminist writing. Brianda Domecq, in her collection 

Muier que publica. muier publica: Ensavos sobre la literatura femenina. includes Robles 

in a group of women writers whose literary production in the late seventies and early 

eighties was marked by a profound sense of women's literature as a project of self-

discovery and identity construction. In "Escribir para reinventarse" Domecq proposes that 

Robles, like other members of this "nueva generacion de escritoras 

comenzo a escribir, a escribirse, a reinventarse una 
existencia sobre las bases de ctra que les habia sido dada. 
De escritoras [la] separaban la revuelta estudiantil del 
sesenta y ocho, la guerra en Vietnam, un nuevo auge del 
movimiento feiminsta aunado a ciertas manifestaciones 
hippies, el conocimiento—a veces directo—del 
psicoanalisis y la escritura de la onda producida por 
jovenes mexicanos a partir de 1965. (26) 

In this same essay Domecq compares Robles's first two novels, Memorias de la libertad 

(1979) and Los octubres del otono (1982), with the first novels of three other Mexican 

women writers who comprise Domecq's so-called "nueva generacion," analyzing the 

shai'ed chai'acteristics of these authors and their works.From Domecq's perspective 

these novels all represent an existential search for identity in which the protagonists "se 

contemplan a sf mismas como sujetos de una relacion con la realidad y utilizan la palabra, 

aquella palabra mitificante, metaforizante, misteriosa como una primera posibilidad de 

Novela para una carta (1975) by Aralia Lopez Gonzalez, Ci'rculos (1977) by Aline Pettersson, and Las 

posibilidades del odio (1978) by Mari'a Luisa Puga. Interestingly, Domecq's reading of these novels emphasizes what 

she calls "una base autobiografica con lo cual las protagonistas...son, como sus autoras, mujeres de clase media, con 

educacion, casadas o divorciadas, con hijos, pero sobre todo, con una intensa necesidad de ser, o, ...de 'reinventarse'." 

(27). 
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autodefinicion" (27). The existential quality which Domecq sees in Robles's work is 

directly related to this pursuit of an identity in relation to an external reality which is 

increasingly difficult to interpret from traditional, masculinist perspectives. This 

existential quality, then, is reflected in the attempt to "reinvent" a feminine identity. To 

the extent that these authors "reinvent" themselves through literature and through their 

protagonists, Domecq observes that 

La palabra se convierte en instrumento para hurgar en la 
carne, en la realidad, en el subconsciente como forma de 
encontrar una identidad propia, un 'yo' que rompa con los 
cliches, que desmitiflque las funciones, que calle las 

metaforas falsas y permita el surgimiento de la 
individualidad humana. Y, despues de deshechar las 
fantasias y los falsos ideales, de salirse de los estereotipos y 
los mitos ^que queda aparte de dudas? iCon que palabras y 
conceptos deberan llenar el silencio que se produce despues 
de decir 'yo soy'? (29) 

Ultimately, Domecq argues that Robles's narrative fiction, in the context of this new 

generation of writers, insists on a search for identity which originates in the relationship 

between self and society and which implies a necessary break with the past, a questioning 

of personal values, and a harsh analysis of immediate reality. 

Fernando Alegn'a, in an essay which predates Domecq's, also invokes the 

"generational" quality of Robles's novel. Just as Domecq considers Robles an integral 

member of a new generation of women writers emerging out of the traumas of 1968, 

Alegn'a reads Natalia, the dominant narrator and protagonist of Los octubres del otofio. as 

the representative of an entire generation "que vivio la desquiciadora experiencia de los 

anos 60 y llego apasionadamente a! hito del 68—Tlatelolco—, sin encontrar un camino o 

creyendo encontrarlo en la indiferencia, la parodia, el sacrificio o la renuncia" (428). 
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Nevertheless, Alegn'a argues that with the exception of two characters in the novel, 

neither Natalia nor any of the other members of her fictionalized generation represent a 

"genuino compromiso con la problematica del 60" (429). 

Los demas quisieran cargar con la angustia y el sentido de 
adivinacion y fracaso que esos dos [personajes] aceptan 
valientemente, pero la carga se resbala de sus hombros, no 
es de ellos, al menos en.. .terminos tragicos, heroicos o 
antiheroicos.... Si Natalia hablaen nombre de una 
generacion y se salva en la metafora de la escritura—dar 
sentido a una vida a traves de la forma—, puede haber o no 
participado en los percances que arrastran como rio sin 
rumbo a Tlatelolco. Porque si a Natalia no le ha sucedido 
nada mas que la falla de un matrimonio, condenado desde 
el comienzo, y no vino cayendo por los escalones del 60 
como habra sucedido con algunos de sus compaiieros de 
cafe, otra cosa le impulsa a escribir, al fin, en nombre de 
una generacion (429). 

Initially, Alegn'a seems to imply that "la problematica del 60" is reducible to 

having participated "heroically" or "anti-heroically" in the tragic events of Tlatelolco. In 

his assessment Natalia's only "trauma" has been to suffer the failure of her marriage. He 

ultimately concludes that the "otra cosa" which compels her to write in the name of a 

generation is the collective histories of the 1960s, all of which are implicit in her writing 

and our reading of Natalia's story. The cultural and political complexities of the 1960s, in 

Alegn'a's analysis, contextualize Natalia and while the "relato" of the 60s is not "su 

relate.. .cabe plenamente en la forma que ella ha escogido" (429). What Alegn'a's reading 

suggests but does not pursue in depth, is Robles's insistence on deconstructing a 

traditional model of representing generational conflict and revolt. As he notes, there is 

neither a claim to heroic models in the novel nor an individual claim to the tragedies of 

history: Natalia is representative of a generation whose most distinguishing characteristic 
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is its "condicion incompleta"—as Alegria refers to it—which arises precisely out of a 

historical moment marked by rebellion, violence, and the search for alternative cultural, 

political, and social institutions. 

From a perspective similar to Alegrfa's, Gonzalo Martre emphasizes the novel's 

representation of the fragmenting and dispiriting effects of the defeat of the student 

movement and the massacre at Tlatelolco. Noting that "no hallamos descripciones de los 

sucesos del 68," Martre describes the novel as a rendering 

del yo interior donde los personajes viven dentro de una 
atmosfera de desencanto por la derrota sufrida y caen en 
todas las trampas que ellos mimsos se ponen. Es may 
representativa de los estragos siquicos causados por el 
genocidio del 2 de octubre y por las repercusiones brutales 
que sufrio el movimiento (86). 

Rather than descriptions of the events of Tlatelolco, he argues, Robles evokes the tragedy 

through "referencias continuas y fragmentadas en frases cortas que son la huella indeleble 

dejada en los atormentados personajes" (86). From Martre's perspective, Robles's 

protagonists "son los arquetipos lesionados moralmente y que no pudieron recuperarse 

despues" (86). Again, Martre's analysis reaches conclusions similar to Domecq's and 

Alegrfa's, namely, that Los octubres del ototio is a literary representation of the post-68 

search for identity in a violent and fragmented reality. The characters themselves do not 

represent heroic interpretations of the student protesters and activists, but rather reveal 

the traumatizing effect of the student movement. Robles's novel, they seem to concur, is 

an exploration and articulation of the repercussions of 68 on its victims. 

While I do not disagree with the general arguments proposed by these critics— 

that is, I agree that Los octubres del otono represents an articulation of the search for 
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identity by a new generation of women authors beginning in the 1980s and that its 

principal narrator/protagonist symbolizes the "condicion incompleta" of the post-

Tlatelolco generation—I do propose an expansion of these analyses which examines the 

confluence of a feminine perspective and the exploration of the "meanings" of 68. 

Specifically I would argue that while Domecq accurately emphasizes the importance of 

the search for identity through language, which is representative of women's fictional 

narrative in post-68 Mexico, her reading of Los octubres del otono decontextualizes the 

novel from its specific historical context of 1968. In Domecq's reading it is not 

necessarily a novel about 1968, whereas from my perspective it is specifically a novel of 

1968. In the case of Alegria's and Martre's readings, they concur that the novel reveals 

the decimating effects of social upheaval and government repression on an entire 

generation, while overlooking, in Alegn'a's case, and lamenting, in Martre's, the 

pervasive feminine voice and perspective in the novel. "''"'For them it is a novel about 

1968, which incidentally or unfortunately insists upon a feminine/feminist narrative 

perspective. What I propose instead is a reading of the novel which emphasizes 

specifically the feminine perspective of 1968 and its repercussions. From this perspective 

I propose that Los octubres del otono engages and invokes the historical moment of 1968 

through direct references to the student movement, Tlatelolco, and other Latin American 

revolutionary movements, as well as through the characterization of specific protagonists. 

In his analysis of the novel, Gonzalo Martre complains that "la novela comienza a despedir un insoportable 

olor a femenismo ultra" and that "el femenismo es ya nauseabundo" (84-5). His dismissal of a feminist discourse in the 

novel represents a profound misreading of the novel, particularly when we consider the novel on its own terms—as the 

"biograffas clandestinas" alluded to in the title. As I will argue in this chapter, one of the fundamental elements of the 

novel is its exploration of a multiplicity of discourses which expand rather than limit the possible meanings of 1968. 

Martre's complaint reveals a reading which continues to privilege the exclusion of discourses and the limiting of 

meaning in the novela del 68. A central goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate how the gendered novela del 68 seeks 
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Simultaneously, the novel responds to other texts of 1968 through a variety of narrative 

strategies which evoke the so-called "totalizing" stage of the novela del 68, from a 

specifically feminine perspective. These strategies include the emphasis on the function 

of writing as a construction and inscription of reality, philosophical explorations of reality 

and history, and narrative experimentation. What emerges from this particular reading is 

the construction of critical discourses about identity, history, and gender that deconstruct 

masculinist representations of Tlatelolco and 1968 from a feminist perspective. 

Los octubres del otono. subtitled "Biografias clandestinas," narrates the 

biographies of a group of ex-university students some ten years after the student 

movement and the October 2 massacre at Tlatelolco. The novel is divided into six 

chapters, each of which, with the exception of the first and last chapters, bears the name 

of a specific character or characters as its title: "Jacinto," "Los otros, 1,2,3," "Berenice," 

and "Angel." Each of these chapters assumes as its explicit point of departure the 

personal story of the title character, and each of these stories in turn reveals a distinct 

dimension of the larger history of the 1960s and 1968 in particular. Because of the 

retrospective nature of the narration, each of these individual biographies represents a 

coming-to-terms or historical assessment of the lingering, and inevitably damning effects 

of the 1960s on the lives of the protagonists. To some extent, then, these are the 

biographies of a generation whose identity is indelibly inscribed with the traumas of the 

1960s, beginning with a generational rebellion against a corrupt and repressive political 

system and a vacuous, neocolonialist bourgeois morality, and culminating with the 

precisely to expand the meaning and interpretations of 1968 from a feminine perspective. 
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violent government massacre and disappearance of hundreds and hundreds of dissidents 

and protesters. 

The first and last chapters carry the titles "Otoho," and "Entre llamas," 

respectively, and are dominated by the biography of Natalia, the principal narrator. While 

Robles alternates the narrative voice between the first and third person, that is, between 

Natalia and an omniscient narrator, it is predominantly Natalia's voice and perspective 

which dominate the novel. And just as the four middle chapters relate the biographies of 

their protagonists, the first and last chapter ai'e explicitly concerned with Natalia's 

history. The novel, then, develops a double perspective from the start. These are the 

stories of individuals and their individual crises—it is not insignificant that the novel 

opens in the middle of Natalia's expression of a crisis of religious faith and her process of 

trying to give meaning to her failed marriage—which are irrevocably grounded in a 

historical moment that has yet to be fully interpreted and understood. My reading of the 

novel, then, will insist specifically on this bifurcated—that is, simultaneously personal 

and historical—experience of reading, writing, and narrating history from an explicitly 

feminine perspective. 

The Historical Voice in Contemporary Mexican Fiction 

Los octubres del otofio (1982) appears during a period in Mexican literary 

history—the eai'ly 1980s—marked by a heterogeneity that, in the words of Silvia Molina, 

"enriquece la narrativa mexicana en multiples direcciones" (56). Contemporary debates 

about this period revolve primarily around issues of categorization, and range from 

problems of nomenclature—is this period the Mexican post-boom or the nueva 
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narratival—to questions of identity—are the authors who emerge during this period 

integrated into a " 'generacion', 'epoca', [o] 'grupo'?" (Ramos 36)^^. To the extent that 

this dissertation is concerned with the novela del 68 as its own configuration, these 

debates do not necessarily play directly into an analysis of Los octubres del otono. 

Nevertheless, because this novel is chronologically integrated into a specific literary-

historical period, it will necessarily resonate with its particular historical and cultural 

moment. From this perspective, then, it is important to clarify that even as I argue for the 

coherence of a gendered novela del 68,1 do not suggest that this novel does not also 

participate in and dialogue with the historical and cultural moment in which it was 

produced. In this context then, I am specifically interested in the ways that Los octubres 

del otono reflects the increasing interest in history which characterized one of the major 

trends in Mexican literature of the late nineteen-seventies and early nineteen-eighties. 

As Kathy Taylor recently observed, 

The twentieth century has brought an intensified 
consciousness of histoiy and our place in it. Latin 
American literature of the twentieth century reflects this 
growing interest in history and identity. Many works focus 

not only on history and origin, but also on the language and 
drama of writing itself Language is no longer seen as 
merely a vehicle for the expression of a reality that is 
independent of it; it is, rather, a fundamental part of that 
reality (17). 

The questions posed here have been explicitly taken up in Karl Kohut, ed. Literatura mexicana hoy 11: Los 

de fill de siglo. Frankfurt am Main: Vervuert Verlag, 1993. See especially Jose Agusti'n, "La contracultura en Mexico," 

(27-35); Luis Arturo Ramos, "Los de fin de siglo." (36-42); Juan Villoro, "Nuevas tendencias de la narrativa mexicana," 

(43-52); Silvia Molina, "Literatura e historia en Mexico," (53-58). 
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Taylor is not alone in observing the (historically) close relationship between history and 

fiction in Latin American and Mexican literature, and the increasingly blurred lines which 

divide the two genres in contemporary Mexican narrative. David Foster has argued that 

Most readers who have any experience with contemporary 
writing accept that the boundaries between "literature" and 
other forms of cultural writing have become hopelessly 
blurred...not only does this blurring phenomenon allow us 
to expand considerably the frontiers of what we are going 

to call literary production in Latin America, but it is 

precisely these works in which we find the most original 
contributions of Latin American writers. It is for this reason 
that such works overlap so notably with the general 
sociopolitical concerns of intellectuals in Latin America as 
part of a continuous fabric of cultural writing (147-8). 

John Brushwood has perhaps been the strongest proponent of the intimate connection 

between history, politics, and innovation in the Mexican novel. In his influential study, 

Mexico in its Novel (1966), he suggests that the novel in Mexico has a specific 

relationship to society, insofar as it has often been a precursor of political and social 

change." In a later work. Narrative Innovation and Political Change in Mexico (1989). he 

refers to an early observation he made, "at least half in jest, that novels might be used as 

prognosticators of future public policy." Nevertheless, he concludes, "[wjhile my 

research since that time would not prompt me to move from suggestion to categorical 

See David William Foster, Alternate Voices in the Contemporary Latin American Narrative (Columbia: 

University of Missouri Press, 1985), 147-48. 

While Brushwood expresses his perspective, which suggests that the novel has often "predicted" social 

change and revolution, throughout his book, the following quotes in particular illustrate the point: "I should not wish to 

guess the extent to which novelists are prophets. But I have no doubt that recent novelists have assumed the role of vale, 

the seer, that is traditionally assigned to poets. This role does not require them to predict events of the future by date and 

exact nature. It does mean that they open the road to the awareness of what is real, not what we think is real" (53); 'The 

intent of this book is to take account of the Mexican reality that is revealed through the nation's novel. In many respects, 

of course, this view coincides with the view of the historian, the economist, or the sociologist. But the novel reveals 

some aspects of reality that would not be apparent to specialists in nonartistic disciplines. We ought to know the fuller 

truth, because Mexico's unique experience may be enlightening in our consideration of the contemporary dilemma" (ix). 
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affirmation, it very clearly indicates a relationship between fiction and politics that is 

quite different from the common assumption that novels are a reflection of what has 

already become obvious in other social phenomenon" (viv, 1989). 

Similarly, Silvia Molina, in her recent essay "Literatura e historia en Mexico" 

(1993), traces the evolving relationships she discerns between history and literature in 

Mexico. Molina argues that the sixteenth and seventeenth century chronicles of the 

Spanish conquest serve as foundational texts for the study of the antecedents of the 

historical novel. 

La cronica fue un genero de nueva creacion en America y 
tomo el lugar de la epica. Correspondfa al acontecer de esos 
tiempos y a la conciencia historica de los escritores. 
Aunque tuvo fin historiografico, la cronica no deja de ser 
creacion literaria porque se haya convertido para nosostros 
en fuente para el estudio de los siglos XVI y XVII; pues 
todo historiador es un narrador que selecciona 
determinados hechos para relatarlos (54)."^^ 

From its roots in the cronicas to its "birth" in Juarez's restoration of the Republic in the 

nineteenth century, the historical novel in Mexico continued to evolve through the 

twentieth century and the novel of the Mexican Revolution. "Tanto la novela historica 

como la de la Revolucion," argues Molina, 

reconstruyeron una epoca lejana o reciente, en la cual los 
autores quen'an entender las experiencias sociales que los 
habian marcado. Asf surgio, individualizada en la literatura, 
la historia de la gente comun, el hecho historico, y el 
ascenso de las nuevas clases sociales, las ideologi'as liberal 
y conservadora y las luchas nacionales donde los 
protagonistas daban la imagen de un pasado en el que debia 

See John Brushwood. Mexico in its Novel: A Nation's Search for Identitiv (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1966). 

Here Molina's analysis is reminiscent of Hayden White's theories of historiography and narrative 

emplotment. See Hayden White, Metahistorv: The Historical Imagination in 19"' Centurv Europe (Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 1973). 
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buscarse lo que se esperaba para el future... .forman la 
cronica de una epoca historica en nuestro pais, son tambien 
nuestra memoria epica donde lo nacional adquirio valor y 
donde se descubrio de alguna manera la esencia de lo 
popular en ciertas formas de la vida gracias al arte (55-56). 

According to Molina's analysis, it is during the late nineteen-seventies and eai'ly 

nineteen-eighties that the Mexican novel breaks in form and ideology with the literature 

that preceded it. Looking to the 1968 student massacre as a historical turning point, 

Molina argues that the Mexican novel distances itself from the "mito recreado en obras 

como Pedro Paramo. El luto humano. Los recuerdos del porvenir o Cambio de piel. para 

instalarse en otro nivel: la experiencia vivida" (56). And while it is the case that after the 

nineteen-seventies Mexican narrative is marked by an increasing heterogeneity, Molina 

observes that there remains a discernible group which searches 

nuevamente en la historia su material de trabajo pero esta 
vez para desmitificar los origenes, para cuestionar las 
estructuras sociales y de poder, la moral burguesa, las 
instituciones que privilegian a ciertos sectores de la 
sociedad y las formas de pensamiento autoritarias, 
represivas y sexistas. La novela documenta la realidad y en 
ella se establece una relacion ambigua entre invencion y 
realidad. La ficcion de lo verificable en los periodicos, en la 
historia del pais, se vuelve la esencia de esta narrativa. Se 
quiere comprenderel presente en terminos historicos, no 
miticos. Se reconstruye el pasado para desmitificarlo (57). 

From Molina's critical perspective, then, the relationship between history and 

narrative in Mexico has been developing since the earliest historiographic experiments in 

representation, and has experienced a variety of configurations: from a relationship which 

founded testimonials to a "new" world reality, to one which established the nation and its 

myths, to the present relationship which insists upon the demystification and 

demythification of an authoritarian and brutal political system. While Mexican narrative 
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has experienced its own formal and ideological transformations, Molina seems to 

suggest, the historical referent has held a central, if not static, signifying position. 

Interestingly, Kathy Taylor, in her recent book-length study of the Mexican nueva 

narrativa. The New Narrative of Mexico (1994), posits a similar critical argument. 

Taylor suggests that, while the new narrative of Mexico "is characterized by a variety of 

forms and themes," it is marked by specific and definable trends: testimonial writing, 

introspective or "ludic" writing, satirical and allegorical writing, metafictional writing, 

and, using a term coined by Brushwood, writing which expresses a "consciousness" of 

Tlatelolco (25).''^ While Taylor does not presume to undertake a study of each major 

trend represented in the new ncirrative, she does propose that her study will examine "a 

characteristic that is more specific but also more basic to this literature: namely, the 

rewriting of history"(25). She argues that "included in this new historical vision 

("revision") of this narrative is an implicit and explicit criticism of the very act of 

narrating a history (story) whether it be "real" or fictitious." To this end she proposes a 

provisional characterization of the new Mexican narrative as a "new reading" of history 

"in which a privileged reader participates in the recomposition and reinterprelation of the 

past, while at the same time being witness to the very process of writing" (26). Like 

Molina, Taylor emphasizes the centrality of history in the literary projects of the new 

narrative, and like Domecq and Brushwood, she highlights a generational preoccupation 

with the writing act. In this context then, I propose a reading of Los octubres del otoho 

In recent years there have been a number of articles published which attempt to categorize the various trends 

in contemporary Mexican literature and in general "define" Mexican literature. See especially Juan Villoro, "Nuevas 

tendencias de la narrativa mexicana," in Kurt Kohut, ed., Literatura mexicana hoy II: Los de Fm de sielo (Frankfurt; 

Vervuert Verlag. 1993). 
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which recognizes the centrality of historical events—the 1968 student movement—at the 

same time that it privileges an exploration of the very act of writing history from a 

specifically feminine perspective, which at the same time engages the textual moment of 

the earlier novela del 68. Therefore, I argue that Los octubres del otono is both a 

gendered extension of the novela del 68 and an active participant in the critical literary 

discourses that mark Mexican fiction of the early nineteen-eighties. 

La Novela Totalizante del 68: Gendering Historical Meaning 

As I discussed in Chapter 1, Ruben Medina's analysis of the three stages of the 

novela del 68 provides us with a useful chronological referent for discussing its particular 

characteristics. Referring back to this chronology, I would argue that Los octubres del 

otono clearly engages the novels of the second, or "totalizing", stage. In Medina's 

description, these are novels that explore 

de modo mas amplio y supuestamente mas complejo...el 
modo que el movimiento estudiantil-popular transforma y 
transtorna a una generacion y al pais, y a la misma idea de 
la novela. Estas novelas buscan narrar el movimiento 
estudiantil en su totalidad o como parte de un proceso 
historico mas abarcador, ampliando muchas veces el 

contexto del movimiento estudiantil. Tambien se 
caracterizan por la experimentacion y elementos de la 
metaficcion que emergen nuevamente en la novela, pero 
ahora como parte de una preocupacion por narrar o 
inscribir movimientos sociales, rupturas y dislocaciones 
historicas y multiples areas de realidad (210). 

The preoccupation with understanding 1968 in its totality is evident in Los octubres del 

otono. Each of the characters which represent the "biografi'as clandestinas" that comprise 

the novel are a direct manifestation of the social, cultural, and political upheaval of the 
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1960s in Mexico, and their personal stories implicitly and explicitly narrate the multiple 

histories that make up that decade. To the extent, then, that the novel explores the 

"totality" of the 1960s through a series of individual, yet related, histories, it suggests an 

interpretation of 1968 and its after-effects which expands the scope of the student 

movement and insists upon contextualizing it in a broader range of national and 

international rebellion and change. 

At the same time, the novel, again through this series of individual histories, 

challenges the generic parameters of the traditional novel. The novel, whose subtitle is, as 

I mentioned earlier, "Biograffas clandestinas," resists structural unity. To the contrary, the 

individual character of each separate "biograffa" insists upon fragmentation and dispersal 

of meaning. On this level the text does not strive for a fixed and unidimensional core of 

meaning, but rather anticipates an active reader who will piece together fragments of 

stories, lives, and history. As I have already discussed, this particular experimental 

dimension of the novel might be expected in the context of the nueva narrativci emerging 

in the late nineteen-seventies and early nineteen-eighties. And in the context of Medina's 

description of the second stage novelci del 68, a preoccupation with narration and a 

metafictional self-consciousness are also characteristic of some novels of 68. 

Nevertheless, unlike the majority of the novels which comprise the "totalizing" stage of 

the novela del 68, Los octubres del otono presents this fragmented narrative from a 

decidedly feminist perspective. 

In the context the of the novela del 68 and to a large extent in the context of the 

Mexican nueva narrativa, this feminist perspective is not an insignificant detail. In fact, 

as I will argue below, the novel represents the intersection of two specific elements which 
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distinguish it from other totalizing novels of 68 and novels of the nueva narrativa, and 

which emerge specifically from a feminist perspective. Unlike the novels of the second 

stage of the novela del 68, Los octubres del otono is dominated by a feminine space. 

First, the events and "biograffas" narrated in the novel are filtered through the memory of 

Natalia, the principal narrator. Thus, the textual space of the novel is reduced to the 

virtual reality of Natalia's memories and emotions. Second, the process of writing and 

narrating historj' is also dominated by a self-conscious feminine perspective that 

disperses meaning along a radius of relationships and individual histories which, while 

maintaining their individuality, nevertheless remit to an organic connection to Natalia and 

her feminine reality. I will argue that as Natalia articulates her own interrogations of the 

process of writing her story and the stories of other members of her generation, the novel 

takes shape around the metaphor of history as a radial text and forces the reader to 

approach this and other texts of 68 from the perspective of a radial reading. From this 

perspective, then, Los octubres del otono suggests an extra-literary reading, a historical 

reading as it were, of 1968 which expressly insists on the heterogeneous and multifaceted 

meanings of the student movement, and explicitly integrates a feminine dimension into 

this specific history. 

Narrating the Space of History in Los octubres del otono 

In 1968 v sus letras Martha Robles argues that "Each culture is responsible for its 

signs. The culture that gestated in the cry of '68 is the symbolic expression of the 

individual who tenaciously holds on to his/her voice in anticipation of the change in the 

traditional signifiers" (Anderson 18). In this context, a feminization of 1968, a narration 
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of it from a specifically feminine perspective constitutes, at least in pail, a moment of 

"change in the traditional signifiers" that Robles alludes to. Nevertheless, the question 

remains, in what ways does a feminine narration of 1968 represent an alternative version 

or perspective? I would argue that in the case of Los octubres del otoiio through its 

insistence on merging crises, that is, the personal and the historical, the individual and the 

institutional, the space of 1968 is expanded. Birute Ciplijauskaite has observed this same 

tendency in contemporary historical novels by women in Spain. To this end she observes 

that 

Uno de los aspectos mas interesantes de la nueva escritura 
historica femenina es la rebelion contra su forma 
tradicional. Esto quiere decir que el concepto mismo de la 
historia asf como su configuracion cambian 
considerablemente. Muchas de las autoras jovenes insisten 
en el elemento afectivo, en una vision que no deje de ser 
personal. En esto coinciden con la evolucion general de la 
historiografi'a; hoy se prefiere fiijarse no en los grandes 
acontecimientos y las figuras destacadas...sin o en...la 
'infrahistoria' (124-5). 

The novel takes as its point of departure a specifically female perspective of what 

are simultaneously personal, historical, and institutional crises. The representation of 

history in the novel is integrally related to the narration of a personal history. And beyond 

that, the vei7 process of narrating, that is "changing the traditional signifiers" itself is 

interrogated. In this context, then, I will examine the strategies with which Martha Robles 

establishes what I call the space of history in the novel. I will argue that the space of 

history in the novel is defined by a specifically feminine consciousness which links the 

process of personal liberation—as Alegrfa and Domecq noted, this novel is explicitly 
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about Natalia's recovery from her failed marriage—with the process of interpreting the 

personal and social history of the 1960s which defines the protagonist's reality. 

Los octubres del otoiio opens in mid-crisis, in an unspecified time and an 

undefined place with the exclamation "jOh, Dios! Me has traicionado" (11). And while 

the speaker is not initially identified, it immediately becomes clear that this is a woman's 

voice, "Cuando era nifia me acompaiiaste llenandome de Ti" (ibid). From its very first 

lines, then, the novel establishes the fundamental characteristics of its structure and 

content: an expression of crisis, a feminine narrative perspective, and a retrospective gaze 

which interrogates the meaning(s) of the speaker's past. Similarly, the title of this 

opening chapter, "Otoiio," marks the novel as a product of a very specific otoiio, October 

of 1968. As Helene Anderson observes, 

From title to text October weaves in and out of the 
discourse and memory of the protagonist... October as a 
metaphor for change, the bridge between seasons, the 
university Octobers of Marcuse and Simone de Beauvoir, 
of Marx, Freud and rock and roll, October as a possible 
bridge and the tragic October that constantly haunts her 
memory and to which she returns again and again (19). 

Thus, the novel initiates a narrative strategy that privileges the first-person feminine voice 

as it dialogues with both the present crisis and a past whose significance must be 

examined before any change can occur. "Otofio" is a reference both literal and 

metaphoric enough to allow "a bridge," in Anderson's words, to develop between the 

present and the past. This bridge, I would argue, is manifested specifically in the female 

narrator's voice, which defines not only its own discourse, but also dominates the novel's 

textual space to the extent that accurate physical and temporal parameters are difficult to 

identify. 
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In this first chapter, then, the feminine voice is established simultaneously as the 

space and the time of the narration. It is also in this first chapter that a third-person, 

anonymous omniscient nan-ator is integrated into the narrative, a strategy that Medina 

observes as characteristic of the "totalizing" stage of the novela del 68. As he notes, "A 

traves del personaje-narrador se subraya la importancia de la experiencia politica y su 

testimonio politiza la escritura, pero tambien es necesaria la omnisciencia pai-a tener 

acceso a otras realidades inaccesibles al personaje-narrador" (211). To this observation I 

would add that, in the case of Robles's novel, the third-person narrator also serves the 

function of objectifying Natalia in space and time outside her own process of 

remembering and interpreting the meanings of her past. In this way, Natalia is distanced 

from the reader momentarily and is given a level of fixity and existence outside of her 

own internal psychological processes. The reader, then, experiences Natalia from the 

perspective of her own reality and interpretive process, while at the same time being able 

to imagine her outside herself. "Con la cara entre sus manos, Natalia repaso los hechos. 

Ordenarse era necesario. Sintio el peso de una realidad que soslayo durante anos. ̂ Como 

imaginarlo? No se atrevio a encender la luz. En la penumbra disminui'a la sensacion de su 

rostro. Palabras y dudas quedaron funididas en la obscuridad" (12). 

The relationship between Natalia, the principle narrator whose "narration" is 

predominantly composed of internal monologues that eventually remit to sequences of 

remembered events, and the omniscient narrator allows an interplay not only of changing 

perspectives, but also creates a dynamic temporal relationship. As Natalia shifts from the 

present to the past by way of her memories, the perspective of the third-person narrator 

adapts to the same shift. Natalia's discourse opens the novel in the present tense and the 
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third-person narrator's subsequent description of her reveals a point of view also in the 

present moment, one that describes Natalia's movements as she contemplates her 

situation. Later in the chapter, Natalia questions the values that shaped her gender 

identity, recalling conversations about her "ti'a Lucero" that she overheard or participated 

in as a child. Narrating in the present tense she reflects, "jPobres mujeres! Pasaron anos 

repasando lo que vivieron de ninas, sus primeras fiestas, el paseo dominical alrededor de 

la plaza del pueblo: los hombres de un lado; ellas, otro" (14). Soon after this, Natalia's 

consciousness disappears from the narrative and the reader is witnessing the scenes from 

the past themselves, following the dialogues of Natalia's mother and aunts in the actual 

conversation that Natalia had previously alluded to. 

^Te acuerdas Amparo? Con tu vestido azul de listones. En 
medio mama; yo junto a ellas. ^Me creerian, ninas que fui 
rubia? Miren a Lucero, la mas pequena. Esta identica: el 

gesto fruncido, los brazos cruzados. Estos si fueron los 
tiempos. ^Por que me miras asi, Natalia? Tus ojos me 
espantan, le dijo la madre, igual que Lucero. Batallamos 
con ella hasta que papa la domo con el cuero. jComo veia! 
Voluntariosa, presumida; siempre desobediente. ^Eso 
quieres Natalia? (15). 

In this sequence, the third-person narrator interrupts briefly—"Tus ojos me 

espantan, le dijo la madre"—but the scene primarily represents a shift in space and time, 

away from Natalia's present-tense, interior monologue, to a space in the past facilitated 

by Natalia's recollections but wherein her own consciousness in absent. The third-person 

narrator here functions descriptively, orienting the reader toward the principle speaker, 

who in this case is Natalia's mother. In the subsequent sequence, before Natalia's 

consciousness regains dominance of the narrative, the narrator similarly functions in this 

descriptive role, again within the time/space shift into a recalled past: "Natalia reflexiono. 
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Reviso a las tias, a Amparo y a la mesa con los cubiertos desordenados. Aparto su taza 

para atender la conversacion. Una de las tfas, la de la voz aguda, aconsejo mirando a 

Natalia y a sus hermanas: 'Tengan cuidado. Estan a tiempo. Como sean ahora, asi las 

tratara la vida. Con los padres se ensaya el trato con los esposos. Aprendan de su madre: 

es una santa'" (15). 

The fluctuating temporal and spatial parameters and the alternating narrative 

focalization are a structural constant of the novel. Thus, as the novel develops through a 

number of biografias which implicate a movement from Natalia's present-tense 

experience, through a memory of the past narrated via her interior consciousness, and 

toward the representation of this past event, the reader is expected to actively weave the 

threads of these distinct narrative times and spaces. The novel develops, to a large extent, 

as a result of the reader's efforts to integrate a fragmented narrative which consistently 

resists a traditional, linear representation of reality. What is important to emphasize, 

however, is the dominant role played by Natalia in the narrative. 

Although the narrator's role is divided between the first and third person, it is 

specifically by way of Natalia's present reality and her active initiation of remembering 

and interrogating the past that the third person narrator is introduced. Thus, when in 

chapter two Natalia initiates a cafe meeting with Jacinto, her ex-university companion, 

that meeting is the origin of an interrogation of their shared history. Although the third 

person narrator has access to Jacinto's history and can describe the scenes from the past, 

it is only by way of Natalia's narrative remembering that the narrator's perspective is 

activated. In chapter three, "Los otros," it is Natalia's participation in a group 

psychoanalysis session that allows her and the third person narrator to explore the 
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meaning of the past, of her history and the history of her generation. This same strategy is 

employed by Robles throughout all of the novel, and in relation to all of the protagonists 

whose biografias are accessible primarily as a function of Natalia's search for meaning in 

her own life. Therefore, I am arguing that even as Robles insists on decentering and 

fragmenting the traditional narrator, she is constructing a dominant feminine perspective 

which propels the narrative. To the extent that Natalia's consciousness is structurally the 

motivating force behind the development and progression of the narrative, Natalia 

represents a dominant feminine subjectivity whose interrogation of her own personal 

history provokes a broader interrogation of a historical past rooted in the 1960s. 

Returning to the concept of a merging of personal and public histories, the 

fictionalization of crisis in this novel represents a clear example of this distinguishing 

characteristic of contemporary historical fiction by women. As emphasized by Fernando 

Alegria and Brianda Domecq, Los octubres del otofio takes as its point of departure the 

crisis and break up of Natalia and Sebastian's marriage. In the opening scene discussed 

above, Natalia's moment of religious crisis is intimately linked to the failure of her 

marriage specifically because both religion and marriage represent, in Natalia's feminine 

reality, institutions that simultaneously define and confine her. When Natalia addresses 

the God who has abandoned her, her discourse comes uncannily close to that of a jilted 

wife or lover: 

Fuiste lo unico real, verdadero. Hable contigo. Te confie 
secretos. Luego te perdiste, igual que se ha ido aquello que 

supuse amar. Te reinvente en mi debilidad. A1 desaparecer 
te llevaste la unica presencia construida 
desinteresadamente. Te considere aliado, incapaz de 
ausentarte (11). 
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When she laments His departure ("Padezco tu partida. Me dueles.") her focus shifts 

inexorably to the pain of losing her husband and the two losses fuse: "Me duele el 

quebrantamiento amoroso que me identificaba en mi unidad. No fragmentarme. Ser a 

traves de ti. Hacerme en la armoniosa hermandad con el companero que hoy me pide 

cuentas y se va. Te borras de mi fabula. Tu perfeccion es la distancia. Estas fijo, 

inmutable, absoluto. No me perteneces" (12). It becomes increasingly difficult to 

distinguish between Natalia's God and her husband—her own discourse insists on an 

ambiguity which implicates the man as much as an institution. 

This (con)fusion, on some level, expresses that questioning historical meaning 

always and already implicates a questioning of personal history and its broader social, 

political, and institutional dimensions. From Natalia's perspective, her personal crisis 

implicates a larger social crisis. When her divorce prompts a questioning of her role as a 

woman in this particular society, it leads to a re-evaluation of the multiple forces that 

constitute her subjectivity. Thus, the re-examination of a historical past which 

encompassed the turbulent years of the 1960s takes as its point of departure, in this novel, 

the personal crisis of Natalia, whose marriage has failed and who searches for the 

answers to her future in that process of remembering the past. Her interpretation of the 

historical past is grounded in her personal experience and, subsequently, in her memories 

of the experiences of others who in some way were related to her. 

In this context I would argue that the space of history in this novel is clearly a 

gendered space. As I discussed earlier, Natalias's consciousness dominates the narrative, 

and it is a consciousness marked by a heightened awareness of the limitations of her 

gender. 
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Ser mujer es el mayor de los misterios. ̂ Como entenderlo? 
^Donde encontrar el mapa de ml geografia? De todas partes 
recojo evidencias de lo que no soy: no soy pene, ni 
independencia, ni fuerza creadora, mucho menos voz, 
autoridad o razon para justificar la historia de la 
humanidad. lA que puedo aspirar si mi sexo carece de 
historia? Crei que el 68 era la conquista del grito, principio 
de cambio...(129). 

Again, Natalia reveals the intimate connection between her gender, her subjectivity, and 

the past as expressed in the promise and, ultimately, the tragedies of 1968. From this 

perspective, then, I would argue that the novel establishes a gendered space for the 

narration of history, specifically the history of the 1960s. In this context, a feminine 

consciousness dominates the narrative and is the motivating force behind the 

representation of the many intertwined histories that comprise 1968 and its legacy. As I 

will discuss below, the biografias that make up these histories, in addition, represent 

what I call the radial reading of 1968, to the extent that they represent a series of 

individual histories that function as inscriptions of 1968 along a circular perimeter whose 

center is simultaneously Natalia—as the dominant narrator—and 1968. 

1968 as a Radial Text 

The application of the terms "radial reading" and "radial text" to my analysis of 

Los octubres del otofio represents an adaptation of Julia Kristeva's theory of a semiotics 

of paragrams.'"' While Kristeva's theory is fundamentally a model of linguistic analysis 

applied primarily to the study of language systems, I am applying it here as a useful 

paradigm for reading the history of 1968 as presented in this novel. Kristeva's theory of 

See Julia Kristeva, "Pour une semiologie des paragrammes," Tel Quel, no. 29, 1967. 
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paragrams is grounded in a structuralist linguistics developed in the late 1950s by 

Ferdinand de Saussure and expanded upon by Roland Barthes, and is concerned primarily 

with the multiple levels of signification, meaning, and function of poetic/literary 

language.'^' If, as a structuralist linguistics proposes, poetic or literary language is 

comprised of "sequences en relation", that is, sequences of independent signs related to 

each other in a spatial arrangement, then the principle function of semiotic analysis is to 

uncover the relationships established by these sequences both within and between texts."^' 

When applied to texts themselves this theory interprets the literary text as a system of 

multiple connections which could be described as a structure of paragramatic networks. 

Ki'isteva refers to the paragramatic network as the tabular or non-linear model of 

literature, in other words, as a dynamic and spatial designation of the multiplicity of 

meaning. From this perspective, the term network replaces the concept of linearity as a 

unifying force and suggests a kind of ensemble or sequence which initiates a form of 

plurivalent communication. The elements of this network are presented as the units of a 

graph which formalizes the symbolic function of language as a series of dynamic marks, 

that is, as a movable "gramme", or "paragram" which includes rather than excludes 

meanings!^^ The paragram, then, as applied both to literary language and to writing itself. 

•" See Roland Barthes, trans. Jonathan Cape Ltd., Writing Dearee Zero (Boston: Beacon Press, 1967), and 

Elements of Semiology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1967). 

"L'ensemble du langage poetique est forme de sequences en relation; il est une mise en espace et une mise 

en relation de sequences, ce qui le distingue du signe qui implique un decoupage linear.... Postule ainsi, le principe de 

base oriente la semiologie a chercher une formalisation des relation dans le texte et entre les textes" (60). See Julia 

Kristeva, "Pour une semiologie des paragrammes," Tel Quel, no. 29, 1967. 

"Dans ce reseau, les elements se presenteraient comme des sommets d'une graphe...ce qui nous aidera a 

formaliser le fonctionnement symbolique du langage comme marque dynamique, comme 'gramme' mouvant (done 

comme paragramme) qui fait plutot qu'il n'exprime un sens' (Ibid). 
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is an expression of the multidirectional and plurivalent nature of communication. In this 

sense it would emphasize the multiple series of relationships between signifiers and 

signifieds, such that meaning is extracted from the multiplicity of directly and indirectly 

related elements. At the same time it allows for movement within the process of 

interpretation which enhances rather than limits possible connections and relationships 

between linguistic and textual elements. This paragramatic model, then, represents the 

very foundation of a so-called "radial text" or "radial reading." 

The concept of a radial text is derived from Severo Sarduy's discussion of his 

own application of Kristeva's theory of paragrams. In a 1970 interview with Emir 

Rodriguez Monegal Sarduy expresses his own "necesidades para pensar, para formular 

teoricamente una escritura cuyo sentido seria muy neto: inscribir el mayor numero de 

direcciones posible, dialogar con el mayor numero de textos posible, en el espacio de un 

mismo nivel" (Monegal 323). To achieve this level of meaning Sarduy employs the 

paragramatic model, wherein the central paragram is "obliterado.. .reprimido [pero] cuya 

censura hacefuncionar e\ texto...". Sarduy emphasizes that "a el [el paragrama] debe 

conducir la lectura suspicaz, lectura que me gustan'a llamar radial, de los.. .significantes" 

(Monegal 331). As an example of radial reading he describes a fragment of the chapter 

"Enana Blanca," from his novel Cobra, and its central paragram—morphine. "The term 

paragram indicates that each element functions as a dynamic mark so that we may 

attribute to the signifier, morphine, many diverse meanings that would then be inscribed 

around the signifier on the circular area indicated by the length of the radius" (Kushigian 

129). Again, Sarduy applies the paragramatic model on a linguistic level in an effort to 

expand the signifying capacity of individual elements of a linguistic sequence. Thus, in 
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order to "read" the central paragram morphine, one must read the "circular area" or 

perimeter surrounding the paragram—that is, all the sequenced elements of the paragraph 

which are related to the paragram not in linear terms but within a larger network or 

context. Conversely, when the central paragram is deciphered, the various signifieds 

represent the plurivalent significance of the paragram. From this perspective, then, the 

significance or meaning(s) of the sequence—sentence, paragraph, story, novel—is 

dispersed along a radius of relationships which articulate multiple functions of the central 

paragram. 

As I discussed earlier in this chapter, in the novel Los octubres del otofio the force 

which motivates the narration of the various biografias is Natalia herself, and the history 

which generates these same biografias is rooted in the events of 1968. What I propose, 

then, is a model for reading the novel paragramatically, or radially, wherein the central 

paragram, 1968, is mapped out along a radius represented by the individual stories that 

Natalia facilitates. What this model implies is a reading of 1968 which obliterates 

linearity as the fundamental unifying element in the novel and insists, instead, upon a 

reading of the signifieds—herein the biographies already alluded to—as dynamic marks 

which expand rather than restrict the multiple meanings of 1968. In the following 

analysis I will examine three specific readings of 1968 as they are represented in the 

novel: 1968 as a site for the development of a feminist, anti-patriarchal consciousness; 

1968 as a conflict between anti-intellectual. State-centric social, cultural, and political 

values and activist, anti-authoritarian, left-wing value systems; and 1968 as an expression 

of a broader Latin American cultural and political crisis which ultimately results in the 

death—literal and symbolic—of a generation of cultural and political activists. 
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Readings of 1968 

Having already discussed "Otono," the opening chapter of the novel, from the 

perspective of establishing a gendered narrative perspective and a feminized narrative 

space, I would like to revisit it now in the context of a radial reading of the novel. In this 

context the history of Natalia and Sebastian's marriage and eventual divorce is read both 

as its own story as well as one of the "dynamic marks" in the paragram 1968.1 will argue 

that this particular story, which focuses intimately on Natalia's personal crisis and 

coming-to-terms with the past which led to it, represents a discourse of rebellion and 

transformation that repudiates patriarchal authority and initiates a search for autonomy. 

Thus, as we read the story of Natalia's crisis and transformation, we are reading one of 

the discourses that defined 1968—a discourse of generational independence and 

difference which necessarily led to a rejection of patriarchal models of self and society. 

In "Otono" Natalia is introduced in a liminal space, caught between a past she has 

not fully understood and a future which she has chosen but which is equally difficult to 

understand. 

Una noche. Solo esta. Nunca volvere atras. Dejare que las 
horas me desnuden. Palmo a palmo recorrere la casa, su 
memoria, las voces impregnadas en los muros, las 

promesas ocultas entre sabanas. Depues, sera distinto. A 
partir de hoy iniciare la aventura de forjarme en la 
transgresion de lo prohibido. Lo que temi. Lo que desee en 
silencio. No cedas, me dire. Mejor perderte en el riesgo de 
vivir que en el caos de la rutina. Abre los sentidos. No te 
apiades por los destines quebrados (12). 
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Allowing herself one last night of remembering, Natalia tells the story of her young 

marriage to Sebastian and the "destines quebrados" which this relationship ultimately 

comes to symbolize. 

Initially, Natalia remembers herself and Sebastian as rebellious young university 

students whose identities were grounded in difference: "Horas imaginando los cambios. 

No ser como los otros. Jamas perderse en el aburrimiento que sofoca, en los deberes 

impuestos. Romper las normas. Promesas. Las recorrimos todas: recrearnos en el amor, 

reirnos de los mayores. No ser como los otros. Nos burlabamos de la decencia y de los 

apretados con sus caras tiesas" (13). For Natalia and Sebastian, as for the majority of 

middle-class university students in the mid 1960s, their identity depended increasingly on 

a rejection of their parents' models of propriety and authority. To be different, to break 

with the past as represented in a middle-class morality of economic security, 

responsibility and conformity, was the driving force behind the developing sense of self 

embodied by Natalia and Sebastian. "Gobierno, familia, templos, las escuelas se 

convirtieron en el no ser: usuarios de tarjetas de credito, tftulos de propiedad, 

combatientes de fabula..."(14).'''* 

Structurally, the novel reflects this period of differentiation through a series of 

interspersed fragments of the lyrics to songs by the Beatles, primarily from "Sargeant 

Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band". As Natalia nostalgically recalls the early years of 

Sebastian's and her rebellion, the text is fragmented by these "other" voices with whom 

** For several discussions of generational rebellion and the development of oppositional identities among the 

middle-class sector of university students in the 1960s, see Margo Glantz, Onda y escritura en Mexico. Mexico: Siglo 

XXI, 1971; M. Isela Chiu-OIivares, La novela mexicana contemprdnea (1960-1980). Madrid: Editorial Pliegos, 1990; 

and Carlos Monsivais, Dias de Guardar. Mexico: Ediciones Era, 1970). 
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Natalia and Sebastian presumably identified. From this perspective, their late adolescent 

years are representable specifically through a rejection of Mexican nationalist culture, and 

the embrace of what might be called the international counter culture. This strategy of 

fragmentation and insertion of popular lyrics into the body of the text can also be read, 

from an intertextual perspective, as a dialogue with the experimental narrative strategies 

employed by the Onda writers of the mid-to late-1960s.'^"'' 

As I discussed in Chapter 1, the Onda writers insisted on dismantling a nationalist 

literary tradition through narrative practices which referenced and emphasized an 

adolescent, rebellious culture that derived its identity from international counter-cultural 

models. However, while the Onda writers tended to insert references that highlighted a 

liberated male sexuality marked by conquest and promiscuity, often at the expense of 

passive, objectified female characters, Robles's use of alternative texts emphasizes the 

sentimental Utopian ideals of love in a context of individual autonomy—love with all its 

security and none of its oppression. Thus, while Robles employs familiar strategies of 

representation which clearly chai'acterize Natalia's story as the biography of her 

generation, she simultaneously deconstructs the male version of that generational 

biography. The rebellious youth culture previously represented in the literature of the 

Onda writers is here re-presented from a specifically feminine perspective which will 

ultimately subvert the male version, revealing its deficiencies and blind spots. Ultimately, 

however, neither the Onda writers norRobles successfully dismantle a bourgeois model of 

male-female relationships. While the Onda writers openly displayed a male-centered 

For a detailed discussion of the experimental narrative strategies employed by Onda writers, specifically the 

use of" British and North American pop music lyrics, see M. Isela Chiu-Olivares, La novela mexicana contempordnea 

(1960-1980). Madrid: Editorial Pliegos, 1990. 
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model of desire and sexual conquest, Robles resorts to a nostalgic fiction of "free-love." 

In both cases the underlying power structures remain untouched, such that social and 

cultural expectations of performance are all predicated on specific gender performance. 

Thus, while Onda narrative challenges moral codes of pre-marital sexual relationships, it 

is ultimately the male who decides and determines the codes of the new paradigm. 

Consequently, it is also the males who enjoy the liberating aspects of this model.'*^ 

Similarly, in Robles's novel Natalia pursues a relationship based on mutual respect, but 

one in which her economic security is in the hands of her husband. She accepts the 

economic model as long as it does not infringe n her "freedom" within the relationship. 

From its origins in a desire to "quebrar las tradiciones," Natalia and Sebastian's 

relationship begins to deteriorate under the weight of the very traditions and institutions 

they originally rejected. From Natalia's perspective, the initial moments of her disillusion 

coincided with Sebastian's entry into the professional corporate bureaucracy. 

Iba y venfa de la oficina a la casa con sorpresas nuevas. 
Primero la corbata, el saco cruzado; desparecio la melena; 
peino sus bigotes. Encargo mocasines, pantalones grises, 
revistas gringas, informes mensuales de la Casa de Bolsa. 
Su piel adquirio el tono del almidon en el cuello; los puiios 
endurecidos. Era otro: se fue semejando a sus objetos. 
Cuadrado, como el portafolios; eficiente, como el 
automovil nuevo. Frases ausentes, palabras identicas 
Telefoneaba con la bocina recargada en el hombro mientras 
firmaba cheques y documentos (12). 

There is an interesting parallel between the Onda writers' contestatory discourse and practices around sexual 

liberation and the attitudes and practices of U.S. cultural and political dissidents of the 1950s and 1960s, in that the 

liberating models they propose—in fiction as well as social performance—ultimately do not generate any significant 

change for women within the realm of sexual freedom and liberation. For a sobering account of the ways in which the 

concept of "fi-ee love" did nothing to advance women's political and cultural autonomy during the 1950s and 1960s, see 

Peter Coyote, Sleeping Where I Fall: A Chronicle. Washington, D. C.: Counterpoint, 1998. 
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Natalia imagines Sebastian as a cliche of the corporate world, and describes a process 

where his "Utopian" self is progressively replaced by a "different" one: "'Ya soy 

diferente, tengo responsabilidades. Te estancas, Natalia.' Sebastian lo afirmo convencido 

cierta tarde de sobremesa. Su gesto era de las tias de mi infancia. Allf comenzo el 

desamor" (15). And even as Sebastian begins to identify with the "responsabilidades" that 

his new identity implies, he begins to re-evaluate Natalia's identity. 

De pronto le disgustaron mis faldas. Nunca antes fueron 

demasiado cortas. Jamas le preocupo que mostrara mis 
piernas. Ya no es lo mismo. Apenas casarme para ganar 
otro padre. ^Que tienen los hombres? Cuando no hubo 
papel entre nosotros me creyo adulta: consultabamos 
decisiones, trabajabamos juntos, las normas nos quedaron 
chicas, el mundo perdio sus fronteras (16). 

Predictably, Sebastian begins to act out the "traditions" of his male legacy: jealousy, rage, 

possessiveness. When he encounters Natalia meeting with an old friend of theirs from the 

university days, Sebastian irrationally accuses her of infidelity and, perhaps even worse, 

of expecting independence. 

^Quien te has creido? Independiente, racional...Ahora 
resulta que quieren su libertad para enredarse con el primer 

imbecil que enuentran. Te di mi nombre, la dignidad que 
no tem'as, el respeto que no conoces. ^Para que? Creiste 

que sera facil enganarme, que llegarias con el cuento de que 
hablabas de Platon. Muy brillantes los genios del 68. 
jHipocrita!" (18). 

In his condemnation of Natalia's desire for independence Sebastian sarcastically 

derides the discourses of difference, change, and independence of 1968. The ideals that 

his early relationship with Natalia represented, as well as the ideals of a generation 

marked by the student rebellions of 1968, are repudiated by Sebastian, signaling not only 

the demise of a marriage but also the defeat of a discourse of change. Ultimately, it is 
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Natalia who insists that Sebatian leave the marriage. "Sebastian no lo quiso. Fui yo; 

insisti en que saliera de casa. -No te desgastes, Sebastian. Estoy decidida. Si no nos 

separamos hoy, sera manana. Grite, defendi el derecho a gobernarme, repudie la dictadura 

de mi esposopadregerentedemivida" (23). Thus, as Sebastian represents the failed ideals 

of a generation that tried to forge a path of difference and freedom from authority, Natalia 

insists on a vision and discourse of change—a discourse which echoes if not originates in 

the rebellious youth culture of the student movement—and which inevitably leads her to 

solitary freedom. "El hombre es el hombre. La historia es un registro de paradojas. Como 

en el Mayo de Paris, en nuestras conciencias levantamos la bandera negra de los 

anarquistas; nos dimos cuenta de que toda autoridad representa el caos. Ni partidos, ni 

lideres, ni jefes. Romper con todo. Retomar el lenguaje" (24). 

In this reading of 1968 what is salvaged of that history is the possibility of a 

discourse that rejects masculinist traditions and institutions: marriage as a social contract 

which legitimizes the domination of women, political parties and leaders that reproduce 

authoritarianism and sexism, a corporate bureaucracy that values consumption and 

objectification over individual autonomy and liberation. At the same time, it is a 

discourse which insists on its own language—a language which salvages individual 

autonomy without repudiating relationships based on mutual love and respect. I would 

argue then, that in "Otono," 1968 is read as the possibility for constructing a discourse 

and a vision of identity that originates in a feminine perspective of autonomy and 

difference. This chapter, I would argue, is marked by the representation of 1968 as a site 

for the construction of gendered discourse and a feminist criticism based on women's 

autonomy outside of patriarchal institutions. 
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The reading of 1968 as a discourse of resistance to institutional oppression also 

dominates the second chapter, "Jacinto," though not from a specifically feminist 

perspective. "Jacinto" tells the story of Natalia's reunion with her former university 

friend and colleague, five years after Tlatelolco. 

Mas que ninguno de los amigos de Natalia, Jacinto alardeo 
dotes sicoanaliticos y un destino incuestionable: ser 

escritor. Fue el primero en senalar la atrocidad de la 
invasion de Checoslovaqiua y la importancia de la division 
de la izquierda europea. Relator apasionado de los sucesos 
de mayo en Paris, repetfa lemas inscritos en los muros o el 
significado de desprender los adoquines para lanzarlos 
contra la gendarmeria. Ante el movimiento estudiantil 
mexicano extreme sus fantasias guerilleras: del entusiasmo 
anarquizante, paso a profeta de la violencia; finalmente 
acabo como espectro silenciado por la ultima manifestacion 
(29). 

It is in this chapter that Natalia and Jacinto recall, together, the events and spaces which 

led to the October 2 massacre: the university atmosphere, the political changes and 

conflicts in Europe, the cultural and literary influences that defined their generation. At 

the same time that the past is invoked, however, there is also an examination of the 

present, and the personal consequences of 1968: "Despues de cinco anos se encontraban 

de nuevo. ...Jacinto era el mismo de entonces.... Sus temas casi no variaron: literatura 

latinoamericana, los dramas de la conciencia y lo irremediable de la condicion humana; 

paso sin percibirlo, a la aceptacion de lo visible y a la inutilidad de lo abstracto. Poco a 

poco fue abandonando la lectura del existencialismo para convertirse en uno de sus 

protagonistas" (29). Thus, Jacinto is introduced as a character who on some level has not 

been able to integrate the ideals he constructed as a university student into the reality of a 

changing world. 
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Narrated primarily in the third person, this chapter establishes, as analyzed briefly 

above, a narrative space wherein the past and present, while distinguishable from each 

other, are nevertheless woven together fluidly. Thus, during Natalia and Jacinto's 

conversation, something as simple as a facial expression or posture will trigger or recall 

an event or conversation from the past. Throughout the chapter the narrative shifts back 

and forth between the present and the past, emphasizing the intimate relationship between 

that history and the identities, in the present, of the characters. 

The psychological and emotional paralysis that Jacinto represents—while 

representative of the trauma of Tlatelolco and the defeat of the student movement—is 

explored in this chapter primarily as a result of the underlying and unresolved familial 

conflict that marked his and his generation's social, political, and cultural identity. This 

subtext of the family is established early in the chapter as a defining force in the identities 

of both Jacinto and Natalia. 

El misterio que envolvio a Jacinto se fue revelando poco a 
poco con las confidencias compartidas. Aunque evitaron la 
conversacion sobre sus padres, no ignoraban que en la 
familia estaba su lucha principal. Eran los dias de la 
rebelion anarquizante del Mexico formado por una mayoria 
de jovenes seguidores del Rock, enemigos de la solemnidad 
y de la rigidez de las instituciones (30). 

From this perspective, then, I would argue that in this chapter 1968 is read as a discourse 

of rebellion emerging specifically from an oppressive middle-class family dynamic which 

in effect reproduced a conservative cultural and political system exemplified by the State. 

This State/family system is revealed in three specific ways: as an expression of anti-

intellectualism and opposition to left-wing European politics and cultural models; as 

aspiring to a North American model of corporate bureaucracy and efficiency, marked by a 
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capitalist and consumerist mentality; and as the imposition of a burgeoise morality 

expressed in terms of "decency," "respectability," and authoritarianism specifically 

regarding female sexuality. 

The family as an anti-intellectual and conservative cultural force is most cleaily 

expressed in Jacinto's history. As the son of an upper middle-class corporate executive, 

Jacinto has benefitted from the privileges of his class, both financially and educationally. 

Yet, as I will examine below, the very privileges afforded to him by his father's status are 

what provoke the seemingly constant feuds in his home. Jacinto's parents are resentful 

and sarcastic about his political beliefs and his affectionate relationship with his 

university professors. 

As Natalia and Jacinto share a cup of coffee, she recognizes in Jacinto's gaze "las 

lineas de la incertidumbre que le descubriera anos atras, cuando su padre le dijo frente a 

ella que en todo rebelde se oculta un alma de haragan" (32). The recognition of this 

indelible mark on Jacinto's face leads to the recollection of a series of incidents between 

Jacinto and his parents, all of which are marked by a disdain for and resentment of his 

intellectual and political ideas: "Los rojillos—grito [su padre]—son parasitos. Finalmente 

acaban por asimilarse: ese es el destino de los cobai'des. Se lo enfatizo entre iracundo y 

burlon, recordandole que si de veras queria hacer revolucion comenzara por ganarse la 

vida" (32) From the perspective of Jacinto's father the revolutionary ideas his son 

espouses must necessarily be contrasted with his own class and corporate model. Being 

able to "ganarse la vida" represents the ultimate goal of a university education, while 

"hacer revolucion" only postpones the exposure of revolutionaries as cowards before a 

coiporate system. 
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Similarly, Jacinto's mother ridicules Jacinto's teachers and mentors, revealing a 

deep-seated mistrust and disdain for their political histories and their influence on her 

son's ideals. 

Puros fracasados—gritaba—,y el peor de todos ha sido el 
maestrito que sigues viendo desde la preparatoria. Nomas 
dime para que le sirvio al infeliz haber peleado en una 
guerra perdida. Lo corrieron de Espana y tuvo que venir a 
Mexico a envenenarlos con sus ideas. Si fuera tan listo 

como creen ya hubiera conseguido mejor trabajo. En eso 
quieres acabar tu, de mugroso profesor de escuela? (33) 

Jacinto's difficulties with his family stem from the conflict that emerges between two 

different worldviews about the value and purpose of intellectuals and edcuation. It 

becomes clear in this chapter that for upper middle-class families the role of institutions 

and intellectuals is to prepare their children for a corporate sector that feeds the nation's 

economy. Education is the equivalent of indoctrination from this perspective. Jacinto's 

experience of intellectuals and education, however, is marked by an intellectual and 

political dimension which encourages dissent, criticism, and even revolution. Thus, one 

of the defining elements of Jacinto's familial conflict—which is read as a representation 

of a widespread generational conflict here—is the rejection, on the parents' part, and an 

embrace, on Jacinto's, of a class of intellectuals who function not as indoctrinators but as 

critics of the State. In this context, then, the family dynamic functions as a space for the 

conservation and protection of the State's integrity. 

Another dimension of the family as a reflection of the State is manifested in the 

aspiration of Jacinto's parents (and perhaps their entire generation) to a North American 

model of corporate bureaucracy and efficiency, marked paraticularly by a capitalist and 

consumerist mentality. The conflict resulting from this model is expressed, again, in a 
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clash of ideas about the function of the educational system—specifically the university— 

and the role of intellectuals and corporations. While Jacinto's parents rejected foreign 

influences in the case of left-wing intellectual and political models, they interpret the 

North American influence as a positive force in the culture, particularly as it concerns the 

creation and protection of a corporate sector and its attendant social classes. Thus, from 

Jacinto's parents' perspective, in the clash between radical European and conservative 

North American political and social models, the North American model has serviced the 

needs of the State. The conflict of 1968, then, as expressed in Jacinto and his parents' 

relationship, is that an entire generation has assimilated the privileges of the North 

American model not for the good of the State, but rather to criticize it. 

En esa universidad no podras formarte. Te hemos dado una 
buena educacion. No necesitas vivir como los pelados que 

no tienen para pagar una profesion decorosa. ^Como 

quieres que nos sintamos ahora, despues de tantos 
esfuerzos por hacerlos gente de bien? Tu hermano sale con 
que quiere ser pintor; tu, dizque escritor. Total, mis dos 
hijos han resultado un par de buenosparanada.... Debias 
trabajar conmigo en el despacho. Los norteamericanos no 
son como lo piensas. Tambien hay los honrados. No 
olvides que de ellos has comido desde que naciste. A ellos 
debes los libros que cargas bajo el brazo, el automovil en el 
que te mueves y hasta el privilegio de poder sentarte a 
discutir tus ideas con los vagosdecafe durante las tardes 
(33). 

As Jacinto's father implies above, the North American corporate model has 

provided the privileges of a certain class, "gente de bien," including access to a university 

education. The result, nevertheless, has been a failure because neither Jacinto nor his 

brother have internalized the model, nor do they aspire to "membership" in the class 
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which produced them. Instead, the sons and daughters of the corporate class have rejected 

their parents' social and political model. 

This rejection not only distinguishes the younger generation in political terms, but 

it also carries with it a rejection of bourgeois moral values. Jacinto's father makes a clear 

value judgement between the "gente de bien" who ultimately choose the "despacho," and 

the "buenosparanada" and "vagosdecafe" who reject it. In this sense, the family as 

represented by Jacinto's parents, reproduces value system which also supports the needs 

of the State. The State functions most efficiently when its institutions produce consentors 

rather than dissenters. Thus, when the University produces bureaucrats who plug into the 

corporate sector, the State is supported. When those bureaucrats in turn define themselves 

as a class of "gente de bien" that identity must be marked by a system of values and 

morals. 

Jacinto's parents clearly express a value system which rewards an ideal of 

decency, embodied in an embrace of a capitalism-driven, middle class culture as well as 

the internalization of conservative politics. On this level, the university is again singled 

out as a site of conflicting value systems. "La madre correaba, desde el fondo del salon, 

mas insultos reprochandole las malas companias de la Universidad y las mujerzuelas que 

llevaba aesacasadecentequecontantosacrificio formo su padre para que no tuvieran que 

avergonzarse ante amigos y parientes" (33). The "loose" women who Jacinto meets at the 

university represent an assault on the "decency" of his family's home. Thus, the 

university reveals itself as not only a generator of political dissent, it produces a an 

indecent sexual morality that undermines the integrity of a social class that defines itself 

in terms of its own decency and propriety. 
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The problem of sexuality, seen above as a problem of middle class morality, is 

also presented in this chapter as a specific gender issue. In contrast to Jacinto, Natalia's 

socio-economic class is not profoundly explored as a marker of her identity. Instead, in 

the conflict between the family—as a function of the State—and the new generation, 

female sexuality is of particular concern. While Jacinto's parents overtly express a 

concern over his rejection of their political and class values, Natalia recalls her adolescent 

and university years as marked by the constant threat of surveillance by her father. 

Recordo la cara de su padre como la viera en cierta 

fotografia guardada en el bolso de Camila. Ninguna arruga, 
ninguna huella de sus horas vencidas ante la contabilidad o 
elaboracion de presupuestos. Fija, la vida de Juan Jesus 
Olvera incorporo la violencia a su rutina. Prohibio la 
musica, visitas a las hijas y cerrojos en las puertas. Como 
todos los padres, se valio del picaporte para jugar con su 
doble significado: el de la irrupcion y el de la privacia. A 
cualquier hora entraba a las habitaciones sin llamado previo 
provocando en las mayores la conciencia de su pubertad, o 
el rubor de la adolescencia desnuda. Natalia protestaba con 
su mirada iracunda; Fernanda, en cambio, bajaba la vista 
(39). 

The threat of Natalia's—as well as her sisters'—sexuality to the integrity of a middle-

class value system defined by notions of decency and morality is revealed in her father's 

behavior toward her. Interestingly, as noted in the above exceipt, his behavior is "como 

todos los padres," and so it reveals itself as a component of a society which equates 

decency and morality with the surveillance and control of women's sexuality. In the same 

way that Jacinto's associations with politically radical professors represents a threat to the 

reproduction of the State's ideals, Natlia's sexuality, if not controlled, could easily 

undermine the concept of decency. 
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In this chapter, 1968 is read radially through the familial conflict experienced by 

Jacinto and Natalia. This conflict ultimately reveals the family as an institutional function 

of the State, which inevitably rewards and punishes its members according to their 

conformity to—or rejection of—its norms and value systems. In this reading, the meaning 

of 1968 is rooted in a middle class family dynamic which functions to reproduce an anti-

intellectual, corporate-oriented, pro-North American State ideology. Jacinto's ultimate 

disillusionment and his inability to function in a post-1968 reality are a direct result, 

Robles seems to suggest, of this specific familial history and not simply the October 2 

confrontation at Tlatelolco. As I argued above, within the model of a radial reading, the 

family history as well as the story of Natalia's marriage function as marks along a radius 

around the central signifier, 1968. In order to understand the meanings of 1968,—and as 

suggested by the novel, there are multiple meanings—these radial histories must be read 

as dynamic marks which expand rather than limit the possible interpretations of 1968. 

Thus far I have highlighted what might be called the intimate or personal histories that 

make up the history of 1968, focusing on the representation of the personal relationships 

of family and marriage in the novel. Nevertheless, Robles also explores the more public 

or external histories that comprise 1968, and which ultimately link it to a broader 

Mexican reality, extending beyond the student movement and its participants, as well as 

to a more extensive Latin American political reality of left-wing social revolutions. 

In "Berenice," the history of 1968 is intimately linked to a broader Latin 

American context. Indeed, through Berenice's biography, Robles reads 1968 through the 

histories and symbols of other revolutions, specifically the exiles of the Spanish Republic 
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and the guerillas of the Sandinista revolution in Nicaragua.'^^ The influence of exiled 

Spanish intellectuals on the Mexican students of 1968 was examined briefly in Jacinto's 

biography, and it emerges again in "Berenice," whose main protagonist, Berenice, is the 

daughter of Spanish exiles. 

Hija de republicano espanol, Berenice crecio con la 
esperanza, se alimento de sfmbolos. De las historias 
paternas construyo un heroe, mezcla de sabio y aventurero, 

hombre de libros y determinacion.... Ni espahola ni 
mexicana: Berenice era portadora del sentimiento de sus 
hermanos de lengua (96-98). 

Among her peers at the university, those "vagosdecafe" that Jacinto's father 

referred to, Berenice distinguishes herself as an "authentic" activist and intellectual in 

comparison to the "revolucionarios de cafe." From Natalia's perspective it was Berenice 

who most succintly represented the ideals of her generation: while Berenice committed 

herself to serious political goals, others postured and played at being revolutionaries. 

De una a otra semana, entre una y otra conversacion, de una 

a otra clase de politica, repasaban las mismas frases, 
anecdotas; identicos comentarios en torno de la proximidad 

de una nueva sociedad frente al imperialismo. 
Tanta revolucion cafeteada dejaba agobiados a sus 

protagonistas. No faltaban en las reuniones los personajes 

sin nombre, ataviados con boinas, barba y melena a la 

Guevara: la figura sagrada. La rebeldi'a compartida se torno 
fiesta y ritual. 

Meanwhile, it was Berenice who "lefa con rigor, se graduo con honores y se dedico a 

investigai". No se le vio mas porel cafe ni frecuento a los amigos" (101). Eventually, 

To the extent that they include central characters whose ultimate destiny is a fatal involvement in Latin 

American leftist revolutionary movements, both Man'a Luisa Puga and Martha Robles explore the meaning of 1968 

from a broader, Latin American perspective rather than a specifically Mexican experience. In Panico o peligro the 

character of Socorro is secretly involved in the anti-government guerilla movement in El Salvador, where she is 

disappeared and ultimately dies. 
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when the rest of her companions had abandoned their hopes of change and revolution, 

Berenice continued to pursue and make hers a reality. 

Ningun ideal sobrevivio la tentacion de la comodidad. 
Unos, en oficinas alfombradas; otras, con el vientre 
hinchado de promesas, dos o tres perdidos en su 
somnolencia de marihuana y un destino insolito, el de 
Berenice (89). 

The "destino insolito" was Berenice's decision to go to Nicaragua to work in a children's 

hospital, which eventually led her into political activism there. In a letter to Natalia she 

writes "Xomprendi tarde el significado de algunas palabras fundamentales: amor, 

libertad, disciplina y congruencia. Tales terminos se recogen en la accion. De mi paso por 

la medicina aprendi que no basta curar el cuerpo porque el mal esta en la sociedad'" 

(102). Thus, Berenice seeks, and finds, an application of the revolutionary ideals that 

animated her generation and, significantly, this "practice" takes place outside of Mexico. 

In this context, Berenice, the character who is "ni espanola ni mexicana," also represents 

the transcendence of a generation's intellectual, cultural and political values. To the 

extent that Nicai'agua is the site of Berenice's activism, it challenges the possible 

interpretation of the Mexican conflicts of 1968 as a fundamentally national, and thus 

limited and containable, generational rebellion. In Berenice's case, the meaning of 68 is 

expanded to include, rather than exclude, a broader interpretation of Mexican rebellion 

and revolution. Unfortunately, just as the Mexican students' revolution of 1968 is 

interpreted in this chapter as part of a Latin American experience of change and social 

revolution, the consequences for the students of 1968 are also expressed in that Latin 

American context. 
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In the same letter excerpted above, Berenice explains the constant threat under 

which she works in Nicaragua. 

Cuanto hacemos resulta sospechoso, una palabra, un gesto, 
algo que signifique pensar o ver la realidad que se nos 
encubre puede ser para quienes nos observan el principio 
de un delito. La palabra subversion es un universo de 
violencia capaz de saltar sobre nosotros cualquier dia. No 
se si para defender lo que hacemos tengamos que pasar al 
ataque para salvar lo que queremos: en mi caso, los niiios. 

Si ese memento llega estai^e preparada para la lucha y, 
como yo, otros muchos (102). 

Under these conditions it becomes inevitable that Berenice and her companions—other 

physicians like herself as well as Sandinistas—will find themselves confronting the 

violence of State power. Thus, while tragic, it is not a complete surprise when Natalia 

encounters a photograph of Berenice in the newspaper with the accompanying caption: 

"Berenice Garcia Larios, con un comando guerillero, acribillada por soldados 

somocistas" (105). Natalia rationalizes Berenice's death, recognizing that "morir aqui o 

en Nicaragua da lo mismo..."(106). 

While Berenice's is a literal death, Natalia also realizes that "otros amigos 

tambien desaparecieron" in the wake of 1968. These "disappearances," nevertheless, 

represent symbolic deaths—while these friends are still alive, the possibility of revolution 

in their lives is clearly over. If they were not killed at Tlatelolco or in some other Latin 

American revolution, their symbolic deaths have come in the form of assimilation into a 

power structure that insists on conformity as a means of survival.'''^ 

The symbolic deaths of these characters are echoes of Carlos Monsivais's observation of the dilemma of the 

contemporary writer in Mexico: "A partir de 1968 los caminos posibles parecen ser la asimilacion sin condiciones al 

regimen o la marginalizacion con sus consecuencias previsibles". See Carlos Monsivais, Di'as de guardar (Mexico; 

ERA, 1970), 17. 
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Aquellos anos se fueron disipando en el tedio de los 

deberes cotidianos. El 68 fue el fantasma que ensombrecio 
el destine de cada uno. Antonio cayo en la carcel despues 
de una manifestacion. Quince dias de encierro abrieron sus 
ojos adormecidos, acallaron su tendencia al discurso en 
calles y cafeterias (103). 

When Natalia encounters Antonio years later at the University, he has become a so-called 

unionizer at the school who, coincidentally, is "muy amigo del director" (104). In short, 

Antonio has become an informant who "unionizes" workers while collecting "un buen 

sueldo" from the director. If Antonio has not literally disappeared, in his pathetic 

transformation he has at least symbolically died. 

In the cases of Berenice and Antonio, death, in one form or another, is the 

"punishment" received for having tried to change the order of things. In contrast, 

Natalia's old friend Javier Medina, whose political ideology was "'^A quien le importa 

C u b a ?  E l  s e x o  e s  l o  u n i c o  r e a l .  L a s  r e v o l u c i o n e s  s e  h a c e n  e n  l a  c a m a . . . ( 9 1 ) ,  i s  

likewise "rewarded" for having absolutely no political convictions. In the same 

newspaper edition that contained the story on Berenice, Natalia reads that he is the new 

ambassador to England. As Natalia notes, this prize is for someone that "jamas se 

preocupo por la diplomacia o la historia" (105). The juxtaposition of these three lives 

reveals 1968 as a historical moment that linked the histories of Mexico and other Latin 

American countries at the same time that it invoked the ultimate death of revolutionary 

political activism. In this reading, 1968 is not only a representaton of the massacre at 

Tlatelolco, it also represents the opening of a historical moment in Latin America marked 

by armed revolutions that were rooted in shared ideals of political and social change. As 

Natalia recalls, "Eran los das de las organizaciones clandestinas, del culto a la Cuba 
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nueva y de la renovacion de la Utopias latinoamericanas. Obreros y campesinos clamaban 

por tierra, alfabeto y fusil. Hombres y mujeres olvidaron sus discrepancias para unirse en 

la soledad de la sierra" (90). 

In a political context the lives and deaths of Berenice, Antonio, and Javier speak 

to a shared reality of the 1950s, 1.960s, 1970s and 1980s in Latin America. From this 

perspective, then, 1968 is extended geographically and temporally—back in time as well 

as forward—rather than limited to the tragic events at Tlatelolco. The cultural 

consequences of this political reality are also explored in Robles's novel, again within a 

reading that expands the parameters of the meanings of 68. In the final two chapters, 

"Angel" and "Entre llamas," Robles contrasts the lives of Angel and Natalia who are both 

grappling with their ability to express themselves artistically. Narrated primarily in the 

third person, "Angel" is the history of Natalia and Angel's relationship. Having been 

friends throughout their university years. Angel and Natalia reunite after her divorce from 

Sebastian, become lovers and move in together. 

Natalia lo encontro dibujando pianos sobre un restirador, al 
fondo de un salon, cerca de la oficina de Sebastian. Flaco, 
alargado; los cabellos negros, rizados. Lo del 68 estaba 
fresco, con su marca hiriente en Lecumberri, en los 
procesos de burlas a los presos politicos; en los hermanos, 
en los amigos condenados a cientos de anos de prision. El 
hedor a sangre, cadaveres regados en el espanto de la 
conciencia dolida, lastimaba desde Tlatelolco hasta la 
Universidad. Bran los dias en los que Angel regreso a las 
aulas de Arquitectura en la tentativa final de conseguir un 

modo de vida en el que no creyo jamas. Eran, tambien, los 
afios del despertar de una larga pesadilla colectiva, del caos 
individual.... Ningun proyecto, ninguna esperanza. Los 
protagonistas del 68 iniciaban su exploracion por un mundo 
odioso, necesario, cargado de simbolos opresores (112). 
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Faced with the reality of having to survive in both a post-marriage and post-

Tlatelolco reality, Natalia becomes a seamstress as a means of supporting herself and 

her infant son, but Angel cannot seem to find or keep a steady job. Beyond that, and 

perhaps more significantly for them, Angel is not able to find a way to express himself. 

Spending hours staring glumly into space. Angel is perpetually on the verge of writing a 

poem, painting a picture, making a film: "Angel recorrio sonatas, los mismos parques, 

iguales libros releidos. Una, diez, quince veces ante la misma pelicula persiguiendo la 

imagen, buscando la luz" (124). He is haunted by the spectre of his brother imprisoned 

in Lecumberri after Tlatelolco, immobilized by the trauma. Despite Natalia's pleas he is 

unable to change or grow and ultimately their relationship becomes a contract of 

silence, and on some level, mutual respect. 

Angel y Natalia construyeron un universe entre los muros 
de su casa. Lo de afuera desaparecio lentamente. El 68 fue 
su referencia, fantasma, sombra de destinos inciertos. Uno 
a otro se ganaban para su propio caos. Nunguna esperanza. 
El unico pacto entre ellos fue el de no hablar del tiempo. 
Descubrir el pasado reabria las heridas, el origen difuso de 
su desconcierto. El, con su insomnio; ella con los ojos 
abiertos al futuro sin nombre, sin forma, sin rostro...(121). 

Thus Angel remains in a static reality, unable to examine the past, incapable of 

determining and expressing a future. But Natalia, as Angel himself observed, had her 

books and her pens, means of survival and expression. It is the act of writing, the attempt 

at making meaning—through form—of a chaotic and stunting reality that allows Natalia 

to survive. As Berenice wrote in her letter to Natalia, "Tu, en cambio, has tenido la 

necesidad de expresaite con papel y lapiz, de hacer y deshacer apuntes, cartas o 

periodicos. Otro di'a seran libros" (102). For NataJia the only means to surviving 
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psychically and emotionally in a post-Tlatelolco Mexico is through writing, through an 

exploration of the ways of writing and giving meanings to the past as well as the future. 

As she says, "Busco la hendedura por donde yacen las dudas de mi generacion. El 

lenguaje de la flor a cambio de la violencia de la vida estrecha y opresora" (133). But it is 

not only the act of writing which invigorates her, Natalia is determined to find a different 

way, a new form of expression, and on some level, an alternative way of giving meanings 

to the history of her generation. 

^Donde esta larespuesta?...Si yo tuviera un 
Diario...^Porque no?...en las noches abrin'a el cuaderno. 
Entre sus Imeas guardarfa los rasgos de mis biograffas 
clandestinas. Construir disfraces de tinta, haremes de papel, 
dudas sobre la vida, la auscultacion de mi libertad. Llegar 
al escritorio...repasar la inercia del silencio, escribir (133). 

These "biograffas clandestinas," then, represent the articulation of this history. Natalia 

accepts her place among "los mayores" of her generation—those who have discovered "el 

orden"—but recognizes that she is still "llena de fuego" (141). In the end, Natalia will 

write as a means of transcending the past. She survives—unlike Berenice, Jacinto, or 

Angel—because she has taken up the only weapon left to her after 68; the written word. 

In this sense, 1968 is read precisely as a moment of transformation of the written word. 

Conclusion 

To write 1968, and to read 1968, as examined in this novel, implies the search for 

new forms of expression and meaning. As Natalia comes to terms with her own identity 

as a divorced woman and participant in a generation that struggled for change she also 

initiaties a transformation of the ways in which her generation's reality must be 



expressed. Rejecting lineality for what I have called a radial reading of history, Los 

octubres del otono explores this transformation of writing. Read as a radial text, the 

history of 1968 as expressed in the novel insists on an expansion of meaning and 

introduces the various discourses, or "biograffas" that comprise that meaning. Rather than 

exploring the linear relationship between the popular student movement and a corrupt 

government—the victim/victimizer paradigm—Robles constructs a series of histories, 

each of which bears a relationship to the central signifier, 1968. This radial construction, 

as I have described it, reveals the multiple meanings embedded in 1968, without limiting 

the ultimate significance of this history to one interpretation. Thus, 1968 is read in 

Natalia's "biograffa" as a transformative moment for feminist discourse, and in Jacinto's 

as the crisis of intellectual and academic independence. It is simultaneously the biography 

of the middle-class Mexican family as a reproduction of the State and the expansion of a 

Mexican political reality into a broader Latin American context. Finally, 1968 is read, 

within the radial model, as both the death and rebirth of a generation's potential for 

artistic and cultural expression. From this perspective, the novel expresses its own 

thematic. Robles, much like Natalia, has taken up the task of representing the history of a 

generation of Mexicans, and in the process has rejected a traditional model of historical 

fictionalization. Robles's transformation of history into a series of histories, all of which 

reveal the multiplicity of meanings of the same history, reflects the same gesture toward 

which Natalia strives as the novel's protagonist and narrator. Form and content, then, 

express the potential for giving meaning to a complex history—not by eliminating 

discourses, but, rather, by including a multiplicity of them. 



Like Susana in Panico o peligro. Natalia rejects traditional texts and discourses 

for alternative forms of giving meaning. As in Puga's novel, the text is fundamental as a 

site for transformation of reality and identity. In the context of the novela del 68, and 

particularly in the case of the gendered novela del 68, there is an insistence on the 

centrality of texts as sites for the construction of feminine identity and alternative 

discourses of history and interpretation. While in the case of Panico o peligro Puga used 

strategies of assimilation and differentiation to expand the boundaries of the traditional 

novela del 68, in Los octubres del otono Robles has experimented with alternative forms 

of representing history. In both cases, feminine protagonists have claimed the act of 

writing and narrating, and in the process, established a space for feminine versions of a 

shared history. 
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Chapter 4 
Los testigos by Emma Prieto: 1968 and Class Identity 

Contemporary historians and political analysts have frequently argued that the 

1968 Mexican student movement represents a moment along a continuum of popular 

unrest in Mexico, originating in the railway and petroleum workers' strikes of the 

IPSOs."*' As Gilberto Guevara Niebla notes, 

•" As I noted in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, I concur with Jose Revueltas' analysis of the 1968 student 

movement, which directly links it to the railroad and petroleum workers' strikes of the 1950's. Similarly, Gilberto 

Guevara Niebla and Sergio Zermeno have argued—and again I build my thesis on their presentation—that 1968 

represents a culmination of the long history of student and popular protest activism rooted in the decades of the 1940's 

and the 1950's. 

For Guevara Niebla this "culmination" comes in the form of a synthesis of two previously separate sectors of 

activism: the student sector, which historically limited its actions to demands specifically oriented toward the state and 

condition of the student and professional life beyond the university; and the working class sector, whose activism was 

oriented toward their concerns, but whose public sphere of exposure inserted them into the political climate of the nation 

as a whole. For Guevara Niebla, the 1968 student movement broke with the "estudiantil" tradition and sought to expand 

the scope of its social and political demands to include the working class sector, in this way democratizing, solidifying, 

and on some level justifying the students demands in the broader scope of social problems. 

Algunas consideraciones conclusivas sobre este movimiento estudiantil de tan vastas repercusiones podn'an ser 

las siguientes:...El movimiento de 1968 representc) un punto culminante del proceso de insurgencia estudiantil que se 

desarrollo desde I960; al mismo tiempo, por su incidencia en la vida politica nacional, la del 68 ha sido la lucha 

estudiantil moderna de mas amplia trascendencia...Sin embargo, el movimiento de 1968 representa un fenomeno social 

siii generis que rompio con le que tradicionalmente se entendia por 'movimiento estudiantil'. Se trata, en realidad, de un 

contlicto social en el cual, siendo el estudiantado el agente principal, convergen y coagulan procesos sociales de muy 

diverse orden que habi'an venido gestandose a lo largo de la epoca precendente. En 1968 se condensan contradicciones 

multiples que se desarrollaron en el seno del sistema social mexicano, de ahi que el efecto sobre la subjetividad que tuvo 

el movimiento haya trascendido mucho los I'mites de lo que se entendia convencionalmente por movimiento estudiantil. 

El movimiento de 1968 fue un movimiento estudiantil de masas, unitario, independiente de las fuerzas oficiales, y 

politico si atendemos a la naturaleza de las demandas. Fue, ademas, un movimiento democratico, no solo en relacion 

con su organizacion interna, sino tambien en relacion con el significado politico mas amplio de sus reivindicaciones. 

Otro rasgo fue su caracter de movimiento nacional. Este caracter se desprende no solo del positivo efecto publico que 

tuvo la accidn estudiantil sobre el conjunto de la nacion (entendida pragmaticamente como reunion de clases y regiones 

territoriales), sino tambien porque en la lucha participaron en diver.so grado estudiantes de centros educativos de todo el 

pais (45-47) 

See Gilberto Guevara Niebla. La democracia en la calle: cronica del movimiento estudiantil mexicano 

(Mexico: Siglo veintiuno, 1988). 

For Sergio Zermeiio the student movement of 1968 is less the synthesis that Guevara Niebla proposes, and 

rather an historic moment of discursive multiplicity in Mexico, where the various sectors of society, which had 

previously functioned within a political climate of silence, erupted in a variety of protest discourses. Zermeiio 

emphasizes the relationship between language, ideology and criticism of the State as the core of the student movement. 

In his analysis the criticism of the State originated and centered on a critique of the Consititution, not as an institution 

but rather as a rhetorical insU-ument and ideological discourse: 

La cn'tica del orden politico no implicaba, en este caso, la cn'tica a la Constitucion sino mas bien se orientaba a 

mosu^ar la distancia entre los principios constitucionales y el funcionamiento efectivo del sistema poh'tico mexicano.... 

Asi pues, la coherencia del movimiento fue sumamente elevada...porque atacaba un aspecto neurdlgico de todo el 

sistema: el hecho de que el funcionamiento de este se basa precisamente en el manejo de de una retorica democratica.... 
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El ano 1958 fue decisivo en la historia de los movimientos 
sociales mexicanos. Ese ano hicieron eclosion luchas 
espontaneas entre electricistas, telegrafistas, maestros de 
primaria, telefonistas, petroleros, campesinos, etc.... 
Durante el ano se hicieron sentir presiones inflacionarias 
que ponfan en peligro la estabilidad social. Los precios de 
productos indispensables como el pan, las tortillas, el 
azucar, se elevaron a niveles sin precedentes y produjeron 
enorme malestar entre la poblacion. La tension se rompio 
en la capital de la Republica con una serie de luchas 
espontaneas que se desenvolvieron en rapida sucesion: en 
febrero, se fueron a la huelga los telegrafistas; en marzo, 
sobrevino un conflicto contractual de electricistas y otro de 
telefonistas; en abril, estuvo a punto de estallar un 
movimiento de petroleros y se inicio la de maestros de 
primaria; finalmente, en junio estallo la lucha ferrocarrilera 
que llevo a la direccion del sindicato a Demetrio Vallejo 
(19-20). 

The impact of these burgeoning rebellions was widespread and, as Guevara Niebla 

observes, "El malestar se hizo sentir en la universidad. La tension social generada por el 

movimiento obrero...habi'a influido en el medio escolar e, incluso grupos estudiantiles 

aislados se habfan involucrado crecientemente en las protestas populares" (20). Student 

mobilization and participation in the popular protests of 1958, in Guevara Niebla's 

analysis, represent "una anticipacion de lo que sera la insurgencia estudiantil de la decada 

de los sesenta" (16). That is, the popular/student movement of 1958 foreshadowed the 

1968 movement, which was broad-based and characterized principally by a democratic 

and populist political orientation. 

Despite this historical relationship between students and popular workers' 

movements chronicled by Mexican historians and political analysts, the working-class is 

not a principal theme in the majority of works that comprise the novelci del 6S. In fact 

while there does exist a working-class novel, or "novela de tema obrero," it has had a 

relatively limited exposure in post-1950s Mexico. 

Thus, although Zermeno does not interpret the movement as a coalition of groups united under shared 

ideological goals and demands, he does argue that the critique of a Statist, rhetorical democratic discourse— 

"independientemente de la ideologia expresada por los distintos grupos en el interior del movimiento—represents "el 

contenido mas profundo de este movimiento." See Sergio Zermefio, Mexico: Una democracia utopica: el movimiento 

estudiantil del 68. (Mexico; Siglo veintiuno, 1978). 
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La historia de la novela de tema obrero tiene tres nombres 
conocidos; JoseMancidor, Jose Revueltas y...Gerardo de 
la Torre. Existen otras...escritas y publicadas en los afios 
treinta, cuarenta y principio de los cincuenta, pero sus 
autores...son practicamente desconocidos. Tal parece que 
los obreros desparecieron como tematica importante en los 
anos cincuenta (Martre 60). 

In the specific context of the novela del 68, the working-class or "obrero" theme is clearly 

identifiable in two contemporary novels by Gerardo de la Torre, Muertes de Aurora 

(1980), and Los muchachos locos de aguel verano (1992). as well as in Emma Prieto's 

1985 novel, Los testigos. And while de la Torre's and Prieto's novels apparently 

represent, for the moment, the working-class novel of 68, they are clearly marked by 

distinct representations of gender and class identity. From this perspective in this chapter 

I will explore Prieto's reinterpretation of the MPE and the novela del 68 from a class and 

gender-conscious position. Crucial to my analysis will be an examination of how Prieto 

refocuses the cultural and political conflicts through the lens of class identity and social 

status, and how she utilizes the language of popular detective and romance fiction to 

introduce discourses of class power and gender construction. Read from this perspective, 

Los testigos subverts a model of subjectivity in the traditional novela del 68 which evades 

the problematics of gender and class identity. 

As was the case with Panico o peligro and Los octubres del otono. Prieto's Los 

testigos participates in a conversation with other novels of 1968, and thus takes up the 

themes of both the historical and textual moments of 1968. Read this way, Los testigos 

reclaims not only the working class subjects of the MPE—which, as I have noted, have 

not been the dominant focus of the novela del 68—but does so from a specifically 

feminine perspective, which privileges the role of female protagonists. This is in stark 
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contrast to de la Torre's fictionalizations of 1968 in which the narrative universe is 

constructed and populated by male subjects. Because de la Torre's novels comprise the 

dominant working-class texts of the novela del 68, they also exemplify specific 

representational practices regarding the construction of working-class identity in the 

novela del 68. From this perspective, it is important to identify the dominant 

characteristics of de la Torre's novels, Muertes de Aurora and Los muchachos locos de 

aquel verano as a point of departure for a gendered reading of Los testigos. 

Published five years before Los testigos. de la Torre's Muertes de Aurora narrates 

the stories of Galdino, Jesus de la Cruz, and Man'a, three protagonists in the events of 

1968. Galdino, a member of the Mexican Communist Party (PCM) and unionizer at an 

oil refineiy who, along with other members of the PCM, tries to engage his fellow 

"petroleros" in a show of support for and solidarity with the popular student movement's 

cause. Jesus is a former oil worker who participated in the 1958-59 oil-workers' strikes 

who is still in contact with his old companions, but who now works at an advertising 

agency. His former companions contact him to write a flyer directed at the oil workers to 

gather their support for the students. He agrees to do it, and when he is invited to 

participate in a protest march he initially agrees, but eventually never shows up, going 

instead to the local bar. Jesus is an ailing alcoholic, tormented by recurring nightmares 

about the death of his former lover, Aurora. He systematically avoids joining the MPE in 

their marches and protests, and eventually drinks himself to death. Man'a, the third central 

protagonist in the novel, is an emotionally and intellectually underdeveloped woman who 

is Galdino's lover and who has a brief affair with Jesiis. I would argue that although a 

feminine subject is introduced into the narrative through Maria, she does not represent a 
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credible feminine protagonist, primarily because she is overtly limited by her emotional 

and intellectual handicaps. 

The novel is highly fragmented, narrated on three distinct planes of reality, each 

one associated with one of the described protagonists. The tormented character of Jesus 

de la Cruz is the core link between the former oil strikers and the MPE; that is, between 

an earlier generation of protesters who were defeated and the current generation who are 

destined for defeat. De la Torre conveys throughout the novel the conflicts and 

difficulties which the Mexican workers have had historically with the construction of a 

working-class consciousness and identity. As Gonzalo Martre writes, "De la Torre sabe 

comunicar muy bien el conformismo del obrero mexicano, su tendencia suicida al 

alcoholismo , su escape en lo desmadroso, en el relajo, y su gran ignorancia sobre la 

lucha de clases" (59). There is a persistent reticence on the part of the workers in the 

novel to ally themselves openly and on a wide scale with the MPE, and in this way de la 

Torre underscores what has typically been a marker of the relationship between Mexican 

students and workers."^" 

Gerardo de la Torre's second novel about 1968, Los muchachos locos de aguel 

verano. again links the lives of petroleum workers and the student activists of the MPE. 

In this novel, just as in Muertes de Aurora, the aftermath of 1968 continues to be felt 

Many examples of the cultural divisions between students and workers are explored, for example, in Elena 

Poniatowska's La noche de TIateloIco (1971). The testimonies of many laborers and corporate sector employees reveal 

less an opposition to the students' demands than a discontent with the approach of disrupting the public domain, 

particulary the public transit systems. For workers whose livelihoods depended on transportation from suburbs to the 

city, or vice-versa, the interruption of their work schedules affected such vital areas as income and access to commerce. 

Similarly, Poniatowska explores the divisions between the granaderos and students, again along the lines of economic 

realities. For many of the granaderos their response to the public disruption caused by the protests was part of their job. 

While they might have shared a number of the students' concerns, their livelihoods were dependent on the state and their 

ability to separate themselves from that were limited. What Poniatowska's novel reveals, then, is the complexity of class 

relations in 1968 Mexico, and the very real obstacles to solidarity across class lines. 
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among a group of unionized petroleum workers who try, unsuccessfully, to organize the 

workers in the refinery and resuscitate the remnants of the activism which marked the 

summer of 1968. In the course of their struggles memories of 1968 interrupt and fragment 

the present, underscoring the apathetic and depoliticized mentality of the laborers, and the 

inability of the unionizers to navigate the reality of post-1968 Mexico. 

Several common characteristics link these two novels. Clearly the thematic 

preoccupation with 1968 and the torturous relationship between the unions and the MPE, 

Along this line there is also an underlying historical imperative to contextualize the MPE 

in the broader frame of a Mexican tradition of dissent and protest, thus establishing an 

implicit, if not explicit, connection between the events of the 1950s, the 1960s and the 

1970s. The theme of historical relationships and continuity mai'ks both texts and 

emphasizes the presence of the 1950s in the decade of the 60s, as well as the echo of the 

1960s in the decades of the 70s and eighties. 

From this perspective the role of memory as a structuring element of the narrative 

is prominent in both novels. In Muertes de Aurora memory is a disorienting and 

fragmenting force which displaces external reality and becomes a space for questioning 

the meanings of the past as well as the present. As a narrative strategy it highlights the 

fragmented quality of post-68 Mexico where conventional forms of representation can no 

longer operate. Memory also dominates as a structuring element in Los muchachos locos 

de aquel verano. though in this case it is in the form of flashbacks initiated by the third-

person narrator. Ultimately these flashbacks have a similar fragmenting effect on the 

narrative and emphasize the persistence of the past—1968 in this case—in the present, 

the 1970s and 1980s. While both novels examine, through memory, the intervention of 
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the past—if not its repetition—in the present, that "present" is distinct in each text. Thus 

the temporal relationships established between a particular past and a specific present are 

very different. In the earlier novel the present is constituted by the summer and fall of 

1968 and the intervening past is the 1958-59 railroad and petroleum workers' strikes. In 

the second novel the past is represented in flashbacks to 1968, which is intimately related 

to the present, the 1970s and 1980s. Like so many other texts of 68, including Emma 

Prieto's Los testigos, the relationships between past and present are explored in these 

novels both thematically and through the use of narrative strategies such as fragmentation 

and flashbacks. 

From the perspective of this analysis, nevertheless, the shared characteristics of de 

la Torre's novels which are of most interest relate specifically to the representation and 

construction of a feminine subjectivity. As Ruben Medina and others have argued, and as 

I have tried to demonstrate in the preceding chapters, it has been difficult if not 

impossible to identify a feminine space, perspective, or subjectivity in the majority of 

novels about 68 written by men. The same difficulty applies to de la Torre's novels, in 

which the fictionalized world is clearly a male-dominated one. This is not to say that 

women do not constitute significant characters in the novels, because they do. The issue 

is one of representation and subjectivity. The dominant space in both novels is defined by 

male environments—the petroleum refineries and the unions—in which women's active 

participation is non-existent. The women who do inhabit these spaces are tangentially 

related, as lovers or sisters or wives (whose realities are never explored), to the 

explorations of identity rooted in the experience of class. Thus while the novels privilege 

the grappling with class identity that took place in the 1968 student movement, the limits 
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of a male-centered textuality necessarily reduce the question of class identity to an 

exploration of masculine class identity. 

As I have argued in previous chapters, the novela del 68 as produced by women is 

specifically inflected with issues of constructing a feminine identity within the context of 

the 1968 popular student movement. However, in the case of the novels discussed in this 

dissertation, the question of class identity has not been central to the issue of feminine 

subjectivity. In both Panico o peligro and Los octubres del otono the female protagonists' 

identities have been rooted in a middle-class experience, and by extension the popular 

student movement of 1968 becomes a middle-class phenomenon. Thus while the class 

identity issue has not necessarily been erased, it has been "naturalized" into a specific and 

very limited class experience. By naturalized I mean constructed and defined by an 

interpretation of the middle-class as the domain of all class experience in these novels. 

What I will explore below, then, are the ways in which Los testigos posits a class-

conscious identity as a central element in the experience of 1968. At the same time I will 

examine how this novel displaces the location of class/social conflict from a male-

dominated work environment to a female-centered world of domestic spaces and family 

dynamics. The overt expression of a class-identified, feminine experience of 1968,1 

would argue, not only reconfigures the meaning of 1968 from a female perspective, but 

also and more importantly, insists upon an examination of the class and social issues at 

play in the student movement itself From this perspective, the novel challenges the 

conventional construction of a feminine subjectivity grounded specifically in a middle-

class identity (as represented in the two novels analyzed in the preceding chapters), as 

well as the representation of 1968 student movement as a fundamentally masculine space. 
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At the same time, by privileging both feminine and class experiences, the novel 

constructs a representation of the 1968 that insists upon the gender/class dynamic in a 

way that clearly distinguishes it from other novels of 1968. In these ways, Los testigos 

represents both continuity and change within the existent, though very limited, literary 

representations of 1968 from a class-conscious perspective. 

Narrating Class Identitities in the Gendered Novela del 68 

A central question in women's fictionalization of 1968 has been the construction 

of identities within the context of the student movement. Given the nature of the core of 

this movement, that is, university students, a natural site for constructing identities has 

been the university and intellectual sectors of the culture. At the same time, as I have 

already asserted, the expansion of the MPE to include workers and labor activists linked 

the working class or "obrero" sector with some aspects of the movement. Thus, a 

predominant number of novels about 1968 fictionalize the lives of university students and 

intellectuals during or after the student movement, while a few, as noted above, have also 

explored the relationship between workers, unions, and the MPE. In a sense, then, these 

novels might fall into two distinct categories—novels that emphasize a privileged, 

middle-class, university-educated protagonist, and novels that explore the working class 

experience of 1968. 

The first category of novels, a category which would include the two novels 

already analyzed in this dissertation, reflects an interpretation of the identity of 1968 

posited by Octavio Paz, which in effect consigns a generation of students and 

intellectuals to a social class of their own by virtue of their university experience. From 
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the perspective of Paz's interpretation, the movement of 1968 was less a class struggle 

than 

una revuelta de esos sectores que, de un modo permanente 
o transitorio, la sociedad tecnologica ha colocado al 
margen. Los estudiantes pertenecen a la segunda de estas 
categorias. Entre todos los sectores desafectados, el 
estudiantil es el mss inquieto y...el mas exasperado. Su 
exasperacion no brota de condiciones de vida 
particularmente duras sino de la paradoja en que consiste 

ser estudiante: durante los largos anos que pasan aislados 
en universidades y escuelas superiores, los muchachos y 
muchachas viven en una situacion artificial, mitad como 
reclusos privilegiados y mitad como irresponsables 
peligrosos. ...seres reales en un mundo irreal (22-23). 

The "mundo irreal" posited by Paz, while itself potentially open to criticism, nevertheless 

reveals an underlying characteristic of the class experience fictionalized in novels about 

1968. The student/intellectual/activist experiences explored in these novels construct an 

identity of 1968 which on some level ignore the impact of class identity on the 

construction of subjectivity. From this perspective, then, it becomes possible to represent 

all students as pertaining to a social class, "estudiantil," and all rejecting political and 

cultural models which represent an older generation's middle-class, bourgeois, neo-

colonial worldview. Implicit in this representation is a shared class identity which, if not 

totally erasing social and economic class status, at least naturalizes it, rendering it 

invisible. 

In contrast to this representation of 1968 would be the novels of the second 

category, those novels in which the "obrero" or "sindicalista" identity emerges as a 

conflicted subjectivity, reticent in its support of the students, but politicized by the social 

and political marginalization that class status imposes. As discussed earlier in this 
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chapter, Gerardo de la Torre's novels would fall into this category in their exploration of 

the historically conflicted relationship between Mexican labor and student movements. In 

these novels the question of class identity is integral to the construction of subjectivity. In 

contrast to a naturalized middle class experience of the student movement, these novels 

explore the impact of working class experience on political activism, often revealing the 

difficulties of moving an overworked, undereducated, and underpaid sector to social and 

political activism. In these cases class identity is highlighted rather than naturalized. A 

core characteristic of these narratives, however, is the centrality of the male worker's 

reality, in large part dominated by the union experience. Ultimately, then, the question of 

class is limited to an exploration of a masculine class experience and identity. 

By contrasting these two dominant categories of the representation of class 

experience in the novela del 68,1 have tried to identify a specific gap in the 

fictionalization of class identities in these novels; that is, the impact of class experience 

on feminine subjects and its influence on their responses to the student movement of 

1968. While in the first category feminine spaces are explored within the context of 

1968—the novels examined in chapters one and two of this dissertation are examples of 

this category—the role of class identity in the construction of female subjectivity is not 

made evident. In fact, as already noted, gender and female subjectivity are constructed 

from an oppositional perspective, wherein the middle class experience is naturalized even 

as it is opposed. Female subjects participate in the social class Paz identifies, "el sector 

estudiantil," though the impact of a middle class social status on their responses to the 

1968 student movement is never problematized. At the same time, in the second category 

class identity is placed at the forefront of subject construction, while the space of identity 
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construction is naturalized. Class and political identity are constructed in masculine 

spaces and reflected in masculine subjects. As I will discuss below, in contrast to both 

these representational models, Los testigos emphasizes the centrality of both class 

identity and feminine space in the representation of the experience of 1968. 

Los testigos 

Published in 1985, Emma Prieto's Los testigos tells the stories of "el Gordo" 

Ortega, Jose Romero, Lupe Rojas, and Ruth Ancona, all victims and survivors of the 

events of 1968. The novel is divided into fourteen chapters and two main parts, "Los 

testigos" and "Aqui empieza el libro de Ruth," each of which is written in a distinct style. 

"Los testigos" is narrated from a third-perspective and is heavily weighted with dialogue. 

This first section of the novel is primarily concerned with Ortega and Romero, ex-MPE 

militants, and Lupe Rojas, the widow of Ruben Uranga, a university law professor and 

founder of a clandestine anti-government newspaper in the MPE, who was imprisoned 

and killed the morning of the massacre at Tlatelolco. 

After ten years Ortega and Romero meet again at a meeting of the "Partido de los 

Trabajadores," which is a fictionalization of the PMT—Partido Mexicano de 

Trabajadores. By this time, Ortega has become a mid-level functionary in the union, 

while Romero is barely emerging from a self-imposed exile from political activism. 

While both Ortega and Romero spent time in prison after the government crackdown, 

Romero was tortured in prison and eventually castrated. His political exile stems directly 

from the horror of his torture and his total disillusionment with the transformative 

potential of social and political movements. His reintegration into the external world is 
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motivated, in large part, by a desire for revenge against the informant who revealed the 

location of Uranga's clandestine press to the police. It becomes clear early on in this 

section that Romero is dying of cancer and in his own words, "Vivo para buscar si soplon 

que nos delato y acepto morir con tal de matarlo... Entiendeme si puedes: he sido 

victima, ahora no me disgustari'a ser verdugo para sentir la revolucion total" (33-34). 

After their initial encounter, Ortega convinces Romero, who works as a high 

school mathematics instructor, to work for the union as an organizer. Romero is 

characterized by his intellectual abilities and by his working class background. He came 

to Mexico City from the northern state of Sonora and worked his way through the 

university with very little financial support from his family. In fact, when asked later in 

the novel by one of the union bosses about his class loyalties and his commitment to the 

workers, Romero responds "Soy de su clase; mi gente era trabajadora explotada, si yo me 

eduque fue gracias a mi propio esfuerzo y al sacrificio de mi madre. Si no tengo callos en 

las manos, los traigo por dentro. No soy ni ambiciono ser un burgues ni nadie puede 

creerlo de mi" (140). Given this particular set of circumstances, Ortega considers him 

perfect for the job of union organizer—his ability to translate political theory into 

practical terms and his natural affiliation with the working class nullify any threat the 

workers might perceive from an outside unionizer. In exchange for his willingness to help 

organize workers, Ortega promises Romero that he will use all the union's resources to 

help find the "soplon" Romero is looking for. Romero accepts, although he explicitly 

rejects any expression of ideological allegiance to the union. Ortega's union boss agrees 

to hire Romero on a provisional basis, with some hesitation, given what he considers 

Romero's "anarchist" tendencies vis-a-vis the party line. 



In this first section Ortega and Romero represent a study in contrasts, made 

somewhat explicit in their respective nicknames: "el Gordo" (Ortega) and "el Flaco" 

(Romero). They share a core set of characteristics which creates the effect of doubling 

them, and at the same time represent polar opposites of each other. Both men came from 

the north of Mexico to the capital with the goal of receiving a university education, both 

come from working class backgrounds, both participated in the MPE and were 

imprisoned as a result. Nevertheless, Ortega stands out as an "activist" who strategizes 

within existing political frameworks to improve his lot, while still expressing a 

commitment to leftist politics; and Romero is characterized by his analytical and critical 

brilliance, who rejects ideological systems and insists on individual autonomy within 

social and political activism, hence the union boss's suspicion of his "anarchismo." 

Romero requests a medical leave from his teaching job to work as a covert 

unionizer in a mineral processing plant. In exchange, Ortega asks the union leader to use 

his resources to seek out potential suspects who might have informed the authorities of 

Uranga's clandestine press. Through a series of conversations it becomes evident that the 

state-sanctioned unions have access to a substantial amount of information about the 

MPE, and as a result Ortega's boss is able to provide him with the name of Uranga's 

sister, Rebeca. Romero takes the lead and visits Rebeca Uranga, now a middle class 

housewife living in a working class neighborhood—where nobody knows her history—to 

avoid being recognized as Uranga's sister. She is concerned about the negative 

consequences of her brother's politics on her and her husband's personal and professional 

stability. As I will discuss in detail below, Uranga's sister is one of the feminine 

characters whose subjectivity is privileged in the text and explored from the perspective 
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of class and political identity. As such, she represents one of the core elements of Prieto's 

strategic displacement of the predominantly male subjects and identities of the MPE and 

1968. Uranga's sister has virtually disowned any memory of her brother, and openly 

condemns the MPE and its politics. The only information that Uranga's sister reveals to 

Romero is that Uranga was secretly married to Lupe Rojas, a former student of Uranga's 

and fellow university classmate of Romero's. With this Romero is able to locate Lupe, 

who now works as an administrataive secretary at the Politechnic University. 

Romero's meetings with Lupe and his developing relationship with her comprise 

a major portion of the novel and, as with Uranga's sister, her character is representative 

of the emphasis on the construction of a feminine subjectivity grounded in class and 

political consciousness. In contrast to Uranga's sister, who to some extent represents a 

conservative and reactionary political identity, Lupe is defined by her participation in the 

student movement, her contestatory stance before government authority, and her 

continuing political activism and commitment to social reform. If Uranga's sister is to a 

large extent motivated by a desire to preserve her social status, even at the expense of her 

brother's memory, Lupe is equally unmotivated by any aspirations to social or economic 

dominance. At the same time, Lupe represents a sharp contrast to Romero who is 

essentially motivated by a desire for revenge. Through their relationship Prieto explores 

contrasting perspectives and responses to the tragedies of 1968, as I will discuss below. 

Lupe and Romero develop a close relationship which Romero abruptly cuts short 

once Lupe suggests that Uranga's former lover, Ruth Ancona, might possibly have had a 

motive for revealing Uranga's activities to the police. Convinced of Ruth's guilt, Romero 
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decides to seek her out and kill her. This first part of the novel ends with Romero 

purchasing a gun and breaking into Ruth's apartment to assassinate her. 

The second part of the novel, "Aqui comienza el libro de Ruth," differs 

considerably in style from the first in its exploration of the protagonist, Ruth Ancona. 

While "Los testigos," the first part of the novel, is structured predominantly around 

dialogue between various characters, this second part depends heavily on the internal 

dialogues and the psychological conflicts with which Ruth grapples. Similarly, while the 

use of flashbacks is present in both the first and second parts of the novel, it is a dominant 

narrative strategy in the second. From this perspective, "Aqui comienza el libro de Ruth" 

reflects a much more aggressive strategy of displacing the male space of 1968. 

"Aqui comienza el libro de Ruth" opens in the present (the summer of 1978) 

where Ruth is a somewhat successful mid-level manager at an unidentified company. The 

first two chapters of this part are structured around a series of flashbacks through which 

Ruth recalls her relationship with Uranga when she was a student at the Poli. Through 

these flashbacks, which explore the complex relationships between Ruth, Lupe, and 

Ruben, the political and personal histories of 1968 are inextricably linked. Thus, while 

Ruben is physically attracted to Ruth and actually initiates an affair with her despite the 

fact that he is her professor, he rejects her political views—these being decidedly 

conservative in comparison with his. Similarly, Ruth is also attracted physically to Ruben 

in spite of his politics and because he represents the potential to move out of a 

particularly difficult home life marked by economic strife. Lupe's relationship to Ruben 

is defined by her intellectual and political identity. He considers her brilliant and is 

initially attracted to her because of her ideas. 
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Ruth and Lupe's contentious relationship is marked by a "triangular" conflict, 

wherein each woman percieves the other through the distortion of Ruben's perspective. 

Ruth resents Lupe's intellectual and political sophistication and the position it gains her 

in Ruben's eyes, as well as Lupe's "India" ethnicity, again because it represents a higher 

social value from Ruben's perspective. By the time Lupe and Ruben become invloved, 

Ruth's affair with him has ended. Nevertheless, Lupe is bothered by Ruth's lingering and 

continued self-insinuation into Ruben's life, as well as her reactionary political—or 

apolitical—ideas. In the emotional triangle presented in the first two chapters, then, a 

core characteristic is the issue of both feminine subjectivity and political identity. 

The third chapter in this section of the novel explores almost exclusively Ruth's 

family and class conflicts and their influence on her deteriorating relationship with 

Ruben. As is revealed in the previous two chapters her lower working class home life is 

marked by economic hardship and a conflictive sexual self-image. As things worsen for 

her at home her tenuous relationship with Ruben falls apart. In the fourth chapter Ruth's 

complete loss of control over Ruben is exacerbated by her rejection of his leftist political 

ideology and clandestine activism. From her perspective these represent a concrete 

obstacle to both her desire to stay involved romatically with Ruben—specifically because 

he devotes the majority of his time to his political activities—and her hopes for upward 

social mobility as represented by Ruben's potentially stable economic and professional 

status. In desperation she reveals the location of Ruben's clandestine printing press; 

Ruben is arrested and killed, Romero is arrested and tortured. 

The final two chapters of the novel narrate Ruth's psychological breakdown in the 

present time. After ten years of living the internal conflict of having caused the death of 
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her lover, a series of encounters on the street with Ortega and a chance meeting with 

Lupe at the university leave Ruth shaken. Out of desperation and some level of paranoia, 

Ruth buys a hand gun. In the final scenes of the novel Romero enters Ruth's apartment, 

having made the decision to assassinate her. In the moment before shooting her, Ruth 

turns on Romero and fires. The novel ends ambiguously here, though the implication of 

the final lines is that Ruth survives and Romero dies. 

In the preceding pages I have outlined how Los testigos strategically intertwines 

the issues of feminine subjectivity, class, and political identity in its fictionalization of the 

1968 student movement. In the sections which follow I will examine three specific 

feminine spaces in the novel, as represented by Rebeca Uranga, Guadalupe Rojas, and 

Ruth Ancona, and how each functions as an exploration of the confluence of gender, 

class and political identity in the historical context of 1968. As I will argue below, in this 

novel the construction of class identity in 1968 is inflected with questions of feminine 

subjectivity and how it is constituted. Ultimately, the representation of a masculine 

"obrero" or "sindicalista" identity is displaced and replaced by a feminine subjectivity, 

also grounded in a class conscious identity. In Prieto's novel the question of class identity 

and the 1968 student movement is not limited to labor unions and their role in the 

construction of a class-based response to 1968. Instead, the novel offers an expansion of 

the question of class and political identity, proposing feminine spaces as alternate sites of 

identity construction. From this perspective, I will examine how, through a re

configuration of two conventional plots, traditional male territories are displaced and 

replaced with feminine spaces. At the same time, through an analysis of the three 

principle feminine protagonists, I will examine how the novel explores the dynamics of 
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women's responses to the MPE and the aftermath of Tlatelolco. From this perspective, I 

will explore how the construction of specific class and political identities, within the 

contexts of women's realities as well as the parameters of plot conventions, generate a 

variety of responses to 1968 and its aftermath. Ultimately, I will argue, the novel 

represents a gendered interpretation of women's experiences by exposing the multiple 

dimensions—including class and political identity—of feminine subjectivity. 

Constructing Class and Political Identity in a Feminine Space 

As I have discussed in the preceeding chapters, one of the characteristics which 

marks the gendered novelas del 68 is an engagement of both the historical moment—the 

historical events of 1968—and the textual moment of 1968—the novels which comprise 

the so-called novela del 68. From this perspective, then, Maria Luisa Puga's Panico o 

peligro engages the historical moment of 68 through the anonymous tii who ultimately 

receives Susana's notebooks, and establishes a dialogue with the textual moment through 

a narrative strategy of simulated autobiography. Likewise, Martha Robles's novel Los 

octubres del otono engages the historical momentof 1968 through the break up of Natalia 

and Sebastian's marriage in the aftermath of Tlatelolco, and dialogues with the textual 

moment through a narrative strategy which proposes a radial reading and, ultimately, 

writing of history. 

Similarly, then, Emma Prieto's novel engages and dialogues with both the 

historical and textual moments of 1968 on two distinct levels. Within the historical 

context, the novel engages the historically conflictive relationship between Mexican labor 

unions and student movements through the characters of Ortega and Romero. Their 
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present-day relationship to a political history of student activism is filtered through their 

ties—for ideological reasons in Ortega's case and as a means to an end in Romero's—to 

the labor union. At the same time, both Ortega and Romero come from and still belong to 

a working class sector of Mexican society and in this way represent a contrast to the 

naturalized middle class student protagonist prominent in a majority of novels about 

1968. On this level then, the novel explores a historically relevant aspect of the MPE and 

inserts itself into a literary dialogue with that history and other novels—again, such as de 

la Torre's—which fictionalize it. 

Nevertheless, Prieto's novel expands the territory of that working class history 

through the exploration of feminine spaces which necessarily de-center the male 

dominated reality of the labor union as the site for the construction of class and political 

identity. If indeed the novel initially posits the masculine labor union reality as a viable 

space of identity construction, it swiftly ruptures this traditionally hermetic space and 

invokes female realities which subvert the dominance of a male centered model of class 

identity and subjectivity through the characters and histories of Rebeca Uranga, Lupe 

Rojas and Ruth Ancona. 

Significantly, Prieto emphasizes feminine spaces without excluding the already 

cited male space of the labor union. In this way, then, rather than erasing a socially 

limited yet valid reality which traditionally has not reflected women's experience, the 

novel represents this male-dominated reality as one which inevitably leads to feminine 

spaces through specific romantic or love relationships. From this perspective, Prieto's 

novel recognizes the relevance of the labor union in the construction of class identity for 

a sector of society—and in this way, as I have already noted, engages the historical 
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moment of 1968—while at the same time insisting on the recognition and exploration of 

other historical experiences outside this realm, specifically those which focus on 

women's experience of class and the history of 1968. 

Prieto's strategy for introducing the feminine experience of class and histoi-y in 

the context of 1968 seems to reflect two specific points of reference, one historical and 

one literary. Historically, female participation in the MPE occurred in varying degrees. 

Women were represented in the leadership of the Comite Nacional de Huelga (Guevara 

Niebla 1988; Zermeiio 1978); female performers, artists, and students participated in 

protests and public marches and demonstrations (Poniatowska, 1971). Nevertheless, there 

were also women whose participation in the MPE was incidental, the result of a romantic 

relationship or marriage. From a historical perspective, then, women's affiliation with 

and responses to the MPE were in many cases related to specific relationship experiences. 

From a literary perspective, the representation of this "incidental" level of 

participation continues to be the dominant expression of women's experiences of 1968. 

Even among the novels studied in this dissertation, the "contact-point" to 68 is a male-

female relationship."'" Other works written by women authors which exhibit this same 

pattern include Vilma Fuentes's Aver es nunca jamas (1988) and Monica Mansour's 

Mala memoria (1989). Prieto's novel, nevertheless, represents a significant attempt at 

diversifying this mode of representation through the individual female characters and 

" As 1 examined in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, both Panico o peliero and Los octubres del otono 

operate under the narrative design of a love story. In the first case, Susana's notebooks are written in the context of her 

love affair with tii. and in fact produced specifically for him. In the second case, Natalia's crisis of identity develops in 

the context of her failed mmariage to Sebastian and the questioning of the meanings of 1968 in light of her 

independence as well as her failed marriage. I would emphasize, however, that the love story narrative is ultimately 

questioned in both novels, and represent attempts to make patent the social dynamic which, at least in 1968 and perhaps 

to some extent today, determine women's access to public political experience. 
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below. For the moment, however, I would like to examine how Los testigos (and by 

extension other novels about 1968 written by women) responds to a literary imperative in 

its strategic use of the "love triangle" narrative. 

In her call for a feminist poetics in Living Stories. Telling Lives: Women and the 

Novel in Contemporarv Experience (1986). Joanne S. Frye makes the argument that 

feminist texts must somehow express the reality or at least an interpretation of the reality 

of women's lives and experiences. The novel, she proposes, represents a particularly 

interesting genre for feminist critics "because it has some rather direct links to the kinds 

of discourse used in people's daily lives and, therefore, to both interpretations and 

reinterpretations of women's lives" (18). From Frye's perspective, there are four 

definitive qualities of the novel which directly connect it to live experiences: "its 

narrative form, its flexibility, its popularity, and its concern with the individual" (18). 

While each of these categories might effectively be applied to my reading of Los testigos. 

for the purposes of my thesis Frye's analyses of the novel's narrative form and flexibility 

and its focus on individual lives are the most pertinent. 

Citing Barbara Hardy's observation that "'in order to really live, we make up 

stories about ourselves and others, about the personal as well as the social past and 

future,"' Frye proposes that we "create experiental narratives as a way of understanding 

or making a relationship among the events in our lives" (20). Arguing that narrative is a 

crucial means for understanding lived experience, and that we "claim and define our 

experience as our own—make them—through the stories by which we assign them 

meaning," Frye supports Frederic Jameson's claim that narrative is "'the central function 
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or instance of the human mind'." (20). Ultimately, Frye adopts Susan Lanser's model of 

"natural narratives": in short, the stories we tell ourselves and each other to give shape 

and coherence to our daily lives, without specific regard for imposed norms of style and 

convention."''" Frye theorizes that because of the similarity between "natural narratives " 

and "literary narratives," the novel "participates in this central human activity as both 

model and enactment of our daily stories" (20). Thus, she maintains, 

We see in the novel the kinds of interpretive patterning by 
which we narrate our daily experiences to each other; we 
learn from the novel the culturally available patterning by 
which to structure and understand the data of our lives. As 
the longest and most modern narrative form, the novel 
serves as a crucial exemplar for the process of interpreting 
and giving form to lived experience. In addition, as 
novelistic narrative is an agent of interpretation, it becomes 
as well a possible agent of ^interpretation, not only giving 
form but also altering accepted forms—the process central 
to all feminist scholarship (21). 

If indeed the novel as a genre is closest in form to Susan Lanser's "natural 

narratives" and thus to lived experience, we cannot ignore its formal and generic 

conventions especially in relation to their constraints on the expression of women's 

experiences. Nevertheless, Frye argues that the novel is a "hybrid of narrative and 

discursive forms...continually bending its conventions to include issues at stake in the 

culture in which it was written" (21). From a Bakhtinian perspective, the novel reflects a 

"special dialogic capacity to interact with its contemporary surroundings [and]...reveal[s] 

an orientation that is contested, contestable and contesting...that...enables it to engage in 

'eternal re-thinking and re-evaluating' as it interacts with its social environment" (22). 

" See Susan S. Lanser, The Narrative Act: Point of View in Prose Fiction. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 

Press, 1981. 
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Thus, for all its formal convention, the potential for a multiplicity of discourses to be 

embedded in it, along with its receptiveness to its social realities, give the novel a level of 

flexibility conducive to feminist experimentation with it. Ultimately, Frye argues, 

In a feminist poetics of the novel, the effort is to enable 
women to claim the explanatory possibilities of narrative, 
to develop new paradigms through which we can see our 
own experience rather than remaining within outworn 
structures that obscure and blind us to that experience. 
Because literary form in many ways does encourage us to 
interpret experience through what Nancy Miller calls the 
'grid of concordance,' a feminist poetics needs to identify 
subversive techniques by which to develop alternative 
'concordances' about the lives and experience of women 
(31). 

Los testigos. I would argue, responds formally to a feminist literary imperative as 

a text which "performs" through this so-called "grid of concordances" in its use of 

particular literary conventions—specifically the plot convention as I will discuss below— 

which are ultimately reinterpreted in accordance with women's realities. At the same 

time, the novel focuses specifically on individual lives as a means of exploring the 

meaning of larger social, political and historical issues—specifically the feminine 

experience of constructing class and political identity within the context of the 1968 

student movement. 

As Frye notes, novelists have always used literary conventions, and have 

simultaneously been aware that readers "bring conventional expectations to their novel 

reading." From this perspective she argues that "the self-conscious play with these 

expectations has participated in our sense of the novel's malleability and its potential for 
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portraying experience in new ways" (37).^^ For women, however, the flexibility of the 

novel as derived from the playfulness between conventions and expectations is 

potentially restricted by traditional conventions which make it difficult "for any view of 

autonomous women characters and for characterizing female experience outside the 

assumptions of male dominance" (ibid). In Frye's assessment. 

Women have been bound by the anticipated resolution of 
plot difficulties in marriage, death, or painful isolation; by 
the definition of character in terms of the traits of 
'femininity;' by the presentation of reality as the relational 
and domestic social context that the dominant sexual 
ideology presumes for women, and by the coherence of the 
love story (37-38). 

By understanding these conventions as "having only the pretense of stability or self-

assurance," Frye proposes, we can nevertheless "find their available resources as 

congnitive strategies, self-consciously invoked in the attempt to interpret and represent a 

social experience that defies a full representation" (38). Looking to White's theories of 

emplotment, Frye argues that even in the case of women's experiential narratives, "the 

initial process of emplotment... often becomes an imposition of the culture's dominant 

expectations for women's lives; their stories become an enactment of ...'the iconic 

function of of culturally available plot structures"' (39). Ultimately, Frye maintains, if the 

anticipated plot "is the love story, then events in a woman's life can only come into 

being.. .under the description of her relationship to men and the cultural text of 

femininity" (ibid). 

Frye's analysis succinctly maps out the cultural and textual territories in which 

women's narratives—literary and natural—are constructed, emphasizing the role of 

Frye's analysis here is heavily influenced by theories proposed by Robert Alter and Hayden White. 
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cultural impositions and expectations. If, as Frye and others argue, women's experiential 

narratives are initially restricted by the limits of a male-dominated cultural model, a 

feminist practice of fictionalizing consciously employs potentially restrictive plot 

conventions as a way of unmasking cultural and literary limitations on women's 

expression and experience. Los testigos. I would argue, both reflects and subverts two 

culturally acceptable and recognizable plot structures—the love story and the "whodunit" 

mystery—as it explores the questions of women's political and class identities in Mexico 

during and after the events of 1968. 

The love story and mystery plots constructed in Los testigos respond to two 

specific imperatives, one sociohistorical and one literary. From a sociohistorical 

perspective, both plots reflect particular social, historical and political realities of Mexico 

during and after (as a result of) 1968. The question of women's participation in the MPE, 

as I noted above, has yet to be adequately analyzed either by historians or feminist 

scholars concerned with the expansion of our understanding of 1968. The participation of 

women in the CNH leadership is a fact, though their limited numbers and the extent of 

their influence on the movement's actions, again, have yet to be analyzed. The overall 

participatory roles of women in the movement came about, to paraphrase Frye, 

"relationally." As the lovers, sisters, wives, and mothers of male activists women were 

drawn into a movement which, although they supported and inevitably influenced, was 

initially not of their making. The cultural roles of women at the time, limited to a great 

extent to the domestic sphere in the upper classes and to exported domestic and manual 

labor in the lower classes, might be adequately, if not comprehensively, contained in a 

variety of love story narratives. Thus, as a result of specific love and familial-domestic 
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relationships a majority of Mexican women gained access to the student movement/'* 

Thus, I would argue that Prieto's use of the love story convention—as an interpretive 

model for women's realities at a specific historical moment—is at least in part grounded 

in an experiental, sociohistorical reality that defined women's lives in 1968 Mexico. 

At the same time the "whodunit" or mystery stoi7 plot which frames the novel 

likewise reflects a particular Mexican reality in the aftermath of the massacre at 

Tlatelolco. The cultural and political question of who was ultimately responsible for the 

violence continues to this day. The secrecy surrounding the government's use of 

paramilitary brigades at Tlatelolco, provocateurs, and infiltrators in the MPE itself in 

many ways shrouded those responsible in mysteiy. Almost thirty years later the question 

of responsibility still lingers in public debates over the historical representation of the 

period and the distribution of responsibility at official government levels." And perhaps 

the most explicit exploration of the mystery of responsibility can be found in literature, 

specifically in Luis Spota's La Plaza, in which a group of relatives of victims of 

Tlatelolco kidnap an ex-government offical and clandestinely try and convict him of 

responsiblity for the massacre of October 2.^^ From this perspective, the "whodunit" plot 

It is important to underscore, however, that because 1 propose this particular "entry" model I am not arguing 

that this was the only role women played in the movement. Although as I have already noted there is very little if any 

research done specifically on women in the MPE and the CNH, women's participation in and expectations of the student 

movement extended far beyond their initial roles as "partners" to the dominant male leadership. 

A very public expression of this exploration of responsibility was the recent textbook debate in Mexico. As 

described by Dennis Gilbert, the Ministry of Education came under criticism for its latest elementary school history 

textbooks in which the granaderos and the military are characterized as responsible for the violence of October 2. At the 

time Gilberto Guevara Niebia was Secretary of Education and came under attack for approving a politically motivated 

interpretation of the October 2 massacre. The argmuents against the textbook interpretation were grounded in the murky 

relationship between the President, his cabinet and the military. Critics of the textbook and of Guevara Niebia argued 

that the military was following the orders of government officials, and should not be singled out as responsible for the 

massacre. (Unpublished manuscript). 

Spota's novel is an exploration of guilt and the reproduction of violence in the aftermath of the massacre. It 
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convention accurately reflects a specific cultural and political climate of secrecy, mystery 

and indeed the search for guilty parties. 

I propose, then, that both the love story plot and the mystery story plot respond to 

and reflect specific, experiential sociohistorical and political Mexican realities. As such, 

they are at least grounded initially in extratextual experiences that facilitate reader 

recognition. And while they could conceivably represent conventions of "entrapment," 

reproducing the same limitations on women's experience that occurred in the historical 

context, in the novel both plots are eventually reinterpreted. As a result of these 

reinterpretations—re-emplotments as Frye might refer to them—the conventional 

conlcusions to these plots become sites for expanding the scope of these narratives to 

include the complexity of women's experience. At the same time, they represent 

alternative sites for the construction of political and class identities, specifically grounded 

in feminine spaces, which subvert conventional models of identity construction, typically 

grounded in masculine experience and spaces. 

Just as these plot conventions respond to and reflect specific sociohistorical and 

political realities in Mexico during and after 1968,1 would also argue that they dialogue 

with specific literary conventions that ai'e readily recognizable and available to most 

readers. The popularity offotonovelas and the novelet rosa, both marked by their 

conventionality and traditional entrapment plots in the treatment of female characters, 

reveal an audience well-suited to at least the surface level of the love story plot in Los 

testigos. Similarly, the mystery or detective story—la novela policiaca—has existed as a 

also gives voice to the various interpretations of guilt and responsibility as repiisented in the seven inembers of the 

clandestine group of kidnappers and the hostage himself. 
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popular genre in Mexico since the nineteen-forties.^' Ilan Stavans has argued that since 

the mid nineteen-sixties, with the rise of the Onda and their influence on literary debates 

over "serious" and "popular" literature, and with the rise of television and the mass 

media, the detective novel becomes a widely-read and recognizable genre. "In other 

words," writes Stavans, 

detectives have a long history, but la Onda bestowed 
previously unknown mettle and galantry upon them. 
Moreover, the public, barraged by television and cinematic 
thrillers, was able to recognize and identify with Mexican 
detectives (29). 

Similarly, Stavans notes the benefits of the "detective formula," arguing that because its 

forms "are many and can assimilate into diverse methods and objectives" it can move 

fluidly from "mere entertainment" to more serious critical pursuits. As he notes, "if one 

starts with a crime, it is possible to recreate a precarious human situation, describe a 

deceptive, sordid atmosphere, undertake a historical analysis, or explore an identity" 

(ibid). 

Given the popularity of both the novela poUciaca and the novela rosci, and their 

availiability to to readers across a broad spectrum, I would argue that Prieto uses their 

plot conventions as strategic narrative tools for engaging and attracting—as opposed to 

distancing—her readers. Ultimately, I would argue, in a gendered novel—one that 

specifically accounts for women's experiences within a complex of diverse discourses 

and identity constructions—both plots and their conventional closures are eventually 

frustrated by a refusal of feminine characters to comply with what Frye calls the "grid of 

" For a detailed discussion of the history of detective fiction in Mexico see Ilan Stavans' Antiheroes: Mexico 

and Its Detective Novel. (Cranbury, New Jersey: Associated University Presses, 1997). 
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concordance." These refusals originate in feminine subjects whose political and class 

identities inflect and modify their conventional roles and, ultimately, their traditional 

identities. 

Looking for Love in ail the Wrong Places: Displacing Masculine Territories, 
Exploring Feminine Spaces 

The initial plot which frames Los testigos is the conventional novela policicica or 

mystery story. In the novel's first chapter Romero and Ortega meet unexpectedly after ten 

years, and Ortega's curiosity about Romero's absence from political actvism initially sets 

up an atmosphere of mystery surrounding Romero's life. At the same time, Ortega's life 

is completely defined by his continued activism, now in the context of the "Partido de los 

Trabajadores." It is in this first chapter that Romero reveals his plan to find the "soplon" 

who caused his imprisonment and torture and Uranga's death. Thus, from the beginning, 

the novel reflects one of the primary characteristics of a detective or mystery novel: the 

evocation of suspense. In this case, suspense "is far from our notion of common, 

traditional suspense, which comes from natural or supernatural fear.... Detective 

literature replaces these fears with unanswered questions" (Stavans 43).''^ The central 

question in this mystery is "who did it?" and eventually all the main characters will be 

drawn into the novel by virtue of this question. 

Along with this initial characterization of the novel as a mysteiy, the first two 

chapters also present a narrative space defined by male territories: the union meeting 

In my analysis 1 use the terms "novela policiaca" in accrodance with Stavans's use in his discussion of 

detective literature. In this context the "novela de detectives" that Ortega jokes about falls under the category of "novela 

policiaca." 
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which opens the novel, Ortega and Romero's apartments, and eventually a series of secret 

meetings with union bosses. Thus initially, the novel seems to echo previous texts with 

"'obrerista" themes, whose settings are predominantly masculine. At the same time it also 

engages previous novels of 68, specifically de la Torre's, whose concerns with the 

question of class identity and experiences of 1968 are explored through masculine 

identity and reality. In fact, in the first two chapters the only feminine presence is 

Ortega's cleaning lady and cook, Aurelia, about whom Ortega comments 

Esa tal Aurelia me roba pero es limpia y servicial, por eso 
la aguanto; no cualquier portera esta dispuesta a hacer de 
comer y lavar como lo hace por mi. Claro que pierdo 
calcetines y panuelos y de mi gasto come la bola de vagos 
de hijos que tiene, pero me doy por bien servido porque me 
libra de problemas de sirvienta que para mi son problemas 
de principios eticos (23). 

Aurelia's only interactions with Ortega have to do with his meals and laundry, and aside 

from that, the only characters whose lives and identities are explored are masculine. 

From the initial chapters, then, the novel appears to be concerned with the 

experiences of male characters who lived through the horrors of Tlatelolco, prison, and 

torture and the search for the presumably male informant who betrayed them. 

Interestingly, however, Prieto disrupts the confinuity of this seemingly familiar narrative 

through the character of Ortega, who, when trying to convince Romero to work for the 

union, suggests a barter—Romero's work for information from the union bosses about 

the "soplon"—and proposes a theory about the possible informant. 

—Podriamos hacer memoria juntos. Yo anduve muy cerca 
de ti y conoci a tus compaiieros del Centro de Estudios, 
empezando por el maestro Uranga. Puedo investigar a 
todos sus cuates y hasta a todas sus viejas, para que no 
quede piedra sin voltear. 
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-Sus viejas...^por que se te ocurre decir que sus viejas? 
-No en balde tu me iniciaste en la lectura con novelitas de 
detectives. Lo primero que aprendi para descifrar un 
misterio es lo de—y perdona mi mal frances—lo de 
cherche la fam, busquen a la vieja (37). 

In this scene, Ortega invents a scenario, grounded not in reality but in detective 

novels, in which a woman might be implicated as the informant. From this perspective, 

then, the self-reflexive reference to detective novels exposes an operating convention of 

the novel, making it apparent and available for interpretation—or reinterpretation—by the 

reader. At the same time it highlights the implausibility of a woman, in the reality of the 

novel, being the informant. That particular role, from the represented reality of the novel, 

could only happen in fiction. In a sense, then, this conversation creates the possibility of 

re-reading the ostensibly convential plot of the chapters to follow, with a specific eye to 

the role of narrative conventions and women's place and function within them. The initial 

question of the novel—who did it?—is at least partially answered in this conversation, 

and a subsequent question will take its place—what made her do it? 

I would argue, then, that after the initial chapters in which the traditional male 

world of labor unions and bosses represents experiential reality, the novel explicitly 

exposes the conventional assumptions of women's narrative roles and consciously 

subverts them by exploring specific questions of class and political identity as 

components of feminine reality and experience. In an effort to respond to the second 

question—why?—the novel explores specifically feminine characters and spaces, and at 

the same time sheds light on the relationship between class and political identity and the 

1968 student movement, through the characters of Rebeca Uranga, Lupe Rojas,and Ruth 

Ancona. 
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The first lead that Ortega's bosses provide is Rebeca Uranga, Ruben Uranga's 

sister, now living in Cuautitlan, a lower working class neighborhood where "se vivi'a con 

los ojos vueltos hacia mejores horizontes, los de la segunda o tercera seccion de Izcalli, 

donde habfa casas de dos pisos para albergar a pequenos empresarios o comerciantes" 

(84). Romero decides to visit her, surprising her outside her home. Rebeca is startled to 

see him after so many years, but, worried that her neighbors might see them together, 

invites him in. Rebecca's concern with appearances and upward social mobility is readily 

apparent in the "estancia con muebles mofletudos de brocado rosa y oro protegidos por 

fundas de plastico transparente" (86). It is evident that Rebeca has tried to run from the 

past, and is worried about how Romero found her. When Romero questions her visible 

concern over this she reveals her and her husband's rejection of Ruben and 1968. 

At this point, Rebeca reveals a complex combination of factors that determine her 

relationship to 1968—a very real concern about violence and retribution against the 

families of activists on the part of the government, a resignation to the irreversible loss of 

her brother, and an investment in a level of social and economic stability that her 

husband's career as a federal employee guarantees. Nevertheless, the characteristic which 

most defines her position on 1968 is a political ideology motivated by her desire to 

achieve and maintain economic status and stability, that is, her class identity. From her 

perspective, security—"que mis hijos vivan seguros"—is the dominant goal in her life. It 

is in the name of security, according to her, that she leaves behind all traces of her 

brother's memoiy, revealing that "no me traje nada de mi hermano, ni un retrato, ni su 

acta de defuncion siquiera" (88). When Romero challenges her on this she replies "^De 
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que le sirve a el que rondemos su tumba? A mis iiijos definitivamente les perjudicaria el 

parentesco. Bueno que llevan otro nombre" (89). 

It is also in the name of security that Rebeca asserts that "Tenemos que vivir en el 

pais tal como es...y el pasado de mi hermano es peligroso" (ibid). From Rebeca's 

perspective, her brother's politics represent not just a physical threat to her and her 

family, but also a veiy real threat to their economic stability and class status. 

.. .ni a mi marido ni a mi nos interesa saber nada ni tener 
que ver con aquella epoca. Ruben esta muerto. Nadie ni 
nada me lo devuelve ya. For eso rompimos con todo, para 
empezar una nueva vida sin peligro para nuestros hijos. 
Aqui estamos bien y asi queremos que siga todo. No tengo 
idea de lo que pueda usted querer de nosotros asi que 
disculpeme y vayase por favor, porque hoy es dia que viene 
a comer Francisco y tengo miles de cosas...a Pancho no le 
con viene... empleado federal, sepa usted, y espera un 
proximo ascenso y bueno...como usted fue preso politico, 
no conviene, comprendalo (87). 

Ultimately, even Rebeca's politics are determined by this motivating desire for 

security. After she finally reveals to Romero that Ruben had been secretly married to 

Lupe shortly before his death, she sends him away with her final opinion about 1968 and 

the MPE. 

Asi es. Puede irse ya, aqui no hay nada para usted, ya lo ve. 
Si lo que busca es un delator de una vez le digo que ni se 
fatigue, ustedes mismos se delataron con su imprudencia, 
con esas juntas vociferantes que se ofan por todo el 
vecindario. ^Pues que esperaban? ^A que poder magico se 
acogian para pretender el secreto? Sucedio lo que tenia que 
suceder y si el Gobierno ha seguido matando muchachos es 
porque se la buscan tambien ellos (91). 

Rebeca's relationship to 1968 and to the present, as I have attempted to demonstrate, is 

determined by a specific subjectivity she has constructed. She was drawn into the events 
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of 1968 as the sister of a political activist, and thus conforms to an available literary and 

historical feminine plot. To the extent that she behaves in ways that afford "seguridad" to 

her sons she also complies with an acceptable feminine subjectivity, that of the concerned 

and pro-active mother. Nevertheless, it is impossible to separate this conventional 

construction of subjectivity from an explicit exploration of the influence of class status 

and political identity. Rebeca's rejection of Ruben's politics and even of his memory is 

explicitly linked to her determination to protect her middle class security. In this sense, 

Rebeca introduces the two elements of feminine identity construction not typically 

explored in the novela del 68: class and political identity. Rebeca's overriding concern 

with security—in all its connotations—ultimately produces a class and political identity 

that rejects the demands for change inherent in the 1968 student movement. Her response 

to 1968 is grounded in a model of economic and political security best achieved by 

passivity and self-preservation. 

From this perspective, then, Rebeca represents a specific combination of attitudes 

prevalent among the middle class in post 1968 Mexico—attitudes which for the most part 

called for a respect for the State and its institutions in exchange for so-called social 

stability, or in Rebeca's words, "seguridad." In the context of the novel, however, her 

characterization makes possible the exploration of these two factors of feminine 

subjectivity—class and political identity—as they are subsequently developed in Lupe 

and Ruth. Although the question of the identity of the informant was at least partially 

answered—it was a woman—the mystery is not totally solved, Romero is still looking for 

the specific woman who did it. From this point on the possibility that the culprit might be 

found in a male space—a former activist, a government mole, a former professor—is 
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eliminated. The effect of this shift toward women's spaces—first Rebeca's, next Lupe's, 

and eventually Ruth's—is a new focus on the dynamics of women's relationships to 1968 

and after, specifically in light of their class and political identities. Ultimately, then, the 

novel insists on not only "investigating" who did it, but more importantly, why, and how 

the construction of feminine class and political identity are implicated. 

Romero follows Rebeca's suggestion that he look for Lupe, since she was 

probably the person closest to Ruben. His first encounter with her, in the administrative 

offices at the university, leave him surprised at what he perceives as dramatic changes in 

the woman he vaguely remembered as "Fea. Muy inteligente. Activista de las mas 

aventadas" (90). The person he discovers now was "una mjuer un poco mayor que las 

tecleadoras, pero joven, menuda, con aura de autoridad manifiesta en su andar erecto con 

la cabeza alta" (95). After a brief conversation in the office they agree to meet after work 

at a nearby cafe. These initial encounters are marked by Romero's self-conscious 

attraction to Lupe. She is the first woman with whom he has been since being in prison 

and her presence evokes memories of the past and of his former lovers. "Romero se 

sentia cada vez mas sorprendido consigo mismo, pero no era desagradable la sensacion. 

Esto de citarse con una mujer en un restoran y tenerla tan cerca, dispuesta a escuchar y a 

confiar sus asuntos era algo que no habia vuelto a sentir desde sus dias estudiantiles. De 

repente anoro mucho su juventud" (101). 

The mutual affection that they eventually come to feel for one another suggests 

the possibility of a continuation of Lupe and Ruben's truncated love story. In this sense, 

then, Lupe is once again introduced in the context of a love relationship, and a natural 

suspense builds around the question of whether or not she and Romero will become 
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lovers. Nevertheless, instead of pursuing a conventional plot that reunites two old friends 

in their search for Ruben's traitor, Prieto subverts the "entrapment" potential of the love 

relationship for Lupe. Instead, the relationship becomes a space for the exploration of 

Lupe's political identity in the aftermath of 1968—in a sense it is also a study in contrasts 

between the politics of her past and her present, and an examination of Romero's political 

fossilization."''^ 

During their first conversation at the cafe, and again later at her apartment, Lupe 

refers to her continued political activism. When Romero presses her for details—he 

initially assumes that she is active in the Communist Party—she stalls, explaining "Tengo 

muchas actividades que me llenan la casa de caras nuevas todos los di'as. Esto tiene que 

ver con la lucha en la que estoy empenada...Ya hablemos de esto" (111). It is not until 

later, when Romero introduces himself to Lupe's nine year old son Xicotencatl, that the 

nature of Lupe's political activity becomes clear. 

—Jose Romero para servirte. 
—Otro Romero entonces. Aqui viene a veces un Romero 
que se llama Enrique y es padrecito, ^y tu tambien? 

Romero tiene una subita confusion. Cree haber oido mal e 
instintivamente se cala los anteojos para esconder sus 
pensamientos detras de la barrera de cristal. 

~^Yo cura? No, claro que no, 

Guadalupe sonn'e calmadamente. 

—Se refiere a un jesuita amito nuestro, no se si has oido 
hablar de Enrique Romero, escritor y periodista. 

It is can be noted that, as suggested by Amy Williamsen, Romero's castration on some level allows for the 

emplotment of a male character who can experience "non-phallic" desire. Given Prieto's reconfiguration of traditional 

plot lines, the construction of a "non-phallic" masculine identity within the novela del 68 represents another level of 

challenge to the centrality of the traditional, "phallic" male protagonist. 
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~A SI.. .No lo conozco. No me llevo bien con los curas 
(113). 

As the evening progresses, Lupe reveals that she and Padre Romero work together 

organizing women garment workers in some of the city's poorest neighborhoods. It 

becomes clear that Padre Romero and his followers practice a form of Liberation 

Theology, an activist religious practice grounded in the activation of biblical teachings in 

a social context.^" For Lupe, this form of activism represents a continuation of the 

struggle for justice that she and Ruben participated in, and she defends it in the face of 

Romero's criticism. 

-Andan metidos en asunto de esta indole hasta las sotanas. 
Digo mal, hasta las sotanas no, porque las han dejado en 
favor de la mezclilla,-contest6 Lupe con un poco de ira. 
-Se disfrazan porque la mentalidad del ensotanado no se la 
quitan. Yo me pregunto que demonios andan haciendo esos 
senores ademas de recopilar datos interesantes, no me digas 
que comen estiercol como se esta haciendo en Oaxaca en la 
desesperacion del hambre, o raices y lagartijas en Guerrero, 
que yo bien se como se abastecen su mesa, lo hacen con la 
cuchara grande, si no lo sabre yo que fui gato de sacristan y 
me robaba la fruta de la mesa del cura, fruta que de otra 
manera nunca hubiera probado y que pague con las patadas 

que me daba el sacristan con la venfa del representante del 
pobre de Nazareth. 
~Ya se ve que tu no te liberas del pasado... 
~^Tu sf? ^Oyendo a los vendedores de perdon? 
-Oyendo mi propia conciencia. Trabajo al lado de los que 
libran mi lucha, la misma que hacia yo junto a Ruben y 

seguire haciendo hasta que me muera. 
~Es que no es tu lucha la de los curas. Yo digo que no hay 
veneno peor que el de la trascendencia, es la zanahoria que 
le cuelgan por delante al burro para hacerlo trotar. 

For in-depth discussions of the political dimensions of Liberation Theology please see Gustavo Gutierrez. A 

Theology of Liberation: Historv. Politics, and Salvation, translated by Sister Caridad Inda and John Eagleson 

(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1988), and John R. Pottinger, The Political Theory of Liberation Theology: Toward a 

Reconvergence of Social Values and Social Science. (Albany: SUNY Press, 1989). 
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-Pues yo los veo de otro modo; los veo situados en lo mas 
cercano, en lo mas inmanente, en el aqui y ahora y si hablan 
de redencion pai'a el futuro, tampoco es un futuro mi'tico, es 
un futuro comprometido con la felicidad humana en la 
tierra (123). 

For Lupe, in order to move beyond the past, with its undeniable violence, there 

must be an alternative to improving the social conditions of the poor and disenfranchised. 

For her, the liberation theologists represent the potential for a continuing class struggle as 

well as an end to the cycles of violence which dominated the social movements of the 

1960s and 1970s. From Romero's perspective, nevertheless, Lupe's politics represent a 

betrayal of Ruben's struggle and his socialist rejection of religion. On some level, as well, 

it represents a break with both a social and literary convention that plots women's 

relationship to social struggle in the context of loyalty to the love relationship. As Frye 

notes the femininity text most available to adult female protagonists is the "love story" in 

which the the heroine is entrapped either by love/marriage or death/isolation. (2) Given 

the argument that narrative expectations are grounded in the assumptions of the dominant 

culture, Frye maintains that "the narrator protagonist must always remain alert to those 

assumptions as she shapes her own story in resistance to those assumptions" (109). The 

female protagonist who attempts to subvert the grid of cultural assumptions which 

defines her, then, must "resist and redefine the power of the conclusion to which a 

narrative moves" (110). The conclusion most expected or "assumed" for Lupe, then, is 

one in which she operates within the context of her love relationship—if not through 

loyalty to her partner then through loyalty to his politics. If indeed Ruben "enterro a 

Dios" as Romero argues, then Lupe's unconventional act of redefining her politics for 
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herself and at the same time reinterpreting Ruben's struggle in light of her new political 

identity are subversion of the traditional entrapment of feminine characters.^' 

Lupe, while still committed to Ruben's history, is nevertheless capable of defining 

her own path in a struggle for social justice. In this sense she represents a feminine 

subjectivity constructed in light of the events of 1968, and in response to them as well. If 

the student movement resulted in violence and in the death of social activists, then Lupe's 

search for her own political identity can be interpreted as a refusal to remain entrapped in 

the frustration of the past's plot, as Romero is. Similarly, her own political identity 

represents a possible conflict in the conventional resolution of the potential love 

relationship between Lupe and Romero. 

Equally important in the construction of Lupe's subjectivity is her commitment to 

the working poor and especially women. As she informs Romero, the work she does is 

specifically directed at women garment workers whose working conditions are abysmal. 

-Digamos que yo soy recolectora de basura. Tenemos entre 
los vecinos una especie de centro donde recibimos 
informacion acerca de la situacion laboral de las obreras de 
la industria del vestido: Canalizamos los datos hacia los 
que estan luchando para organizar a estas mujeres y 
ayudandoles a defenderse. Implica contactos muy amplios, 
no solo con ellas sino con sus familias, significa trabajar en 
sus talleres y fabricas o en sus organizaciones caseras al 
margen de la ley. Convivimos maestras como yo, 
secretarias, estudiantes, obreras, empleadas de almacenes, 
peinadoras, sirvientas (127). 

''' In the context of Mexican cultural history perhaps the classic example of the love plot and women's loyalty 

to the riealionship played out in the political arena can be found in the "Adeiitas" or soldaderas of the Mexican 

Revolution who followed their men to the battlefields of the revolution out of devotion to them and in accordance with 

the cultural text most available to them; the love story. In the Mexican cinema of the 1940s Emilio "Indio" Fernandez 

immortalized another version of this plot in his film Enamorada. 1946, starring Maria Felix. 
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The solidarity that Lupe and her cohorts work toward is rooted in the experiences of 

women of the working class poor who have not only been disenfranchised by capitalist 

economies but also for the most part ignored by the traditional unions and organizers. 

From this perspective Lupe defines herself in relation to a specific class experience and 

rather than rejecting it—or trying to move away from it as Rebeca Uranga does—she is 

empowered in her politics by it. She does not serve the poor as if they constituted some 

"other." Instead, she claims her own working class background and works from and with 

it. This is of particular significance because it differentiates Lupe from Ruth who, as I 

will examine below, could never reconcile herself with her working class reality and 

desperately tried to escape it. 

Although Lupe and Romero develop a close relationship it never materializes into 

a love affair, for the most part because of their political differences. Lupe breaks out of 

the traditional love plot, but Prieto uses this initial example of a potential love story 

almost as a mirror of a previous love story—also frustrated by clashing political 

identities—between Ruth Ancona and Ruben Uranga. Ruth is introduced into the present 

moment of the novel, during the early days of Lupe and Romero's relationship, when she 

inadvertently runs into Lupe in the same university office where Romero found her. The 

metaphorical "cubetada de odio en plena cara" with which Ruth greets Lupe leaves her 

suspicious of the origins of Ruth's hatred. Later, when Lupe is describing her encounter 

with Ruth to Romero she recalls a incident from the past which, in her mind, explains 

Ruth's attitude. 

—Entonces todas la muchachas andabamos en la onda jipi 
^te acuerdas? Ruth era en cambio compulsivamente 
atildada.Tuve la oportunidad de entender la razon de sus 
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escrupulos de limpieza un di'a que fui a sus casa... Vivi'a en 
un vecindario inmundo alia por la Santa Maria. De eso que 
entras y te da en las narices el tufo agrio de la gente sucia y 
el olor a manteca rancia. Ella se mortified tanto que me 
sent! incomoda. Me hizo esperar junto a la puerta y corrio a 
recoger sus papeles. Salimos sin despedimos de la mama 
que asomaba en esos momentos la cabeza por detras de un 

puerta pringosa para gritarle algo a Ruth. Tambien la 
senora me impresiono...la clasica bruja despeinada, de 
cabellos mal pintados, la cara pintarreajada, los ojos tiesos 
de rimel.. .lo que se le veia de vestido hacia 
juego...descosido...sucio (151). 

As Lupe concludes, "mira, yo tambien era pobre." The difference between her and Ruth, 

and the source of Ruth's apparent resentment and hatred is that Lupe's poverty somehow 

was "sin ese sabor a la indecencia que tenia la de Ruth" (ibid). It becomes evident, then, 

that Ruth's experience of a particularly abject poverty has marked her and played a 

dominant role in who she was in 1968 and who she is "today." Once again, then, a central 

feminine character is introduced into the novel in the context of her class identity—in this 

case Lupe's memory of Ruth's class experience—and eventually this element of her 

identity will impact her political response to the events of 1968. 

Ruth's visit to the university—on some level to a past that she had tried to deny 

for ten years—results in Lupe and Romero's eventual discovery of her guilt as Uranga's 

traitor. As it turns out, one of Lupe's co-workers recognizes Ruth as the former manager 

of a laundromat her sister Gloria worked at ten years earlier. Already suspicious of Ruth's 

possible guilt—given her attitude toward Lupe at the university days earlier and given the 

fact that she had been Uranga's lover at one time—Lupe and Romero meet with Gloria 

and she describes to them the events of the day that Uranga and Romero were arrested. 

According to her, Ruth had had an argument over the telephone with her brother that 
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morning, forbidding him to go to Coyoacan. After the telephone call Ruth, obviously 

agitated, turned on Gloria, accused her of spying and fired her. The mention of 

Coyoacan—the area where Ruben's printing press was located—alarms both Lupe and 

Romero. 

Jose tambien tenia todo el cuerpo 'chinito.' Los pelitos de 
la nuca se le habi'an alzado desde el momento en que habfa 
oi'do lo de Coyoacan. Iban cayendo las piezas del 
rompecabezas en su lugar...asi que Ruth Ancona habi'a 
prohibido terminantemente al hermano que fuera a 
Coyoacan precisamente ese dfa. Busco los ojos de 
Guadalupe. Lo miraban con infinita tristeza (170). 

The accumulation of evidence pointing toward Ruth leads Romero to conclude 

that she must have been the informant and he tells Lupe that he will seek Ruth out. From 

that point on Romero will act on his own, without involving Lupe. Her overriding 

concern is that Romero will be acting out of vengeance and that it will inevitably lead to 

more violence. Romero's insistence on his own form of justice results in an irrevocable 

separation from Lupe. 

In the final chapter of this first part of the novel Romero, with the help of Ortega 

and the union bosses, verifies that it was Ruth who revealed the location of Ruben's 

press. He buys a gun and learns to use it. The final scene of this section takes place in 

Ruth's apartment, where Romero has hidden, with the intent of confronting her about 

Ruben's arrest and death and, if necessary, killing her. Ruth enters her apartment and is 

startled to find a strange man there. Assuming he is a burglar she offers him money, 

begging him not to hurt her. Instead of accepting it Romero reveals his identity, "Soy un 

amigo de Ruben Uranga, amigo tan cercano, que me prendieron en el mismo lugar que a 

Ruben" (196). Initially Ruth denies knowing anything, but eventually she confesses. 
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i Yo no tuve la culpa, lo juro! [No sabi'a que el iba a estar allf esa manana! jYo solo querfa 

acabar con esa imprenta por su propio bien, lo ju juro! jSo solo la imprenta!" (197). This 

part of the novel ends with Romero reaching into his pocket for his gun. 

The second part of the novel focuses specifically on Ruth. If in the first part of the 

novel Lupe, Gloria and Romero evoked Ruth's presence through memories of her, and 

eventually through confrontation, then this section explores the person Ruth, and the 

experiences which defined her relationship to Uranga, the MPE, and in the present, to her 

past. As I will discuss below, this exploration of Ruth's identity, specifically from the 

perspective of her class experience, represents Prieto's attempt to shift the focus away 

from traditional masculine experiences of class and onto the specific class experiences of 

a woman. In the context of my overall thesis, then, in this section the second question of 

the mystery plot—what made her do it—is explored and eventually answered. 

As I noted above, Lupe's identity and her relationships were also constructed and 

influenced by her class experiences. She too was poor, yet in her mind, and in Prieto's 

representation of it, Ruth's poverty and class experience were qualitatively different and 

thus produced a completely different set of relationships. If Lupe was able to use her 

experiences of poverty to then work for greater social justice, and in this sense support 

the MPE and continue to be politically active in the years after Tlatelolco, Ruth rejected 

her class experience and was determined to move beyond it. In this attempt to escape 

Ruth abandoned all political activism in exchange for economic stablility. 

After briefly being mentioned in the first part of the novel, Ruth is fully 

introduced in "Aqui comienza el libro de Ruth." In this section Ruth, in the present, is on 

the verge of breaking up her relationship with Felipe, to whom she had been engaged. It 
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quickly becomes evident that Ruth's life revolves around her own social and material 

advancement. In fact she had become engaged to Felipe for less than sentimental reasons: 

las senoras tienen mas prestigio social y mayor estabilidad 
economica que las senoritas mayores de treinta anos, asf 
sean inteligentes, trabajadoras y habiles porque el mundo 
en Mexico es de los hombres y no hay vuelta al asunto y 
este hombre que ella habi'a cazado tenia ademas otras 
ventajas, como su buena presencia ffsica, su tipo racial 
aceptable socialmente. Bien vestido podi'a dar la impresion 
de hombre que 'ha llegado'.... (207). 

At the same time, Ruth has clearly sought refuge in a consumerist identity in an attempt 

to distance herself from a painful past. 

Era un placer siempre nuevo contemplar sus pesados 
pliegues de terciopelo rojo contrastando con la blancura 
diafana del encaje de nylon en la parte centra. Nunca mas, 
se prometfa al ver su ventana, sufrin'a el espectaculo de una 
ventana desnuda en un cuarto maloliente. Lo habia 
soportado en su ninez hasta el di'a en que pudo alcanzai'la 
subida a un banco para lavarla ante las burlas de su familia. 
Le habia pedido a su madre que le diese unos pesos para 

comprar un pedazo de tela y confeccionar una cortina que 
cubriese ese maldito vidrio que tanto la avergonzaba. Como 

no le diera nada, no le quedo mas remedio que aplicar sobre 
el vidrio una calcomanfa de cuadros rosas y blancos, que si 
bien no mejoro mucho la cosa, cuando menos le dio una 
ilusion de decencia en su ambiente desastrado. Y asi todas 
sus demas pertencencias tenfan valor simbolico; le 
permitii'an olvidar el desabrigo de ayer y no percibir la 
desnudez de hoy. Cada quincena significaba una nueva 
adquisicion para su coleccion de bibelots, ceniceros, 
cajitas, floreros, cuadros, espejos, mantelitos, caipetas, 
tapetes, un cumulo de mercanci'as necesarias para su habre 
esencial (209). 

As is evident in the above passage, Ruth's past is never far, it lingers and 

influences her behavior even in the present. In this sense the novel attempts to explore the 

dynamics which produce this particular character. From this perspective, then, the process 
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of exploring Ruth's identity is a process of examining the multiplicity of factors that 

determine who she is, including specific experiences of poverty. At the same time, the 

intrusion of the past is not limited to her class experiences. Ruth's past is also marked by 

her involvement with Ruben Uranga and the student movement of 1968. In the section 

which follows I would like to examine how the novel explores the complex relationship 

of class, politics and gender which construct Ruth's reaction to the events of 1968 and 

ultimately lead to her revealing the location of Ruben's printing press. 

As I noted above, the past insistently interrupts in Ruth's present life, and the 

narrative structure of this section reflects that. Rather than constructing a linear narrative 

that examines the past and then moves forward into the present, in this section Prieto uses 

a fragmented narrative style in which present-moment thoughts or incidents evoke 

memories of the past. In this sense, this section of the novel is perhaps more experimental 

than the previous section, and is clearly more compatible with the fragmented style that 

de la Torre's novels exhibit. 

The result of this fragmentation is the evocation of an extensive past which 

includes Ruth's childhood, adolescence, and early twenties, all in the context of roughly 

one week in the present tense. During this week, however, the weight of her guilty 

conscience is beginning to strain Ruth and she sinks rapidly into a kind of paranoia. 

Convinced that she is being followed—which she is, first by Ortega and then by 

Romero—memories of her family life, her relationship with Uranga and her eventual 

betrayal of him interrupt her daily activities and dominate her dreams. It is through these 

memories that Ruth's life story and her process of identity construction are narrated. I 

would argue that Ruth's identity is constructed in the context of three specific areas of 
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experience: her gender identity as it develops in a rivalrous relationship with her mother, 

her class identity as it develops in her home life and later at the university, and finally her 

political identity which develops specifically out of her gender and class experiences, and 

as it is expressed in her response to the student movement of 1968. 

The development of Ruth's gender identity is explored in the context of an 

extremely negative relationship to her mother. In Lupe's recollection Ruth's mother was 

"la clasica bruja," and in effect that is her role in Ruth's life. In Ruth's memories her 

mother is a source of nothing but criticism and condemnation, usually recalled in the 

context of arguments. To her Ruth is nothing but a "largotona pintarrajeada...no es nena" 

(214). From Ruth's perspective her mother's disdain is rooted in Ruth's expression of her 

sexuality: "...una tarde habia nacido la rivalidad y el odio entre ellay su madre. Esta se 

habia enterado de que se dejaba manosear por el tendero a cambio de un pufiado de 

dulces...Ruth todavia temblaba de rabia al recordar el manotazo que le habia hinchado el 

labio y obligado a inventar explicaciones en la escuela" (211). 

At the same time Ruth resents and rejects her mother and her mother's sexuality: 

En su adolescencia habi'a sentido asco de su cuerpo porque 
temio volverse igual a su madre y a su cuerpo desnudo que 
conocio esa mafiana en que habia sorprendido a sus padres 
en contorsiones que le parecieron inmundas. Habia salido 
corriendo a vomitar al patio, llevando en los oidos las 
carcajadas de su madre y en la imaginacion una herida que 
le habia de calar hasta el oscuro rincon donde acecha la 
neurosis (212). 

After Ruth begins an affair with Ruben her mother's only advice is "no le estes dando 

demasiado, no sea que a la hora de la hora te encuentres conque no tienes ni con que 

atarlo" (234). In this context of rivalry and resentment Ruth develops a conflicted sense 
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of her own sexuality and on some level disdains it. Yet it is also in this context that Ruth 

constructs an image of her gender and sexuality as weaponry against potential rivals, and 

in effect, as the tools she will use to secure her place in society. 

Su despertar a la sexualidad habia sido difi'cil; llego a 
quebrantar su ya debil equilibrio el sentirse semejante a la 
mujer con la que cohabitaba y trato de reprimirla, despues 
la utilize y despues le gusto haciendo sus bellaquerias por 
los rincones menos iluminados de la vecindad, con los 
muchachos mas guapillos y mejor vestidos, con los que se 
adiestraba para su gran conquista final, la que habria de 
convertirla en una senora (212). 

As opposed to Lupe Rojas, who despite being less attractive than Ruth nevertheless has 

more confidence and self-assurance about her identity, Ruth develops a sense of her 

relationship to the world grounded in a sexuality of which she is not confident, but on 

which she relies for an escape from her family and home life. This combination of 

factors, the use of sexuality as an armament, the disdain for feminine sexuality and the 

compelling desire to get out of poverty, in fact, determine to a great extent her 

relationship to Ruben. 

Once Ruth is at the university she meets Ruben, who is one of her law professors. 

She is immediately attracted to him, but realizes that he is not interested in affairs with 

his students. On the contrary, she recognizes that the students who do gain his attention 

are the ones who are intellectually engaged. Among those students is Lupe Rojas, whose 

intelligence and political activism are readily apparent. For Ruth, however, she is "tan fea 

tan india tan estirada...se crefa licenciada en leyes porque era la unica con la que 

hablabas de igual a igual de cosas que los demas ni entendiamos" (225). Instantly a 

rivalry is invoked between Lupe and Ruth, in what is readily recognizable as a 
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conventional theme in the novela rosa. Playing into the plot of rival women, Ruth resorts 

to her sexual wiles in an effort to gain Ruben's attention and affection. In the end she 

succeeds. 

Given the nature of Ruth's relationship to Ruben, in essence a sexual affair 

maintained mostly by deceit and gamesmanship, it is fairly predictable that the romance 

will end and that Ruth will lose Ruben. This does occur, but the breakup of the 

relationship is rooted less in Ruben's attraction to his "true love" than in his recognition 

of Ruth's total lack of political engagement. Early in the relationship Ruben explains to 

Ruth that he is too preoccupied with his studies to be bothered with socializing. 

-Tengo la licenciatura en Derecho, voy tras la de 
Economia, quiza me allegue una Maestrfa y un Doctorado, 
y al mismo tiempo me preparo para la polftica. 
-Mucho programa realmente, ly para tu vida personal que? 
~Es mi vida personal. Es toda mi vida (230). 

In the same conversation he explains that he is not seeking a traditional political career in 

the PRI. Instead, "se habia soltado hablando un lenguaje totalmente desconocido para 

Ruth, en el que se manifestaba ambicion de mejorar los destines del pais sin afan de 

enriquecimiento personal. Al principio penso que se estaba 'adornando' para 

impresionarla pero a los pocos minutos se dio cuenta que estaba oyendo a un hombre 

sincero""(230). 

As the affair progresses, Ruth becomes increasingly uncomfortable with Ruben's 

politics and his involvement with the MPE. The constant meetings at his apartment 

become a source of resentment between them, and eventually, Ruth begins to feel that she 

is part of the "campo enemigo" that his radicalization creates. Eventually even her 

attempts at political discussions with Ruben result in arguments and in his rejection of 
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her "izquierdismo legal." In the end, Ruben rejects Ruth and ends the relationship 

because he is determined to be part of the student movement. 

For Ruth, Ruben's career has always represented the possibility of leaving behind 

a troubled home life and the burden of poverty. Her "politics," then, to a large extent are 

determined by a desire for stability and security—again, not unlike Rebeca, Ruben's 

sister. In her eyes, Ruben's abandonment of his career for a life of political activism 

represented the loss of an identity she had already begun to imagine for herself. From her 

perspective Ruben was misled and it was her interpretation of reality that could save him. 

Y yo ciega te seguia los pasos rehusdndome a reconocer tu 
abaiidono es lo que encuentro mas difidl de perdonarte 
porque ademds yo sabia que estabas equivocado y que nos 
ibas a hacer daiio a toda la gente verdaderamente 
trabajadora porque aunque lo negaras temamos 
prosperidad y paz y crecimiento econdmico si lo habia 
gracias a la estabilidad politica la prueba estaba en que 
podiamos darnos el lujo de montar una olimpiada 
decorosa y no teman derecho los vagos del Poll de la 
UNAM y de la Normal a echar abajo el esfuerzo de los que 
SI trabajamos sus alegatos puro pretexto para andar de 
golfos claro tu no estabas en el ease pero estabas mal, de 
todos modes (279). 

In the end, then, Ruth's reaction to the MPE and Ruben's involvement—to inform the 

police about Ruben's clandestine press—while not necessarily justifiable, is at least 

explored in the context of a complicated set of circumstances. Ruth's identity, 

constructed by specific class and gender experiences, reveals a particular political identity 

emerging from the confluence of diverse factors. 

As noted earlier, the novel ends with Romero's attempted assassination of Ruth. 

By this point Ruth has suffered an almost complete nervous breakdown because of 

recurring dreams of Ruben and her inability to repress her memories of the past. In the 
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final scene she struggles with Romero and it is he who is killed. The novel ends, then, 

with Ruth, the admitted informant responsible for Uranga's and now Romero's deaths, 

still alive, though clearly not sane. 

From the perspective of the conventional novela policiaca, this closure 

undermines a traditional victory of morality over corruption. We know the identity of the 

criminal, and have explored the experiences which led her to her "crime," and in the end, 

must accept that she might possibly be permitted to live while Romero dies. From the 

perspective of the novela rosa, or the conventional love story plot, despite the failed love 

stories of Lupe and Ruth, they manage to survive the entrapment of a traditional ending— 

albeit with Lupe's destiny much more hopeful than Ruth's. In this sense, then, while Los 

testigos utilizes conventional narrative strategies, the process of developing the 

conventional plots includes explorations of women's gender, class, and political 

experiences which necessarily inflect the plots with the complications of women's 

realities. 

Conclusion 

In the preceding pages I have attempted to analyze Emma Prieto's exploration of 

feminine subjectivity and the construction of class and political identity in Los testigos. 

By displacing the traditional male space of the labor union as the site for the construction 

of class identity in the novela del 68, and replacing it with feminine spaces and 

experiences, the novel expands the interpretations of what role class and political 

identities played in feminine responses to the events of 1968 and after. The novel's use of 

conventional narrative strategies and recognizable plot structures reflects a strategy of 
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engaging the reader, while the insistence on the realities of class experience challenges 

readers to assess women's experience in broader and more complex terms. 

Los testigos is perhaps the least experimental of the three novels studied in this 

dissertation, but it does reflect a similar concern for the exploration of 1968 from a 

gendered perspective. Even as the novel resists casting all women in identical positions 

vis-a-vis the MPE it insists on complicating the meaning of class identity. All of the 

characters in the novel belong to or came from the poor working class, yet their 

relationships to political events and history reflect the multiplicity of experiences and 

subjectivities which emerge from a class experience typically represented monolithically. 

From this perspective, then, the novel represents an engagement with the issue of class 

identity in the history and literature of 1968, and a specific dialogue about the complex 

feminine experiences of class, gender, and political identity. 

Final Conclusions 

As I have argued in the preceding chapters, the diverse meanings of the novela del 

68 and the spaces which it occupies in contemporary Mexican literary history represent 

relevant and provocative areas of study. Thirty years after the massacre at Tlatelolco 

historians, political analysts and cultural scholars continue to explore the impact of this 

event on Mexican society, while literary scholars grapple with the implications of 1968 

for an entire generation. 

At the same time, however, that the novela del 68 continues to occupy a 

prominent space in literary imaginings of 1968, the relevance of women's explorations of 
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understanding of both 1968 and the novels which it engendered. Therefore, I have 

maintained throughout this work that readings of contemporary literary works which take 

up the theme of 1968 necessarily implicate, on one level, the historical moment—the 

external referents of 1968, the popular student movement, the massacre at Tlatelolco on 

October 2, 1968, and the repercussions of the massacre on post-1968 Mexican society— 

and on another level the textual moment—those novels which have come to comprise the 

novela del 68, and in that sense to occupy the space of a literary experience and 

interpretation of the historical referent. Working from this argument, I have attempted to 

demonstrate that the three novels analyzed herein are representative of the necessary 

expansion of the meaning of both the historical and the textual referent, 1968. From this 

perspective, the novela del 68 as a body of works must reflect the interaction of the 

historical and the literary, the social and the political, the centers and the margins. My 

argument is that these novels, written by women authors and privileging feminine 

subjectivities, expand the parameters of representable experiences and interpretations of 

both 1968 and its literary representations. 

The authors and novels studied herein, because they are overtly concerned with 

the exploration of feminine experiences of 1968, engage what I call the two moments of 

1968 from a specifically feminine—what I have termed "gendered"—perspective. I 

believe that this gendered perspective has implications, then, for our understanding of the 

historical experience of 1968 and Tlatelolco principally because this perspective inserts a 

series of discourses which also emerged in that period but which have not typically 

received critical attention in the traditional novela del 68.1 have identified these 
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discourses as fundamentally "gynocentric" or concerned with the female experience. 

Therefore, in Panico o peligro by Maria Luisa Puga there is an exploration of the 

discourse of the autobiographical "I" as it is constructed in post-1968 Mexico from the 

perspective of a female protagonist. In Mailha Robles' Los octubres del otorio the 

potential for historical discourses—that is, discourses that construct historical narratives 

and frameworks—to reflect non-lineai" and female-inflected interpretations is explored. 

And finally in Emma Prieto's Los testigos there is an overt examination of the 

construction of a class identity through feminine experience of 1968, and the influence 

that class identity has on the experience of 1968. 

Each of these novels represent, then, an inquiry into the feminine experience of 

1968 as a historical event—that is, a fictionalization of a historical referent. I am by no 

means arguing that they are historical documents. Nevertheless, they do engage the social 

imagination of history through the expansion of a perceived reality. The popular student 

movement, the massacre at Tlatelolco and the experience of post-Tlatelolco Mexico are 

not simply reflections of a male experience. The specific concern for feminine experience 

necessarily expands the scope of experience implicit in these historical referents. 

Similarly, because these novels are fictional they simultaneously engage the 

preceding fictions of 1968. In this context they engage, as I argued above, the textual 

moment of 1968 in its various stages and from specific discourses introduced in the 

jwvelci del 68. The novels themselves, then, provoke inquiries into the nature of 

representation and narrative strategies and techniques of the traditional novela del 68. 

From this perspective, the novels self-consciously explore the processes of constructing 
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not only historical subjectivies but also the construction of literary subjects from a 

decidedly gynocentric perspective. 

Ultimately, what I have attempted to show throughout this study is the relevance 

of these novels in the context of two distinct, yet intimately related, dimensions of the 

1968 student movement. Because they speak to both a historical reality which has yet to 

be fully explored and analyzed, as well as speak to the literary representations of this 

historical referent, the novels make vital and viable the continued investigations into what 

it means to have lived through 1968 and how that experience might be imagined and 

understood through literary texts. 
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